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 PUBLIC AUCTION 5880BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

SALE 5880
STANLEY GIBBONS PUBLIC STAMP AUCTION

The “Robert Atkinson” Collection,
 of predominantly unused

Great Britain and British Commonwealth stamps.  
(Please note all lots in this sale are subject to 5% vat on the hammer price)

Tuesday 22nd September 2015.
To be held at:

Stanley Gibbons 399 Strand London WC2R 0LX

Public Viewing
at the Stanley Gibbons Stand at Autumn Stampex

(The Business Design Centre, Islington, N1 0QH),

16th – 19th September 2015 (11am to 5pm).

and at 399 STRAND
Monday 21st September 09:30 – 16:00

 
Private viewing beforehand at 399 Strand by appointment only.

 

 

For an appointment to view 
Please telephone Andrew Ellis or Tom Hazell on 020 7836 8444 

or email aellis@stanleygibbons.com
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ORDER OF SALE

Tuesday 22nd September 2015
Morning Session
To start at 11.00am

Lots 1-449 Countries A-I
including

Lots 3-56 Australia and States
Lots 90-120 British Guiana

Lots 157-210 Canada and Provinces
Lot 214-237 Ceylon

Lots 275-307 Great Britain
Lots 314-345 Hong Kong

Lots 349-449 India and States

Afternoon Session
Not starting before 1.30pm

Lots 450-883 Countries I-Z 
including

Lots 450-470 Iraq
Lots 493-563 Malaya and States

Lots 601-628 New Zealand
Lots 630-655 Nigeria

Lots 677-691 Nyasaland
Lots 695-721 Rhodesia

Lots 746-823 South Africa and States
Lots 872-882 Zanzibar

(Please note all lots in this sale are subject to 5% vat on the hammer price)
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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THE ‘REXTON’ COLLECTION
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NOTES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF BIDDERS

INSPECTION OF LOTS
Public viewing takes place prior to the auction. Dates and times for this auction are published at the start of the catalogue. We regret that 
we do not offer a postal viewing service, however black and white photocopies and colour scans of most small lots in this sale can be 
supplied on request. Lots that are housed in albums, boxes or cartons and lots that are of a fragile nature which would require special 
handling are not available for photocopying or scanning.

PAYMENT
We accept the following forms of payment:
 Debit Cards – Switch, Maestro, Delta, Solo (no service charge)
 Credit Cards – Visa, Mastercard (a service charge of 1.79% will be added to the invoice total)
 Charge Cards – American Express (a service charge of 4.25% will be added to the invoice total)
 Cheques – All cheques should be made payable to Stanley Gibbons Ltd
 Cash – Payment in cash is welcomed, to a maximum of €15,000 (or sterling equivalent) per auction
 Bank Transfer – Bank details will be provided on request

AUCTION CHARGES
All lots in the catalogue are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% (plus VAT at the current rate). Internet bidders who use the service offered 
by the-saleroom.com will incur an additional charge of 3% (+VAT). 

VALUE ADDED TAX
VAT will be charged at the current rate on all lots where the estimate is prefixed by †. Where the estimate is prefixed by F  VAT will be 
charged at 5% under the temporary importation procedure. Where no symbol is present, lots are offered under the Auctioneer’s Margin 
Scheme and are not subject to VAT.

STORAGE CHARGES
Storage charges will be levied on lots that remain in our premises after the expiration of three months from the date of sale. Such charges 
will be applicable to lots that have been paid for but not collected and to lots that are unsold but which have not been reoffered. The 
storage charge will be 1% of the hammer price for purchased lots or 1% of the lower estimate for unsold lots with a minimum charge of 
£10 per month. If the material is not claimed within twelve months of the date of sale, Stanley Gibbons Ltd shall be entitled to dispose of 
the material to defray accrued storage charges.

BIDDING INCREMENTS

Bids received that do not correspond to the above will be rounded down to the nearest step.

ESTIMATED VALUES
The prices quoted to the right of each description are the Auctioneer’s estimate of the market value for each lot. Lots may sell above or 
below these estimates.

CATALOGUE REFERENCES
These are provided as a guide to bidders and refer to Stanley Gibbons catalogues unless otherwise stated. Other commonly used catalogues 
include Michel (Europe and Colonies), Scott (North and South America), Heijtz (Falkland Islands and Dependencies), Huggins and Baker 
(Huggins, or H&B) (British Postal Stationery), Pierron (Great Britain and Commonwealth errors).

K

Lot Containers

EY SYMBOLS, TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

 ppc  Picture postcard

perf Perforation

 

 

reg Registered

RPS Royal Philatelic Society of London

 s/l  Straight line

 stc  Stated to catalogue (i.e. provided as a guide but 
 unchecked and not guaranteed by us)

 

 

 

u/m  Unmounted mint, never hinged original gum
Large part o.g.  Previously hinged but the major portion of 
 its original gum is undisturbed

Part o.g.  Previously hinged with 50% or less of the 
 original gum remaining undisturbed

BPA British Philatelic Association

cds  Circular datestamp

 

 

cto

 

Cancelled to order

cyl

 

Cylinder

 

 

ffc

 

First flight covers

 

h/s 

 

Handstamp

 

 

 

MC 

 

Maltese cross
MCA 

 

Multiple crown CA watermark

m/s 

 

Manuscript
o.g. Original gum

ols Outer letter sheet

Up to £50 - £2
£50 to £100 - £5
£100 to £200 - £10

£200 to £500 - £20 
£500 to £1,000 - £50
£1,000 to £2,000 - £100

£2,000 to £5,000 - £200
£5,000 to £10,000 - £500
Over £10,000 - at Auctioneer’s discretion

 Mint

C Card     | e Small envelope   | E Large envelope    | A Album    | B Box

 Used 
 Entire letter, envelope, cover, card, wrapper
 Airmail
B Booklet

S Specimen
P Proof, essay, colour trial
R Revenue
T Telegraph
† Subject to VAT at the current rate

C Cinderella
F Forgery
L Literature
D Document, Autograph
F  Subject to VAT at 5%
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THE “ROBERT ATKINSON” COLLECTION

MORNING SESSION
Tuesday 22nd September 2015, starting at 11.00am 

(Please note all lots in this sale are subject to 5% vat on the hammer price) 

 ANTIGUA

1 H Selection incl 1862 no watermark rough perf 14 to 16 6d, 1863-67 1d (3), 1872 1d (2 one with watermark reversed), 1879 
2d and 4d, 1882 ½d to 4d, 1903-07 values to 1s and 5s (light bend), 1913 5s, 1921-39 values to 4s. 1932 Tercentenary 
and 1936 Jubilee sets, mixed cond, the early issues without gum, then mostly part to large part o.g. with some gum 
toning (69)  £550-£650

 ASCENSION

2 H  1922 “ASCENSION”, 1934 and 1935 Jubilee sets, mostly large part o.g. most with some degree of overall gum toning, 
but the higher values usually lesser so, cat £500 (23)  £100-£120

 AUSTRALIA - NEW SOUTH WALES

3 P Plate proof of the 1850 1d reddish rose “Sydney Views” on thin yellowish paper, imperforate without watermark, unused 
without gum, B.P.A. Cert (2015) (Plate 1)  £150-£170

4
      

7
      

5

4 H  1850 (Aug) 1d dull carmine “Sydney Views” on hard toned white to yellowish-paper (SG 8) pos. 9, unused (without 
gum) with good margins all round, a few surface marks but good colour and a most acceptable example of this 
scarce stamp, B.P.A. Cert (2015), cat £8,000 £3000-£3400

5 H  1850 (1 Jan) Plate I, with vertically lined background, 2d deep blue from later intermediate impression (SG 16c), 
upper marginal (pos 5), a trace of ink staining on reverse but good to very large margins and most attractive, 
unused without gum, Ceremuga Cert (2013), a rare stamp, cat £9,000 £1000-£1200

6 H  1885-86 Overprint in black 5s lilac and green, perf 12x10 (SG 238b), typical centring for this issue, fresh large part o.g., 
cat £700 (Plate 1)  £300-£340

7 H -- £1 lilac and claret, perf 12, (SG 240a), upper marginal (pos 9) with reduced imperf margin, some gum thinning, 
however fresh colours and fine appearance, part o.g., a very rare stamp of which only 100 are believed to have 
been produced, most of which were used, BPA (2000) and 2013 Ceremuga Certs, cat £9,000 £3000-£3400

8 H -- Overprint in blue, 10s mauve and claret perf 12 (SG 241b), light even gum toning, large part o.g., cat £300 
   (Plate 1)  £90-£100

9 H  1888-89 Centenary of NSW, watermark w25, perf 10, 5s deep purple, 5s deep violet and 20s cobalt blue (SG 261, 261a, 
262), last thin spot and tiny red mark on face, large part o.g., cat £1,350 (Plate 1)  £400-£440

10 H  1890 20s ultramarine perf 12x11 (SG 264cb), a couple of shortish perfs, fresh large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 1)  £140-£160

11 H  1894-1904 10s violet and rosine on chalky paper, perf 11 (SG 277a), a little heavily hinged but very fresh, part o.g., 
   cat £375 (Plate 1)  £140-£160

12 H  1897 Diamond Jubilee and Hospital Charity set of 2 (SG 280/81), 1d (1s) a few bends and lightly hinged, 2½d (2s 6d) light 
horizontal crease but u/m, cat £273 (Plate 1)  £70-£80

13 H -- Reissue 5s reddish-purple (SG 297c, etc), four unused examples showing minor shades, two perf 11, the others ‘perf 
12’, although closer to 11½, a few short perfs and typical light gum toning, large part o.g.  £70-£80

14 H  Officials: 1891 (Jan) 2½d ultramarine and ½d on 1d grey to 12½d on 1s red (SG O54/7), also 1892 ½d grey, perf 11x12 
(SG O58a), ½d on 1d missing perf, others generally fine, large part o.g., cat £180+  £70-£80
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THE “ROBERT ATKINSON” COLLECTION

15 H -- Small unused selection incl 1879-85 watermark w36 5d green x 2 (SG O7), 1880 watermark w35 10d lilac, perf 10 
(SG O18ac), 1882-85 watermark w40,1d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 8d (2) and 1s, 1888-90 1d to 1s (SG O39 etc), 1890-91 5s mauve 
(SG O49a) and a few postage dues, some imperfections and few incl SG O49a without gum, most part to large part o.g. 
(20)  £100-£120

16 H  Postage Dues: 1891-97 6d green, 8d green and 5s green, all perf 10 (SG D6/8), first two a few short perfs, large part 
o.g., last a very ‘large’ stamp, this heavily hinged and some gum thinning, part o.g., cat £400+  £90-£100

17 H -- 10s green, perf 12x10 (SG D9a), light crease but centring well above average, fresh large part o.g., cat £500 
   (Plate 1)  £180-£200

18 H -- 20s green, perf 12x10 (SG D10b), centring well above average, small part o.g., cat £600 (Plate 1)  £200-£240

19 H Small selection of earlier issues, all unused or of unused appearance incl 1851 2d ultramarine plate IV on stout vert 
laid paper (SG 34), a few faint marks on face, regummed, 1850-51 3d yellow-green on bluish grey wove paper (SG 
42), touched or slightly cut-into, with orange BPA cert stating ‘...unused, discoloured, condition does not merit a full 
certificate’, 1851-52 no watermark 1d carmine on thick yellowish paper (SG 44), thinning but with part o.g., 1d scarlet 
and 1d brick-red on bluish wove, both no gum and thinning, 1851-55 2d ultramarine, fine impression on bluish paper, 
large margins, no gum, 2d Prussian blue plate III with small thin, no gum, 1854 watermark double-lined figures 1d 
orange-vermilion, 2d Prussian blue and 3d yellow-green, last large part o.g., others no gum, 1856-59 registered 6d, two 
imperf examples, variously defective and two 1860-63 perf, cond very mixed (15) £500-£600

20 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1854-59 types (T11/14) 5d dull green 6d slate-green, 6d fawn all apparently 
imperf, last with some o.g., 1856-60 imperf 1d orange-vermilion and 1d carmine-vermilion, 2d ultramarine, 2d blue and 
3d dull green, 1860-72 perf 12 1d orange-red, 5d dull green, perf 13 5d dark bluish green, 6d purple, 8d bright yellow, 
1s rose-carmine and 1s crimson lake, 1882-97 watermark w40, perf 11 8d yellow (2), cond variable but most with some 
o.g. (25)  £460-£500

21 H Unused selection on three stockcards from around 1862 to around 1907 with values to 1s black, 1888-89 Centenary 
types also to 1s and later to 2s 6d green incl 1902-03, 1905-10 and 1907 issues, cond mixed in places but many fine, 
part to large part o.g. (79)  £180-£200

 QUEENSLAND

22 H  1900 “Patriotic Fund” set of 2 (SG 264a/b), 1d (6d) light gum creasing, 2d (1s) tone spot (not visible from face), large part 
o.g., cat £490 (Plate 1)  £120-£140

23 H  1905-06 Perf 12, £1 deep green (SG 274), centred to upper left, fresh large part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 1)  £160-£180

24 H  1907-11 2s6d vermilion, 5s rose, 10s blackish brown and £1 bluish green (SG 309/12), last horizontal crease, part to 
large part o.g., cat £622 (Plate 1)  £90-£100

25 H Selection of ‘Chalon’ issues, unused or of unused appearance incl 1860 watermark large star, imperf 1d carmine-rose 
   and 6d green, each with three margins, 1d with repaired tear, without gum and probably cleaned, 1860-61 watermark
   small star, clean-cut perf 3d brown (SG 8), perf 14 at Somerset House 1d carmine-rose (SG 12), rough perf 14-16 1d 
   carmine-rose, 2d blue, 3d brown and 1s violet, also two REGISTERED orange-yellow, last fresh o.g., 1862-67 thick 
   paper, rough perf 1d to 1s, 1864-65 watermark small star 1d orange-vermilion, 1866 litho 4d grey-lilac (SG 56), 1868-74 

watermark w4 2d to 1s, also reprint of 1d and REGISTERED, 1868-78 watermark w5 1d to 1s with shades, 1880 litho 2s 
6d, 5s and 10s, part o.g., also 2s and 20s cleaned fiscals, overall cond typically mixed but some fine, part to large part 
o.g. or unused (43) £500-£600

26 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1879-81 1d (3), 2d, 6d (2) and 1s, 1882-95 values to £1 but most cleaned 
fiscals or regummed, 5s (SG 159) fresh large part o.g., 1882-91 to 2s pale brown, also perf 9½x12 1d pale red and 1s 
mauve (without gum), 1890-96 types to 1s, 1897-1908 and 1907-11 both to 2s turquoise green, some cleaned fiscals or 
regummed but majority part to large part o.g. (102)  £200-£240

 SOUTH AUSTRALIA

27 H  1886-96 2s6d bright aniline-violet and 5s rose-carmine perf 11½-12½, (SG 195bb, 196ab), fresh large part o.g. 
   (Plate 1)  £70-£80

28 H -- 15s brownish yellow, perf 10 (SG 198), fresh large part o.g., cat £700 (Plate 1)  £360-£400

29 H -- £1 blue, perf 11½-12½ (SG 199a), centred to upper right, fresh large part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 1)  £180-£200
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THE “ROBERT ATKINSON” COLLECTION

30

30 H -- £10 bronze, perf 11½-12½(SG 206a), light gum toning and rather roughly perforated, particularly at top, large 
part o.g., a rare stamp, cat £7,000 £2000-£2400

31 H  1902-04 Thin ‘POSTAGE’, perf 11½-12½, 3d olive-green to £1 blue (SG 268/79), 3d creased, others fine and fresh, large 
part to fine o.g. (Plate 1)  £400-£440

32 H  Officials: 1904-11 Thick ‘POSTAGE’, perf 12, 6d blue-green to £1 blue (SG 284/92), fresh large part to fine o.g. 
   (Plate 2)  £300-£340

33 H  Valuable selection of earlier issues on four stockcards, all unused or of unused appearance incl 1855 London 
   ptg 1d dark green (BPA Cert 2015, stating ‘unused, has been repaired at left and the frame line painted in’), 2d 

rose-carmine and two 6d deep blue, 1856-58 imperf 1d yellow-green, 2d red, 1858-59 roul 1d yellow-green, 6d 
slate-blue, 1860-69 roul 4d dull violet, 6d shades (5), 9d grey-lilac, 10d on 9d yellow, blue surch (2), also one 
with black surch, 1867-70 perf x roul 1d and 6d, 1868-79 10c on 9d, 1s and 2s, 1871 4d dull lilac, watermark w7, 
1876-1900 watermark w8 to 2s and 1901-02 watermark w10 to 2s, typical mixed cond and some without gum, or 
regummed and not all can be guaranteed as unused (70) £1800-£2000

34 H Small but useful unused selection on two stockcards incl 1874-77 watermark w2, perf 11½-12½ 1s red-brown, 
   1876-85 watermark w8 4d, 6d bright ultramarine, 8d on 9d brown (this thinned), 2s rose-carmine, 1891-1903 1s and 2s, 

1882 ½d on 1d blue-green, 1891-95 2½d on 1d and 5d on 6d and 1899-1901 ½d to 6d, cond mixed and a few without 
gum, most part to large part o.g. (37)  £500-£600

35 H Unused selection of later QV issues on two stockcards incl 1876-1904 1d and 2d, perf 10, 1883-99 to 6d blue, 1886-96 
10s green perf 11½-12½, 1894-1906 perf 15 values to 5d, 1906-12 watermark w27 3d sage-green to 5s bright rose, cond 
variable and a few without gum, mostly part to large part o.g. (56)  £260-£300

 TASMANIA

36  8 1853 1d pale blue on medium soft yellowish paper (SG 1) pos. 9 in sheet, four large margins, a couple of tiny red marks 
on face but no evidence of having been used, ‘orange’ BPA Cert (2015) which states “...regummed, treated to reduce 
staining and manuscript on reverse, not possible to certify as unused”, offered on this basis, cat £10,000 when unused 
or £1,500 when used (Plate 1)  £500-£600

37 8  1863-71 Serrated perf 19 (at Hobart) 2d yellow-green (SG 119), sound used by ‘dumb’ barred oval, with separations 
intact, Brandon Cert (2008), cat £750 (Plate 1)  £200-£240

38 H  1892-99 5s lilac and red, 10s mauve and brown and £1 green and yellow (SG 223/25), 5s fine large part o.g., others 
heavily hinged but good appearance, part o.g., cat £765 (Plate 2)  £180-£200

39 H Selection of unused (or of unused appearance) on four stockcards incl 1853 plate II 4d orange (SG 10) with upper left 
corner added and other repairs, 1855 London printing 1d carmine, 2d green and 4d blue, small margins or just touched, 
1856-57 Best ptg, no watermark 4d deep blue, large margins, 1857-69 later Chalon perf types incl values to 1s, most 
show signs of erased m/s cancels, 1870-91 incl values to 5s, a few cleaned cancels, 1892-99 values to 2s 6d, 1899-1900 
pictorials DLR ptg to 6d, later typo issues to 6d, 1906-07 8d purple-brown to 10s mauve and brown, cond of Chalon 
types extremely mixed, most without gum or regummed and traces of pen cancels, later issues usually with part or large 
part o.g. (97)  £460-£500

 VICTORIA

40 H  1850-53 Thomas Ham printings, 3d blue from third state with ‘white veils’ (SG 14), tiny surface mark on Queen’s chest, just 
   touched at upper left, close to good margins elsewhere, disturbed part o.g., BPA Cert (2008), cat £1,100 
   (Plate 1) £200-£240

41 H  1860-66 Watermark as w10, 3d pale blue (2), 3d maroon, perf 12, 4d rose-red and 6d black (SG 90, 91, 92a, 94), also 
watermark w11 4d dull rose-pink (SG 95), 3d and 4d (SG 92a) with large part brownish o.g., others traces of o.g. or 
unused (6)  £220-£260
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42 H  1897 Hospital Charity Fund set of 2 (SG 353/54), light even gum toning, u/m, cat £150 (Plate 1)  £70-£80

43 H  1900 Empire Patriotic Fund set of 2 (SG 374/75), some creasing, small thins and other imperfections, large part o.g., cat 
£425 (Plate 2)  £60-£70

44 H  1901-10 Perf 12½ £1 carmine-rose and £2 deep blue (SG 399/400), former gum rather toned but largely intact, latter 
   heavily hinged with some gum thinning, part or large part o.g., both good facial appearance, cat £950 
   (Plate 2)  £300-£340

45 H Small unused selection incl 1850-53 1d (2) and 2d, 1854 imperf 1s blue, 1854-55 imperf 6d dull orange and 6d orange-
yellow, 1856 PB 1d yellow-green, 1857 ‘emblems’, watermark large star, imperf 1d yellow-green (2), 4d vermilion, 4d dull 
red, rouletted 1d green and 4d dull red, 1858 laid paper 2d violet, 1858 PB 6d bright blue and 1860-63 2d slate on DLR 
paper, watermark w11, cond very mixed and most without gum (22)  £400-£440

46 H  Valuable unused range on seven stockcards from 1861-64 1d green and 6d black, 1863-74 ‘Laureted’ types incl 3d 
lilac (watermark ‘8’), 8d orange, 10d grey and 5s blue/yellow, 1880-84 incl 1d green, 1885 STAMP DUTY overprints 
to 2s, 1885-95 to 2s, 1886-96 incl 1s 6d pale blue, 1901-10 incl values to 5s and £1 carmine-rose, perf 12½ and 
£2 deep blue, perf 11, postage dues incl 1890-94 to 5s dull blue and brown-lake and 1895-96 to 5s pale red and 
yellowish green, cond very mixed in places but incl many stamps with gum (Scores) £2000-£2400

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA

47 H  1854-55 Imperforate 1s pale brown (SG 4c), four clear margins, unused with traces of gum that may not be original, 
   cat £475 (Plate 2)  £100-£120

48 H  1857-59 Hillman printing, imperforate 2d brown-black/red and 6d grey-black (SG 15, 19), both appear unused and 
‘cut square’, however former has all four corners skilfully added and latter has repaired 8mm scissor cut and has been 
cleaned (cert states cannot be guaranteed as unused), each with 2013 Ceremuga cert, good representative space 

   fillers of these rare stamps, cat £12,500 when fine (Plate 2)  £500-£600

49 H  1888 (Mar-Apr) 1d carmine-pink, 2d grey and 4d red-brown, (SG 103/05), first two part o.g., last large part o.g., 
   cat £189  £60-£70

50 H  1902-12 10s deep mauve (SG 127), well centred and fresh, part o.g., cat £170 (Plate 2)  £70-£80

51 H -- £1 orange-brown (SG 128), fine large part o.g., cat £400 (Plate 2)  £200-£240

52 H  Useful unused selection on four stockcards incl 1854 imperf 1d black, 1854-55 imperf 4d pale blue and 1s pale 
brown, 1860-64 watermark w4, imperf 4d blue and 6d sage-green, 1861 intermediate perf 14-16 2d blue and 6d 
purple-brown (SG 34, 36), perf 14 at Somerset House 1d rose and 2d blue, clean-cut perf 14-16 1s yellow-green, 
rough perf 14-16 1d rose-carmine, 1863-64 no watermark, perf 13 1d lake and 6d deep lilac, 1864-79 watermark 
crown CC, perf 12½ 1d bistre, 2d yellow, 4d carmine (2), 6d lilac, 1s bright-green and 1s sage-green, 1871-73 
watermark crown CC 3d pale brown, 1876-81 watermark crown CC, perf 14 1d yellow-ochre, 2d chrome-yellow, 
6d lilac and 6d reddish lilac, 1882-85 watermark crown CA, perf 14 1d yellow-ochre (2d), 2d chrome-yellow (2) and 
6d lilac, 1885 1d on 3d pale brown (SG 91), 1885-93 watermark crown CA 1d to 1s, 1888 4d red-brown (SG 105), 
1898-1907 1d to 1s, 1902-12 watermark w33 values to 5s emerald green, 1905-12 values to 5s, 1912 watermark 
w35 6d and 1s, most early issues without gum, majority part to large part o.g. (79) £1000-£1200

 AUSTRALIA
53 H  Postage Dues: 1902 Perf 11½, 12 ½d to 5s emerald green set of eight (SG D1-8) a couple with hinge remains and a 

number with light overall gum toning, but generally large part o.g., cat £475 (Plate 2)  £150-£170

54 H -- 1906-08 3d green (SG D48) large part o.g. with light overall gum toning, cat £650 (Plate 2)  £200-£240

55 H -- 1913-23 Perf 14, £1 scarlet and pale yellow-green (SG D87) large part o.g. with light gum streak, cat £950 
   (Plate 2)  £300-£340

56 H Selection incl 1913-14 ‘Roos’ with values to 5s (this with bend), 1913 6d ‘Kookaburra’, 1914-20 ‘King’s Head’ to 5d 
and later to 1s 4d, 1915-27 ‘Roos’ values to 10s (short perfs), 1929-30 and 1931-36 ‘Roos’ to 5s, range of commems 
to 1935 Jubilee, Postage Dues and Officials, cond varies, some gum toning etc, generally part to large part o.g., 

   (Approx 160)  £850-£950

 BAHAMAS
57 H  1863-80 Watermark CC, perf 12½, 1s green (SG 38) part o.g., minor perf tones, still an attractive well-centred example 

with fresh colour, a rare stamp in unused condition, and well above average, clear BPA Cert (2006), cat £2,750 
   (Plate 2)  £600-£700
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58 H Selection on three cards incl 1859-60 thin paper (SG2), 1863-77 perf 12½ 1d shades (3) and 6d, perf 14 1d, 1882 perf 
12 1d, 1882 1s, 1884-90 vals to 5s, 1901-03 5d, 2s and 3s, 1902-10 vals to 5s, 1906-11 set to 6d, 1912-19 vals to 5s 
(5s no gum), 1911-19 vals to 2s, 1920 Peace set to 1s, 1921-29 vals to 2s, 1921-37 set to £1 (£1 toned gum) etc, mixed 
cond,  odd early issue without gum/gum traces otherwise generally part to large part o.g., cat £1,000+ (84)   £100-£120

 BAHRAIN

59 H  1933-37 KGV 3p to 5r, (SG 1-14) fresh large part o.g. mostly lightly hinged, the 5r very fine with the scarcer upright 
watermark. also ½a to 3a 1934-37 issues (Plate 2)  £150-£170

 BARBADOS

60 H Selection on four cards incl 1855 (½d) green and (1d) deep blue, both good 4 margins, 1861-70 (4d) dull rose-red, 1873 
small star p14 3d, 1882-6 vals to 1s incl 4d grey (no gum), 1892-1903 set to 2s6d black and orange, 1897-98 Jubilee 

   vals to 2s6d,  1906 Nelson set to 1s, 1906 Annex 1d, 1907 Nelson ½d, 2d and Relief Fund 1d on 2d, 1909 vals to 
6d, 1912-16 set to 3s, 1916-19 set to 3s, 1920-21 Victory set to 3s, and good run to 1935 Jubilee, Postage dues 
1934-35 ½d and 1d, mixed cond, enerally part to large part o.g with degree of gum toning (some heavy), cat £2,300+ 
(119)  £200-£240

 BARBUDA

61 H 1922 Leeward Islands overprinted ½d to 5s green and red/pale yellow (SG 1-11), very fresh large part to fine o.g., 
   cat £150  £50-£60

 BASUTOLAND

62 H 1933 ½d to 10s olive-green (SG 1-10), fresh large part to fine o.g. some light overall gum toning, cat £275 
   (Plate 2)  £70-£80

63

63 H  Officials: 1934 ½d emerald to 6d orange-yellow overprinted ‘OFFICIAL’ (type O1), matching upper marginal 
   examples (SG O1-O4), fine u/m with brilliant colours, the ½d and 6d with odd short perfs but this hardly detracts 
   this still being one of the finest existing sets and one of only two in this upper marginal form. Ex Melat and 
   CRL 9/6/93, lot 1100. (N.B. The exhaustive 1996 monograph by Barry P. Fletcher demonstrates conclusively 

that just ten examples each of the unused ½d and 6d exist in unused condition, 18 1d and 14 2d have been 
recorded). £20000-£24000

 BATUM - BRITISH OCCUPATION

64 H  1920 (12 Jan) Imperforate Russian Stamps with type 4 handstamp, 50r on 1k orange (SG 21), fresh o.g., slight gum 
creasing, scarce with only 400 issued, cat £600 (Plate 2)  £260-£300

65 H -- Imperforate Russian stamps with type 4 handstamp, 50r on 2k yellow-green (SG 22), with large margins all round, light 
horizontal bend, fine o.g. (hinged in top margin), signed Holcombe and with Forbin h/s, cat £850 (Plate 2)  £360-£400

66 H -- Perforated Russian stamps with type 4 handstamp, 50r on 3k carmine-red (SG 24) fresh o.g., odd slightly shortish 
perfs but fine for this rarity of which only were 200 issued. Signed Mikulski, Brandon Cert (1995), cat £1,400 

   (Plate 2)  £600-£700

67 H -- Perforated Russian stamps with type 4 handstamp, 50r on 4k red (SG 25) brilliant o.g., horizontal bend but very fine 
appearance, rare with only 250 issued, BPA Cert (2006), cat £850 (Plate 2)  £300-£340

68 H -- Perforated Russian stamps with type 4 handstamp, 50r on 5k brown-lilac (SG 26), off centre but fine o.g. with Romeko 
h/s, cat £425 (Plate 2)  £150-£170

69 H  1920 (30 Jan-21 Feb) Perforated 25r on 5k brown-lilac, 25r on 10 on 7k blue, 25r on 20 on 14k deep carmine and blue 
and 25r on 25k deep violet and light green, all with type 6 surcharge in blue, (SG 29a-32a ) all fine large part o.g., mostly 
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signed Holcombe, a nice group of which only 1,000 or fewer of each were issued, cat £365 (Plate 2)  £150-£170

70 H -- Perforated 50r on 2k yellow-green, 50r on 3k carmine-red, 50r on 4k red and 50r on 5k brown-lilac all with type 6 
surcharge (SG 34-37) odd short perf, otherwise fine large part o.g., only 920 or fewer of each were issued, cat £510 

   (Plate 2)  £240-£280

71 H -- Imperforate 50r on 2k yellow-green (SG 38) with very large margins all round, large part o.g., a couple of light gum 
bends, a lovely ‘large’ stamp, cat £425 (Plate 2)  £200-£240

72 H -- Imperforate 50r on 3k carmine-red (SG 39) large margins all round, fresh large part o.g., fine, cat £500 
   (Plate 3)  £240-£280

73 H Selection on two cards, incl 1919 (April) 5k to 5r, 1k (imperf) and 5k(perf) handstamped Russian issues and various 
   1919-20 optd ‘BRITISH OCCUPATION’, imperfs generally large margined, mainly large part o.g. (26)  £70-£80

 BECHUANALAND - STELLALAND

74
     

79
     

80

74 H  1885 (Oct) “Twee” 2d on 4d olive-grey (SG 6), well centred with good perfs, part o.g., RPS Cert (1989), a seldom 
   seen rarity cat £3,500, also 1884 set of 5 to 1s green, 1s unused, others part to large part o.g., 1d with 

faults £1600-£1800

 BECHUANALAND

75 H  British Bechuanaland; 1885-87 Cape of Good Hope 6d reddish purple, overprinted with type 1 (SG 7) very fine lightly 
hinged o.g., cat £190 (Plate 3)  £90-£100

76 H -- Cape of Good Hope 1s green, overprinted with type 1 (SG 8) very fine lightly hinged o.g., scarce thus, cat £350 
   (Plate 3)  £170-£190

77 H  1888 (19 Jan) 5s and 10s green and black (SG 18-19) both fine with full o.g., cat £370 (Plate 3)  £180-£200

78 H -- £1 lilac and black (SG 20) light gum creasing/wrinkles and one shortish perf at foot, large part o.g., cat £850 
   (Plate 3)  £300-£340

79 H -- £5 lilac and black (SG 21) centred right, but full and fresh o.g., cat £4,000 £2000-£2400

80 8  1888 (Sept-Nov) 2d on 2d lilac and black, surcharge in green (SG 23c), very lightly cancelled (just a trace in t/l 
corner), an exceptional example of this rarity of which only one sheet was issued, cat £4,000 £2000-£2400

81 H -- 1d on 1d lilac and black to 1s on 1s green and black (SG 22-28), 4d on 4d faint blue mark on face, large part o.g., 
   cat £860 (Plate 3)  £200-£240

82 H  Bechuanaland Protectorate: 1888 (Aug) 2s green and black overprinted “Protectorate” (SG 47) large part (slightly 
yellowish) o.g., £750 (Plate 3)  £300-£340

83 H -- 2s 6d green and black overprinted “Protectorate” (SG 48) large part o.g., Brandon Cert (2009) cat £600 
   (Plate 3)  £300-£340

84 H -- 5s green and black overprinted “Protectorate” (SG 49) trivial (ink?) mark on one perf tip, large part o.g., Brandon Cert 
(1988), cat £1,300 (Plate 3)  £600-£700

85 H  1932 ½d to 10s black and brown (SG 99-110), large part o.g., some with light overall gum toning, cat £450 
   (Plate 3)  £100-£120

86 H Selection on three cards incl 1885 C of GH vals to 4d, 1888 ½d, 1888 (Jan) vals to 2s6d, 1888 (Dec) ½d on 3d, 1891-1904 
set to 1s, 1888 (Aug) opt ‘Protectorate’ vals to 4d on 4d, 1888 (Dec) 4d on 4d, 1889 4d on ½d, 1897 set to 6d, 1904-13 
set to 1s, 1912 1d, 1913-24 set to 1s, Seahorses 2s6d (BW) and 5s (Waterlow), Postage Dues 1926 set to 2d, 1932-58 
set to 2d etc, early issues mixed cond, generally part to large part o.g. cat £2,000+ (77)  £200-£240
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 BERMUDA

87 H  1918-22 Keyplates’ 2s to £1 purple and black/red (SG 51b-55) large part o.g., a nice basic ‘set’ of 6, cat £600 
   (Plate 3)  £240-£280

88 H  1924-32 2s to 12s6d grey and orange (yellowed gum) (SG88-93), fresh u/m, cat £450 (Plate 3)  £200-£240

89 H Selection on three cards incl 1865-1903 perf 14 1d, 6d and 1s, perf 14 x 12½ 6d, 1875 surch 1d on 3d (no gum) and 1d 
on 1s, 1880 ½d and 4d (4d small thin), 1883-1904 set to 1s, 1902-03 set to 3d, 1906-10 six vals to 4d, 1910-25 set to 1s, 
1921 Tercentenary set 1s, 1922-34 set to 1s etc, mixed cond, odd early issue without gum but mainly part to large part 
o.g. with degrees of gum toning, cat approx £1,900, (81)  £200-£240

 BRITISH GUIANA

90
     

91
     

92

90 8  1850-51 4c lemon-yellow “Cotton-reel” on thin paper, cut round (SG 3.II) signed E.D.W(ight), used, ink etching
   at the initials (causing splits in the paper) and minor soiling, RPS (1966) and Brandon (2014) Certs, 
   cat £24,000 £5000-£6000

91 8 -- 8c green “Cotton-reel” on medium wove paper, cut round (SG 4.II) signed E.D.W(ight), used with ‘Demerara’ 
JU.13.1851. cds, thinned, Brandon Cert (2007) which states “Provenance: Ferrary”, cat £16,000 £4000-£4400

92 8 -- 12c blue “Cotton-reel” on medium wove paper, cut round (SG 5.II) indistinct initials and used, thinned in 
places, Philatelic Foundation New York (1978) and Brandon (2007) Certs which states “Provenance: Ferrary”, 

   cat £11,000 £3000-£3400

93
     

95
     

96

93 H  1852 (1 Jan) 1c black/magenta, surface-coloured paper (SG 9) unused with large part o.g., repaired at top 
   but a most acceptable example of this rarity, Brandon Cert (2001) which states “Ex Ferrary”, cat £15,000
    £1500-£1700

94 H  1853-55 Imperforate 4c blue, first setting type 6 from the row of 10 (SG 19), clear to good margins except just touched 
at SE corner, unused without gum, fractionally toned, and tiny corner bend, but very good appearance, rare in unused 
condition, and an interesting example as type 6 was the source of the 1c transfers, cat £3,000 (Plate 3)  £300-£340

95 H  1856 4c black/rose-carmine, type 6, typeset provisional (SG 25) initialled ‘E.D.W.’ (= Wight), UNUSED with three 
very large margins but just in at top, various faults, with some restoration, but good colour and appearance. 
W. Drahn Cert (1939) and Pink BPA Cert (2007) which notes ‘unused, thins, a horizontalontal crack has been 
reinforced and touched in’. Excessively rare in unused condition, and a presentable example of this famous 
classic issue which includes the ‘world’s rarest stamp’, unpriced unused in SG catalogue £15000-£17000

96 8  1856 (Aug) Paper coloured through, 4c black/deep blue (SG 27) indistinct initials and cancellation, Brandon Cert 
(1999) which states “The stamp has been cut octagonally and the corners have been subsequently added. (Ex 
Ferrary)”, a huge rarity with only nine copies known to exist, cat £225,000 £20000-£24000

97 H  1862-65 Perf 12 on thin paper, 1c brown (SG 41) fine large part o.g., typical centring and some shortish perfs, still very 
fine for this, extremely scarce in this quality, cat £900 (Plate 3)  £300-£340

98 H -- Perf 12½-13 on medium paper, 6c pink (SG 62) fine large part o.g., typical centring and some shortish perfs, cat £275 
(Plate 3)  £100-£120
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99 H  1863-76 Perf 10, 8c pink (SG 95) lightly hinged o.g., some shortish perfs and trivial gum soiling on a couple of perf tips, 
cat £275 (Plate 3)  £100-£120

100 H -- Perf 15, 4c bright blue (SG 109) fresh large part o.g., typical centring and very minor creasing, still fine and attractive, 
cat £300 (Plate 3)  £100-£120

101 H -- 6c ultramarine (SG 111) large part o.g., centred very low and a few short perfs, trivial gum bends, Brandon Cert (1997), 
cat £1,000 (Plate 3)  £300-£340

102 H -- 12c lilac (SG 113) showing letters of papermaker’s watermark, fresh large part o.g. and extremely scarce in this lovely 
condition, cat £850 (Plate 3)  £400-£440

103 H -- 24c yellow-green (SG 114) very lightly hinged o.g., with lovely fresh colour, trivial gum wrinkle but exceptional for this 
scarce stamp, cat £650 (Plate 3)  £300-£340

104
     

105

104 H  1862 (Sept) Typeset Provisional,1c black/rose, imperforate vertical strip of 3 from R2/5, 3/5, 4/5 of the setting, 
showing types 10/11/12 se-tenant, unsigned remainder without roulettes, each stamp additionally shows a 
constant variety, with R2/5 showing ‘1’ for first ‘I’ in ‘BRITISH’ (as SG 116c), R3/5 ‘1’ for second ‘I’ in ‘BRITISH’ and 
italic ‘S’ in ‘POSTAGE’ (as SG 117d), R4/5 wrong ornament (as type 15) at lower left (as SG 118c). Minor creasing 
but fresh large part o.g., and a rare and splendid item, with clear RPS cert (1991) noting the varieties (SG 116c, 
117d, 118c), cat £2,600++ £1000-£1200

105 H -- Typeset Provisional, 4c black/blue, rouletted 6, signed (SG 122), Pos. 5, unused with large part o.g., Brandon 
Cert (2002), cat £6,000 £2000-£2400

106 H -- 4c black/blue type 14 (SG 123a), unsigned, centred to l/r, roulettes partly trimmed at foot, light gum creases, large part 
o.g., cat £1,300 (Plate 3)  £360-£400

107 H  1876-79 Perf 14, 96c olive-bistre (SG 134) large part o.g. with fresh colour, minor gum disturbance from hinge removal 
but far above average for this scarce stamp, cat £475 (Plate 3)  £200-£240

108 H -- Perf 12½, 4c blue (SG 135) unused without gum (as usual) with lovely fresh colour, a rarity in unused condition, PSL 
and RPS Certs (1906 and 1970), cat £1,200 (Plate 3)  £400-£440

109 H  1878 (Aug) Provisionals, 1c black with bar through ‘OFFICIAL’ (SG 138), part o.g., vertical bend and a few short perfs but 
fresh and well-centred, very scarce unused, and much above average, cat £300 (Plate 3)  £100-£120

110 H 1878-81 ‘Provisional’ unused selection of 11, comprising 1878 April (two horiz bars) (1c) on 6c, 1878 Aug (single bar), 
1c slate, 1878 Nov (horiz and vert bars), (1c) on 4c, 1881 21st Dec, bar and surch set of 3, 1881 28th Dec, 1 on 48c 
(heavily toned gum), Official stamps, 1 on 48c, 2 on 12c, 2 on 24c (without gum), 2 on 24c (without gum), generally trace 
to part o.g. cat approx £1,500 £150-£170

111 H  1878 (6 Nov) (1c) on 6c ultramarine, horizontal and vertical bars (SG 141) fresh lightly hinged o.g., typical perfs and 
centring, and some gum creasing, still much above average, scarce, cat £225 (Plate 3)  £70-£80

112 H  1881 1c on 12c brownish purple ‘OFFICIAL’, type 21 surcharge (SG 153), fresh large part o.g., only 2,438 issued, and far 
above average, cat £140 (Plate 3)  £70-£80
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113 H  1888-89 $1 green type 28 surcharge (SG 185) full o.g., slight gum creasing but still fine fresh appearance, only 1,200 sold 
without surcharge, for postal and revenue purposes, cat £500 (Plate 3)  £200-£240

114 H -- $2 green type 28 surcharge (SG 186) large part o.g., cat £250 (Plate 3)  £100-£120

115 H -- $3 green type 28 surcharge (SG 187) fine lightly hinged o.g., cat £250 (Plate 3)  £100-£120

116 H -- $4 green type 28 surcharge (SG 188) very lightly hinged o.g., fine, cat £600 (Plate 3)  £300-£340

117 H -- $5 green type 28 surcharge (SG 189) large part fine o.g., a few slightly short perfs, very fresh, cat £375 
   (Plate 3)  £100-£120

118 H  1905 $2.40 green and violet overprinted ‘POSTAGE AND REVENUE’ (SG 251) fresh and fine lightly hinged o.g., cat £190 
(Plate 4)  £80-£90

119 H  Officials: Small selection comprising 1875 1c black centred t/r (large part o.g.) and 8c rose well centred (part 
o.g.) also 1877 1c slate (unused no gum), 2c orange (toned part o.g.) and 8c rose (part o.g.), odd shortish perf (5), 

   cat £2,970  £360-£400

120 H Selection on four cards incl 1862-65 perf 12 4c pale blue and 12c lilac (corner thin and repair), perf 12½-13 1c black, 
1863-76 perf 10 1c (cut perfs at left), 2c and 4c, perf 15 1c, 2c and 8c), 1876-79 vals to 48c, 1882 perf ‘SPECIMEN’ 1c 
black on magenta (2 types) and 2c black on yellow, 1882 1c, 4c and 6c, 1888-89 opt ‘INLAND REVENUE’ and surch, 
short set to 40c, 1889 set to 96c, 1890 surch ‘ONE CENT’ set to 1c on $4 (incl large ‘4’ variety), 1890-1 set to 8c, 1898 
QV Jubilee set to 15c, 1899 surch ‘stop’ and ‘no stop’ sets of 3, 1900-03 set to 60c, 1905-07 set to 96c, 1907-10 set 
to 12c, 1913-21 set to 96c incl addtl shades, 1918 War Tax, 1921-27 wmk Script set to 96c, 1931 (July) set to $1 and 
1934-51 set to $1, mixed cond, generally light gum toning, some (issues to 1882) unused without gum, remainder part 
to large part o.g., cat approx £3,400 (132)  £400-£440

 BRITISH HONDURAS

121 H  1865 6d rose and 1s green (SG 3/4), both with typical centring the 6d fresh unused and 1s green fine large part o.g. (this 
with odd shortish perfs) lovely fresh colours, cat £825 (Plate 3)  £200-£240

122 H  1872-79 3d chestnut, perf 14 (SG 13), fine large part o.g., cat £170 (Plate 4)  £70-£80

123 H -- 6d rose, perf 14 (SG 15), brilliant part o.g., some adhesion on reverse (causing minor wrinkles), but well-centred and 
exceptionally fresh, much above average for this very scarce stamp, cat £475 (Plate 4)  £150-£170

124 H -- 1s green, perf 14, (SG 16) brilliant large part o.g., odd shortish perfs, still much above average. ‘SENF’ H/S on reverse, 
scarce in unused condition, cat £325 (Plate 4)  £100-£120

125 H  1882-87 6d yellow (SG 21) very fresh lightly hinged o.g., fine, cat £275 (Plate 4)  £130-£150

126 H  1888 50c on 1s grey (SG 30) large part lightly toned o.g., a couple of short perfs, cat £475 (Plate 4)  £100-£120

127 H  1891-1901 $1 green and carmine, $2 green and ultramarine and $5 green and black (SG 63/65), large part o.g., the top 
two values with very light overall gum toning, cat £570 (Plate 4)  £200-£240

128 H  1922-33 $5 purple and black/red (SG 125), very fine o.g., cat £225 (Plate 4)  £100-£120

129 H Selection on three cards incl 1865 1d pale blue (corner fault, 1872-79 wmk Crown CC perf 12½, 1d and 3d, perf 14 1d 
and 4d, 1882-87 1d rose, 1888 Crown CC perf 14 2c on 6d and 3c on 3c, wmk Crown CA vals to 20c on 6d, ‘TWO’ on 
50c on 1s, 1888-91 set to 50c on 1s, 1891-1901 vals to 50c, 1899 ‘Revenue’ set to 50c, 1902-04 set to 20c, 1904-07 
vals to $1, 1908-11 set to 25c, 1913-21 set to $5 (light bend) incl shades, 1915-16 set to 5c, 1922 set to $2, etc and 
Postage Dues 1923 set, mixed cond, odd early issue trace to part o.g. otherwise part to large part o.g., cat approx £2,000 
(100)  £200-£240

 BRITISH LEVANT

130 H  1916 (Feb) ‘Salonica’ ½d green to 3d bluish-violet with type S1 overprint (SG S1/S4), fresh large part o.g., the 2d with 
slight gum creasing, cat £500 (Plate 4)  £150-£170

131 H -- 4d grey-green, type S1 ‘Levant’ overprint (SG S5) large part o.g., odd shortish perfs, still fine for this and showing 
inverted albino impression on reverse, only 480 of the basic stamp sold, clear Brandon Cert (2003) not mentioning the 
albino impression, cat £190+ (Plate 4)  £90-£100

132 H -- 6d reddish purple, type S1 overprint with inverted albino impression on reverse (SG 56var) large part o.g., only 840 
sold of basic stamp sold, cat £110+ (Plate 4)  £50-£60

133 H -- 9d agate and 1s bistre-brown with type S1 ‘Levant’ overprint (SG S7/8) fresh and fine large part o.g., minor gum wrinkles 
on 9d, scarce with only 360 of each sold sold, the 9d with clear Brandon Cert (2003), cat £750 (Plate 4)  £300-£340
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134 H Selection of 55 on two cards incl 1885 80pa on 5d and 12pi on 2s6d, 1887-96 4pi on 10d, 1902-05 set to 24pi on 5s, 
1905-08 2pi on 5d, 1909 vals to 5pi on 1s, 1911-13 1pi on 2½d, 1913-14 set to 5pi on 1s, 1921 set to 180pi on 10s, 
1905-12 set to 1s, 1921 set to 2s6d, mixed cond, part to large part o.g., majority fresh appearance, cat approx £900 

     £200-£240

 BRITISH POST OFFICE IN SIAM

135 H F  1882-85 Watermark crown CC 4c rose (no gum), 5c purple-brown, 6c lilac (a few short perfs) and 24c green (no 
gum), 2c on 32c pale red, wide ‘E’ (no gum), watermark crown CA 2c pale rose, 4c rose, 5c blue (a few short perfs), 
10c slate and 12c brown-purple, also 8c orange bearing forged overprint, generally fine and with part o.g. except 
where mentioned £1000-£1200

 BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS

136 H Small selection comprising 1907 set excl 6d (these mostly without gum), then complete for the basic issues from 1913 
set of four to 1935 Jubilee set, generally large part o.g. to o.g., some with overall gum toning, but the higher values 
generally fine (45)  £200-£240

 BRITISH SOMALILAND

137 H Selection on three cards incl 1903 overprinted at top set to 5r, overprinted at bottom vals to 8a, 1904 vals to 5r, 1905 vals 
to 12a, 1912-19 vals to 3r and 1921 set to 5r, Officials 1903 OHMS vals to 1r, 1903 prepared but not issued vals to 8a, 
1904 vals to 8a incl 2a wmk MCA, many heavily mounted, part to large part o.g. with degrees of gum toning, cat approx 
£700 (80)  £70-£80

 BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

138 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1866 perf 12 6d rose-red on toned paper, 1867 1s black and rose-carmine on 
toned (SG 19), 1887-89 watermark crown CA 4d chestnut, 6d dull violet and 1s brown, 1899 set of 8, ½d yellow-green to 
5s indigo, 1913 watermark MCA 5s green and red/yellow and 1935 Jubilee, a couple of early items without gum, mostly 
part to large part o.g. (24)  £70-£80

 BRUNEI

139 H  1908-22 $5 carmine/green (SG 47) fresh and fine lightly hinged o.g., cat £190 (Plate 4)  £90-£100

140 H -- $25 black/red (SG 48) full slightly ‘dried’ o.g., a few gum wrinkles, cat £650 (Plate 4)  £200-£240

141 H Selection incl 1906 Labuan overprinted set to $1 on 8c, 1907-10 set to $1, 1908-22 values to $1, 1922 ‘Exhibition’ overprinted 
set to $1, 1924-37 set to $1, mainly large part o.g with degrees of gum tone on most (64), cat £1,200+  £300-£340

 BURMA

142 H  1937 3p slate to 15r blue and olive (SG 1-17) mostly large part o.g., some light overall gum toning or other small faults, 
the 15r fresh large part o.g. (Plate 4)  £400-£440

143 H -- 15r blue and olive (SG 17) fresh large part o.g., scarce and much above average, cat £750 (Plate 4)  £360-£400

144 H -- 25r orange and blue, watermark inverted (SG 18w), very lightly hinged o.g., minute traces of gum toning as often, still 
fine fresh appearance and well above average for this key stamp, cat £1,400 (Plate 4)  £600-£700

145 H  Officials: 1937 3p slate to 10r green and scarlet (SG O1-14) mostly large part o.g. the 5r u/m, cat £850 
   (Plate 4)  £400-£440

 BUSHIRE

146 H  1915 (Sept) Persia Coronation 1ch deep blue and carmine overprinted type 1 (SG 15), Dadkhah setting I, pos.4, unused 
with part original gum, toned perf at lower right, BPA Cert (2015), cat £800 (Plate 4)  £300-£340

147 H -- Persia Coronation 3ch deep green overprinted type 1 (SG 17), Dadkhah setting I, pos.5, unused with large part original 
gum, BPA Cert (2015), cat £900 (Plate 4)  £460-£500
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148
     

149
    

150
     

151

148 H -- Coronation 10ch brown and deep green, setting II, (SG 21) pos. 5, fresh lighty hinged o.g., an exceptional 
example of this rarity of which only 66 were issued, Holcombe Opinion (1987), cat £2,500 £1300-£1500

149 H -- Persia Coronation 24ch sepia and brown, overprinted type 1 (SG 23), Dadkhah setting II, pos.5, corner bend at lower 
right, large part original gum, BPA Cert (2015), cat £1,100  £500-£600

150 H -- Persia Coronation 1kr black, brown and silver, overprinted type 1 (SG 24), Dadkhah setting III, pos.3, large part original 
gum, BPA Cert (2015), cat £1,100  £600-£700

151 H -- Persia Coronation 2kr carmine, slate and silver, overprinted type 1 (SG 25), Dadkhah setting III, pos.3, part original 
gum, some perf toning on reverse, BPA Cert (2015), cat £1,000  £360-£400

152 H -- ‘Coronation’ 3Kr sepia, dull lilac and silver (SG 26), fine lightly hinged o.g., a scarce stamp of which only 139 were 
issued, BPA Cert (1985), cat £1,200 (Plate 4)  £600-£700

153 H -- Persia Coronation 5kr slate, sepia and silver, overprinted type 1 (SG 27), Dadkhah setting IV, pos.2, large part original 
gum, BPA Cert (2015), cat £1,100 (Plate 4)  £600-£700

154 H -- Persia Coronation 1t black, violet and gold, overprinted type 1 (SG 28), large part original gum, BPA Cert (2015), 
   cat £1,000 (Plate 4)  £500-£600

155 H  1915 2ch to 10kr rose and bistre-brown (less 24ch, 1 and 2 kr), some with heavyish gum toning, most with expertising 
initials on reverse, large part o.g., good appearance, cat £2,100+ (Plate 5)  £360-£400

 CAMEROON

156 H  1915 ½d on 3pf to 5s on 5m carmine and black (SG B1-13), low values fresh large part to fine o.g., high values some 
creasing and mainly unused without gum (13), cat £900  £100-£120

 CANADA - BRITISH COLUMBIA & VANCOUVER ISLAND

157 H  Vancouver Island; 1860 2½d deep reddish rose (SG 2) part o.g. with fresh colour, typical centring and slight creasing 
but above average, cat £425 (Plate 4)  £100-£120

158 H -- 2½d pale reddish rose (SG 3) lower marginal, minor gum wrinkles but still fine u/m, C.P.E, S. Cert (2209) as the dull rose 
shade (SG 2) being stamp 3 in block of four, cat £425+. Ex Mayfair and Welburn. (Plate 4)  £240-£280

159 H -- 2½d pale reddish rose (SG 3) off centre, tiny ink speck on front and odd shortish perf, large part o.g., cat £425 
   (Plate 4)  £100-£120

160 H  1865 Perf 14 5c rose (SG 13) from the left hand of the sheet with central pane margin at foot, large part o.g. with fresh 
colour, a nice positional stamp, cat £350 (Plate 4)  £180-£200

161 H -- Perf 14 5c rose and 10c blue (SG13-14), both centred to l/r and unused without gum, fresh appearance, cat £600 
   (Plate 5)  £70-£80

162 H  British Columbia 1868-71 Perf 12½, 10c lake (SG 24) well centred and very fresh, a fine example of this scarce stamp, 
Sismondo Cert (2007), cat 900 (Plate 5)  £440-£480

163 H  Selection comprising 1865-67 3d (2 shades), 1868-71 perf 12½ 5c, 50c and $1, perf 14 2c, 10c, 25c, 50c (unused without 
gum) and $1, mixed cond with generally traces to part o.g. and perf faults, high cat value (10) £1500-£1700
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 NEW BRUNSWICK

164
     

166

164 H  1861 6d yellow ‘Royal Crown and Heraldic Flowers’ on blue paper (SG 3) with good margins all round and 
showing part of adjoining stamp under “POSTAGE”, unused with part o.g., lovely colour, B.P.A. Cert (2015), 

   cat £5,000 £2000-£2400

165 H  1860-63 5c brown “Connell” (SG 13), straight edge at left, a few light marks on face and a little tired, unused without 
gum, RPS (1945) CPES (2012) Certs, a representative example of this classic rarity, cat £10,000 (Plate 5)  £500-£600

166 H  1851-60 1s reddish mauve (SG 5), four clear margins and very fresh colour, unused with part o.g., BPA Cert (1985), 
a rare stamp, cat £18,000 £3000-£3400

 NEWFOUNDLAND

167 H  1857-64 6½d scarlet-vermilion on thick, machine made paper (SG 7), small thin at upper right corner, four close but clear 
margins, unused and regummed, Brandon Cert (2006) which states ‘original gum’, cat £4,250 (Plate 5)  £500-£600

168 H  1860 2d orange-vermilion on medium, hand made paper (SG 10), trace of thinning at top but excellent colour, four 
margins, close at left and very large elsewhere, large part o.g., cat £550 (Plate 5)  £120-£140

169 H -- 4d orange-vermilion on medium, hand made paper without mesh (SG 12), four clear to good margins and 
excellent colour, fresh unused without gum, BPA Cert (2007), cat £4,250 £1000-£1200

169
     

170

170 H -- 6d orange-vermilion on Medium hand-made paper (SG 14) with good margins all round, unused without gum, B.P.A. 
Cert (2015), cat £4,750  £500-£600

171 H  1868-73 A.B.N.Co printing, perf 12 ‘set’ of 5, 1c brown-purple to 6c rose (SG 35/9), fresh and centring generally well 
above average, 6c large part o.g., others unused without gum, cat £1,000+  £160-£180

172 H  1876-79 A.B.N.Co printing, rouletted ‘set’ of 4, 1c lake-purple to 5c blue (SG 40/3), 2c bluish-green and 3c blue part o.g., 
others unused without gum, cat £805  £140-£160

173 H  1897 (Oct) 1c on 3c grey-purple, horizontal pair (R5/8-9) comprising surch types 37 and 38 se-tenant, (SG 81/82) some 
perf separation but very scarce, the type 38 surch occurs only at R5/9-10 in each setting of 50, large part o.g., cat £710+ 
(Plate 5)  £300-£340

174 H  1910 (Aug) Litho, perf 12, 1c green to 15c black, excl 6c claret type A (SG 95/105, excl 100), 10c fresh part o.g., others 
large part to fine o.g., cat £475  £160-£180
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175
      

176

175 H  1927 Air “De Pinedo” 60c black (SG 163), from pos 34 of the setting of 50, only 300 were surcharged of which 
66 remained in unused state, fresh large part o.g., signed Sanabria, Sismondo (2003) and BPA (2012) Certs, an 
excessively rare stamp in unused condition £24000-£28000

176 H  1930 Air “Columbia” 50c on 36c yellow-green (SG 191), pos. 3 from the setting of 4, only 300 were surcharged of 
which 100 were used on flown covers, fresh large part o.g., Holcombe Cert (1990) and F.J. Field h/s on reverse, an 
airmail rarity, cat £6,500 £3000-£3400

177 H  1931 Air, both unwatermarked and watermarked sets of 3 to $1 deep blue (SG 192/97), also 1933 set of 5 to 75c yellow-
brown (SG 230/34), fresh large part to fine o.g., cat £355  £140-£160

178 H  1932 Air “Dornier” $1.50 on $1 deep blue (SG 221), a few lightly toned perfs at top, large part o.g., cat £250 
   (Plate 5)  £80-£90

179 H  1933 Air “Balbo” $4.50 on 75c yellow-brown (SG 235), fresh large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 5)  £100-£120

180 H Small unused selection incl 1857-64 1d brown-purple and 8d scarlet-vermilion (latter very fresh with large margins, 
without gum), 1860 3d green, 1862-64 1d chocolate-brown to 1s rose-lake (SG 16/23), most with some gum, 1865-70 
thin yellowish paper 2c, 13c and 24c, medium paper 12c, 1880-82 1c dull grey-brown to 5c pale dull blue, mostly without 
gum, 1887 ½c rose-red to 10c black (SG 49/54),1890 3c slate-grey and 3c purple-grey, 1894 ½c black to 12c deep 
brown (SG 59/61) and 1897 1c on 3c grey-purple (SG 80), cond variable as might be expected but often part or large 
part o.g. (35)  £360-£400

181 H Small unused selection incl 1897 400th Anniversary 1c to 60c (SG 66/79), 1897-1918 ½c olive to 5c blue, 1908 2c 
Map, 1911 recess, perf 14 6c to 9c and 15c, 1911-16 Coronation 1c to 15c incl listed shades of 1c, 2c and 8c, 1919 
Newfoundland Contingent 1c to 36c, 1919 $1 on 15c Air, 1920 surchs (excl 3c on 15c type A) and 1923-24 1c green to 
24c sepia, a few faults but generally above average, part to large part o.g. (72)  £180-£200

182 H Small unused selection incl 1916-23 overprint at foot ½d green to 1s bistre-brown, incl 1½d red-brown (SG 1/12, excl 
5), Seahorses all DLR ptgs incl all three shades of 2s 6d, yellow-brown u/m, others small faults, 5s bright carmine with 
toned o.g. and 10s deep bright blue, without gum, 1924 rough paper ½d chestnut to 10s yellow (SG 26A/39A) and 1935 
Jubilee, mostly fine except where noted (34)  £160-£180

183 H Small unused selection incl 1928-29 Publicity Issue 1c to 30c, DLR printing (SG 164/78), 1929-31 Perkins Bacon printing, 
no watermark 1c to 20c (SG 179/87) and 1931 watermark’d 1c to 30c (SG 198/208), 1932 1c green to 30c ultramarine, 
1932 1c grey to 24c bright blue, 1933 15c ‘L&S Post’, 1933 Gilbert 1c to 32c and 1935 Jubilee, a few tones but mostly 
fresh large part o.g. (81)  £140-£160

 NOVA SCOTIA

184
     

187

184 H  1851-60 1d red-brown/bluish (SG 1), four clear to good margins, very fresh large part o.g., BPA Cert (1975), 
   cat £3,000 £1000-£1200

185 H  1851-60 3d pale blue on bluish (SG 4), four large margins but a trace of soiling, unused and regummed, Brandon Cert 
(2000), cat £1,000 (Plate 5)  £140-£160

186 H -- 6d yellow-green on bluish (SG 5), four clear margins, unused and regummed, Brandon Cert (1988), cat £4,750 
   (Plate 5)  £400-£440
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187 H -- 1s purple on bluish (SG 8),a trace of creasing and gum somewhat glazed and disturbed, however with four 
   large margins and fresh colour, a visually attractive example of this classic rarity, BPA Cert (2004), 
   cat £18,000 £4600-£5000

188 H  1860-63 5c deep blue on yellowish paper (SG 13), centring well above average, slightly disturbed part o.g., cat £475 
(Plate 5)  £140-£160

 PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

189 H  1861 3d blue (SG 3), good perfs and well centred, large part o.g., well above average for this issue, cat £1,100 
   (Plate 5)  £500-£600

190 H Small unused selection incl 1862-69 yellowish paper, perf 11½-12 1d yellow-orange, 2d rose, 6d yellow-green and 9d 
lilac, 1d and 9d thinning, 6d a few tones, 1870 bluish white paper 3d and 4d, 1870 4½d (3d) yellow-brown, 1872 1c to 
12c, also New Brunswick 1860-63 1c (2), 2c, 5c green (2), 10c, 12½c and 17c and Nova Scotia 1860-63 1c to 12½c, excl 
5c, cond variable but some fine with o.g. (26)  £70-£80

 CANADA

191 H  1852-57 3d red ‘Beaver’ on thin wove paper (SG 5) good to large margins all round, large part o.g. with light gum 
wrinkles, RPS Cert (1963) as former SG 6, cat £2,750 (Plate 5)  £700-£800

192
     

194
     

195

192 H -- Handmade wove paper, 7½d yellow-green (SG 12), a beautiful deep shade with good to large margins, large 
part o.g., light overall gum toning but still a very fine example of this classic rarity. BPA Cert (1985) as former 
SG22a,, cat £13,000 £5000-£6000

193 H -- On machine-made wove paper, ½d deep rose (SG 17) good to mostly very large margins, lightly hinged o.g., a lovely 
example, cat £1,000 (Plate 5)  £500-£600

194 H -- On machine-made thick paper 10d blue (SG 20) very close to good (irregular) margins all round, part o.g., 
BPA (as former SG 21) and Brandon Certs 1965 and 2002 respectively, a most acceptable example of this rarity, 

   cat £16,000 £4000-£4400

195 H  1858-59 6d brownish grey ‘Prince Albert’ (SG 27) large part o.g. pencil signature, small h/s and small paper 
adhesion on reverse, clear BPA Cert (1983), attractive and very rare, cat £18,000 £8000-£9000

196 H  1868-90 Medium to stout wove paper 1d orange-yellow ‘Queen Victoria’ (SG 56a) fresh lightly hinged o.g., very fine, 
   cat £1,100 (Plate 5)  £500-£600

197 H -- Large Queen 2c (deep) green on medium paper (SG 57) fine large part o.g., Post Office fresh with above average 
centring, choice quality for an unused example of this stamp, BPA Cert (2005), cat £750 (Plate 5)  £360-£400

198 H  1893 Queen Victoria 20c vermilion and 50c blue (SG 115/116) large part o.g., with lovely fresh colours, cat £525 
   (Plate 5)  £200-£240

199 H -- Jubilee $1 lake, (SG 136) lightly hinged o.g., minor gum wrinkles and disturbances but superb appearance with lovely 
colour and exceptional centring, very scarce thus, cat £550 (Plate 5)  £200-£240

200 H -- Jubilee $2 deep violet and $3 bistre (SG 137/38) both part o.g., light overall gum toning and minor bends in each, 
   cat £2,500 (Plate 5)  £800-£900

201 H -- Jubilee $5 olive-green (SG 140), fresh and well-centred, large part o.g., weak lower right corner perf, most attractive, 
cat £1,400 (Plate 5)  £500-£600

202 H  1898-1902 Perf 12, ½c to 20c olive-green (SG 150-65), with additional 2c shade, (unused no gum), odd shortish perf, 
part to large part o.g. the 20c well centred, large part yellowed gum and small paper adherence on reverse, some with 
heavyish hinge remnants, degrees of gum toning but generally good appearance, cat £950  £150-£170

203 H  1903-12 50c deep violet (SG 157) large part o.g. with light overall gum toning, cat £500 (Plate 5)  £150-£170

204 H  1915 (Feb) overprinted ‘WAR TAX’ 5c to 50c sepia (SG225-7), variable centring, large part lightly toned o.g., 
   cat £300  £90-£100
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205 H  1928-29 1c to $1 olive-green (SG 275-85), odd shortish perf, large part yellowed/toned gum, fresh appearance, 
   cat £375  £100-£120

206 H  1930-31 1c to $1 olive-green and imperf x perf 8 1c to 3c scarlet (SG288-309), large part to fine o.g. (some u/m), odd 
yellowed/toned gum but overall fresh appearance, cat £317 £90-£100

207 H  Postage Dues: Complete run of issues from 1906 to 1935, 1906-28 2c and 10c and 1930-32 1c and 2c unused without 
gum otherwise large part o.g., all of fresh appearance (18) £60-£70

208 H  Registration stamps: 1875-92 perf 12 small selection comprising 2c (three shades), 5c (two shades) and 8c bright blue, 
2c rose-carmine, 5c and 8c this unused no gum, remainder part to large part o.g., cat approx.£900  £180-£200

209 H Selection of unused “Large” (10) and “Small” (10) Queens, comprising 1868-90 ½c, 1c, 3c, 5c, 6c (2, one no gum), 12c, 
15c (3), 1870-97 ½c (no gum), 1c (2), 2c, 3c, 5, 6c (2) 10c (2, lilac shade no gum), various perfs and printings, mixed cond 
incl re-gummed but generally part to large part toned o.g, very presentable group with high cat value £900-£1000

210 H Selection on five cards incl, 1897 Jubilee short set to 50c, 1897-98 set to 10c, 1898 (Map) set, 1899 surch set, 1903-12 
vals to 20c, 1908 ‘Quebec’ set (excl 10c), 1911-2 perf 12 set to 50c incl shades, 1922-31 set to $1 with perf vars, 1927 
Confed set to 12c and Historical set, 1928 Air, 1932 Ottawa set, 1932-3 perf 11 set to 13c, imperf x 8½ set, 1933-4 
commems, 1935 Jubilee set, 1935 set to $1, 1935 Air and 1935 coil set (3), Special Delivery 1898-1935 all issues, very 
mixed cond incl unused without gum , gum toning small faults etc, cat £4000+ (136)  £400-£440

 CAYMAN ISLANDS

211 H  1907 (Nov) 1d on 5s salmon and green (SG 19) large part o.g., odd shortish per, cat £275 (Plate 6)  £100-£120

212 H  1932 Centenary ¼d to 10s black and scarlet (SG 84-95), some very light gum toning, and a few shortish perfs, fresh large 
part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 6) £200-£240

213 H Selection on three cards incl 1900 ½d and 1d, 1902-13 set to 1s orange, 1905 vals to 1s, 1907 4d and 6d, 1907 surch 
½d on 1d, 1907-09 vals to 5s, 1908 ½d, 1912-20 vals to 5s, 1921-26 vals to 5s, wmk Script set to 10s, 1935 set to 10s 
Jubilee set, mixed cond generally large part to fine o.g. with degrees of gum toning, cat approx £900 (77)  £200-£240

 CEYLON

214 H  1857-59 Imperforate 5d chestnut (SG 5), four clear margins (just clear t/l where margin ‘notched’), unused (without gum), 
strong colour, cat £1,600 (Plate 6)  £200-£240

215 H -- Imperforate 10d dull vermilion (SG 9) with good to large margins, fresh part o.g. with lovely colour, very scarce in this 
condition, cat £900 (Plate 6)  £360-£400

216 H -- Imperforate 1s9d green (SG 11) with close to large margins, large part o.g. with fresh colour, tiny surface marks at foot, 
not mentioned by clear RPS Cert (1958) as former SG 17, still fine and attractive, cat £800 (Plate 6)  £300-£340

217 H  1857-64 Imperforate ½d reddish lilac on blued paper (SG 16) with three margins (good to large, except just clear at NE 
corner) but partly cut along frame line at left, large part o.g. with fresh colour, light bends and a tiny surface blemish but 
a good example of this rare and delicate stamp, cat £4,250 (Plate 6)  £500-£600

218 H  1861-64 8d brown rough perf 14 to 15½ (SG 32) very fine large part o.g, well centred, BPA Cert (1969) as former SG 49, 
cat £1,700. Ex Baron de Worms (Plate 6)  £900-£1000

219 H -- Rough perf 14 to 15½,10d dull vermilion (SG 34) large part o.g., typical centring and faint bend, but a fine fresh 
example with lovely colour, cat £300 (Plate 6)  £100-£120

220 H -- Rough perf 14 to 15½, 2s deep dull blue (SG 37a) well-centred with wonderful colour, unused without gum, tiny traces 
of toning on reverse but lovely appearance, a very scarce stamp, with characteristic thin paper for this shade, cat £1,100 
(Plate 6)  £200-£240

221 H  1862 Perf 13 1s slate-purple (SG 43) large part o.g., typical centring and slight gum disturbance but far above average, 
with exceptional colour, a rarity in unused condition signed on reverse by Sismondo, cat £1,800 (Plate 6)  £750-£850

222 H  1863-66 Perf 11½, 12, 1d deep blue (SG 45) a large example showing traces of three adjoining stamps, large part 
o.g., short corner perf, small gum crease and slight gum disturbance, still fine and very fresh, a great rarity in unused 
condition, cat £3,500 (Plate 6)  £750-£850

223 H -- Perf 12½, 5d yellow-olive (SG 54b) pulled perf at right, large part o.g., trivial gum bends, cat £900 (Plate 6)  £300-£340

224 H  1867-70 4d rose and 4d rose-carmine (SG 65/65b) both large part o.g., some gum creasing but fresh, cat £385 
   (Plate 6)  £100-£120
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225 H -- 5d olive-green (SG 66b) fresh large part o.g., well-centred and very fine for this, cat £150 (Plate 6)  £70-£80

226 H -- 2s deep blue (SG 72b), fresh large part o.g., lovely colour, cat £160 (Plate 6)  £70-£80

227 H  1872-80 2r50 dull rose perf 12½ x 14 (SG 138) hinge remains, odd shortish perfs and light horizontal bend, expertising 
h/s on reverse, part o.g., cat £800 (Plate 6)  £150-£170

228 H  1885 Watermark CC perf 14, 10c on 64c red-brown with type 22 local surcharge (SG 165) fine large part o.g., small 
dealer’s mark on reverse, still exceptional condition for this very scarce stamp, cat £450 (Plate 6)  £200-£240

229 H Selection of 1885 surcharged issues comprising locally surcharged (perf 14) nine values incl 5c on 36c, 5c on 64c and 5c 
on 96c, 25c on 32c (vert crease), perf 14x12½ five vals incl 5c on 8c and 5c on 16c, DLR surch, seven vals incl 15c on 16c, 
56c on 96c and 1r12 on 2r50, mixed condition, generally small to large part o.g. 50% heavily toned gum (24)  £320-£360

230 H  1912-25 10r purple and black/red, and 20r black and red/blue (SG 318/319) the 10r off-centre but fine u/m, the 20r with 
hinge remains and minor gum wrinkles, large part o.g. and fresh appearance, cat £220 (Plate 6)  £80-£90

231
     

233

231 H -- 500r dull green (SG 322) fine large part o.g., one slightly shortish perf, still a lovely fresh example of this rare 
high value, cat £8,000. £4000-£4400

232 H  1921-32 50r dull purple (SG 358) slight facial scuffing and just a little pale, large part o.g. with very light overall gum 
toning, small h/s on reverse, cat £750 (Plate 6)  £150-£170

233 H -- 100r dull purple and blue (SG 360) very fine o.g., a lovely fresh example. cat £2,000 £1000-£1200

234 H  1927-29 1r dull and bright purple to 20r dull purple and blue (SG 363-367) the 10r and 20r with trivial gum toning, large 
part o.g., cat £300 (Plate 6)  £100-£120

235 H Selection from QV period on four cards incl, 1866-68 perf 14 1d and 3d,1872-80 10 vals to 64c (2c x2 and 64c unused 
without gum), 1882 surch, 1883-98 2c to 8c x2 shades (one 8c rounded corner), 1886 4 vals to 28c (unused without 
gum), 1887 1r12, 1888-90 surch set of 10 to 2c on 4c, 1890-92 and 1898-99 various surcharges, 1893-99 3 vals to 2r50, 
1899-1900 8 vals to 2r25 and Officials 1895 6 vals to 1r12 (15c unused without gum), 1899-1900 set of 4 and 1903-04 4 
vals to 25c, generally part to large part o.g. many with gum tones (68)  £600-£700

236 H Selection of 24 ‘classic’ issues (1857-65) incl, 1857-64 ½d imperf (peripheral faults and thins), 1857-59 imperf 2d, 1861-
64 wmk Star clean cut/rough perfs  1d, 2d, 5d and 9d (2, olive-sepia straight edge at right), 1s (2), 1862 No wmk 9d, 
1863-65 perf 12½ ½d (2), 1d, 2d (2),  5d red-brown, 5d olive-greenn, 6d (2), 8d, 9d, 10d, 1s and 2s, few unused without 
gum, remainder  generally part o.g., cat approx £4,800  £400-£440

237 H Selection from the KEVII and KGV periods on three cards incl, 1903-05 10 vals to 1r50, 1904-05 set of 12, 1908 set of 3, 
1910-11 set of 9 to 10r, 1912-25 17 vals incl shades to 5r, 1918-19 War overprints 8 vals, 1921-32 12 vals to 20r (crease), 
1935-36 set of 11 to 1r and 1935 Jubilee set, part to large part o.g. with degrees of gum toning (1921 set particularly 
affected) (96)  £360-£400

 COOK ISLANDS

238 H  1921-23 Postal Fiscal stamps of New Zealand overprinted ‘RAROTONGA’ 2s deep blue to £1 rose-carmine (SG 76-80) 
the £1 with trivial gum toning, large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 7)  £100-£120

239 H Selection on three cards incl 1892 set to 10d carmine, 1893-1900 perf 12x11½ set to 10d, perf 11 set to 1s, 1902 both 
papers ½d (2), 1d (2), 2½d, 1902 vals 1s incl both ½d, 1913-19 vals to 1s, 1919 surch set to 1s,  1920 no wmk set to 1s, 
1924-7 set to 4d, 1926-8 opts 2s and 3s, etc to 1936-44 opts, mixed cond some early issues heavily mounted  (a few 
without gum), generally part to large part o.g., cat £1,000+  £100-£120

240 H Aitutaki: Unused selection on card incl 1903-11 perf 14 ½d and 1d, perf 11 2½d to 1s, 1911-16 KEVII to 1s, 1916-17 
6d and 1s, 1917-18 recess to 1s, 1917-20 typo to 3d, 1920 no watermark to 1s and 1924-27 watermark’d to 2½d, some 
faults but mostly fine large part o.g. (30)  £60-£70

241 H Penrhyu: Unused selection on card incl 1902 perf 11 2½d blue, 1903 to 1s, 1914-15 KEVII to 1s, 1917-20 recess to 1s 
and typo to 3d, 1920 no watermark to 1s and 1927-29 watermark’d to 2½d, some faults but mostly fine large part o.g. 
(29)  £50-£60
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 CYPRUS
242 H  1881 1pi rose (SG 12) one shortish perf at right, large part o.g., cat £375 (Plate 7)  £100-£120

243 H  1882-86 Die 1 ½pi emerald-green (part o.g, and faint surface indentations) to 12pi orange-brown (SG 16-22), 4pi 
and 12pi odd short perf, 4pi unused without gum, remainder part to large part toned o.g. (7), cat approx.£5,500 

   (Plate 7)  £500-£600

244 H  1882 Watermark Crown CC, ‘30 PARAS’ on 1pi rose type 9 surcharge (SG 24) fine lightly hinged o.g., slightly shortish 
perfs at foot, still a lovely fresh example of this key stamp, cat £1,600 (Plate 7)  £600-£700

245 H  1902-04 45pi dull purple and ultramarine (SG 59) fine u/m and extremely scarce thus, one slightly thinned perf mentioned 
for accuracy, still an exceptional stamp of which only 2,640 were printed, cat £200 (Plate 7)  £100-£120

246
     

247

246 H  1921-23 Multi Crown CA watermark, £1 purple and black/red (SG 101) very fine and fresh, large part o.g., only 1682 sold, 
cat £1,400  £700-£800

247 H  1924-28 Multi Script watermark £5 black/yellow (SG 117a) fine u/m, rare and sought after in this quality, 
   cat £3,750 £2000-£2400

248 H Selection on four cards incl, 1880 ‘CYPRUS’ overprinted  on ½d, 1d pl.218, 2½d pl.14 and 4d pl.16, 1881 surch 1d pls. 
201 and 215, 1881 wmk Cwn CC 2pi (corner fault l/r, regummed?), 1892-94 die II short set to 4pi, 1894-96 vals to 9pi 
and 45pi, 1902-04 wmk Cwn CA vals to 6pi and 12pi, 19041-10 wmk MCA set to 45pi 1912-15 vals to 45pi incl shades, 
1921-23 vals to 9pi (12, less 6pi), 1924-8 vals to 90pi and £1, 1925 four vals (excl 3/4pi), 1928 British Rule set to £1, 1934 
set to 45pi and 1935 Jubilee set, early issues mixed cond otherwise mainly part to large part o.g., with degrees of gum 
toning throughout, cat £2,700+ (108)  £200-£240

 DOMINICA
249 H Selection on three cards incl 1874 1d and 1s, 1877-79 ½d and 1s, 1882-83 vert bisect and surch ½d on half 1d, 1886 ½d 

and 1d local surch, 1886-90 set to 1s, 1903-07 vals to 2s6d, 1907-08 vals to 5s, 1908-20 vals to 1s, 1916-19 WAR TAX 
issues, 1921-22 1d to 2s and 1923-33 vals to 5s, odd perf fault on earlys, a few without gum or re-gummed but generally 
large part o.g with fresh appearance, cat approx £1,700 (72)  £200-£240

 EGYPT
250 H  1934 20th Anniversary of the U.P.U. 1m orange to E£1 greenish-blue (SG 219-232) large part o.g., cat £750 
   (Plate 7)  £260-£300

251 H Selection on nine cards incl 1866 five vals to 10pi, 1867-71 vals to 1pi, 1872-75 various perfs to 5pi, 1879 set to 5pi, 
1881-1902 four vals excl  20pi, 1884 surch , 1888-1909 set to 10p, 1914 short set to 200m (less 100m), 1915 surch, 
1921-22 vals to 50m (11), 1922 set to 2000m, 1923 set to £1, 1925 Congress set (3), 1926-36 sets incl 1927 defin set 
to £E1, 1929 King, 1932 surch’d,1926-33 Air Stamps (24) incl 1931 surch’d, Postage Dues 1884-1927 (19) incl 1884 
10pa (thin spot) and 5pi, 1886-7 perf 10½ 1pi and 2pi, 1888 perf 11½ 2p, 1921-2 set, Official Stamps (49) incl. 1922 opt 
set, 1922 OHMS set, Express Stamps 1926 (2), early issues mixed cond with some unused without gum, majority of 
remainder large part o.g., light gum toning throughout, cat approx £4,000  (Approx 250)  £400-£440

 FALKLAND ISLANDS

252 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1885-91 1d pale claret, 1891-1902 odds to 1s incl shades of 6d, 1898 5s red, 
a few 1918-20 War Stamps and 1935 Jubilee set, also another stockcard of odds incl Heligoland (13), Griqualand West 
(3), Ionian Is 1859 set and Basutoland Jubilee set and 1933 postage dues, cond mixed and some without gum, others 
part to large part o.g. (47) £70-£80

 FIJI

253 H  1870-71 FIJI TIMES EXPRESS’ 1s black/rose on quadrille paper (SG 4), three large margins with complete separations 
but close at left, part o.g., minor soiling, still good colour and a sound example of this rare stamp, cat £2,250 

   (Plate 7)  £400-£440

254 H -- ‘FIJI TIMES EXPRESS’ 1d black/rose on thin vertically ribbed paper (SG 5), three large margins but very close at left, 
part o.g., the ‘rose’ has faded as usual, cat £1,100 (Plate 7)  £200-£240
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255 H -- ‘FIJI TIMES EXPRESS’ 3d black/rose on thin vertically ribbed paper (SG 6), four margins, part o.g., with some soiling, 
pencil signatures on reverse, the ‘rose’ has faded as usual, but an acceptable example of this rare stamp, cat £1,800 
(Plate 7)  £300-£340

256 H -- ‘FIJI TIMES EXPRESS’ 9d black/rose variety ‘Comma after Express’ (SG 8a) Pos. 4/4, margins at top and bottom, 
part o.g. with a hint of the ‘rose’ colour, an acceptable example of this rare stamp, clear RPS Cert (2008), cat £1,800 

   (Plate 7)  £400-£440

257 H  1912 -23 £1 purple and black/red, die II (SG 137a) fine lightly hinged o.g., cat £250 (Plate 7)  £120-£140

258 H Postages Dues: 1917 2d black (SG D3) and 1917-18 narrower setting ½d black (SG D5a) on laid paper, both without 
gum (as issued), very scarce, cat £825 (Plate 7)  £400-£440

259 H QV selection on three cards incl 1871 vals to 6d, 1872 2c on 1d and 12c on 6d, 1874  2c on 1d, 6c on 3d, 12c on 6d, 
   1874 2c on 1d, 6c on 3d, 12c on 6d (BPA Cert (2008) stating regummed, vert crease and thin spot), 1877 surch 4d on 3d, 
   1878-99 perf 12½ 1d and 6d, perf 10 1d (2), 2d (2), surch 4d on 1d, 4d on 2d, 4d and 6d, perf 10 x 12½ 1d, perf 11x10 1d, 
   4d and 6d, perf 11 4d and 6d, perf 11x11½ 4d and 6d, 1881-99 1s various perfs (4), 1882 5s etc, mixed cond although 

many of good appearance, some earlies without gum but generally part to large part o.g with varying degrees of gum 
toning, very high cat value (65) £500-£600

260 H KEVII and KGV selection on two cards incl 1903 set to £1 (fine o.g.), 1904-09 set to 1s, 1906-12 set to £1 (surface rubs), 
1912-23 vals to 5s incl shades/papers, 1922-29 set to 5s etc, and 1918 Postage Dues vals to 4d, majority large part to 
fine o.g.with varying degrees of gum toning, cat £1,000+ (60)  £100-£120

 GAMBIA

261 H  1869-72 Imperforate 4d brown (SG 1) with good to very large margins, large part o.g., minor gum soiling, most attractive, 
cat £600 (Plate 7)  £200-£240

262 H -- Imperforate 6d deep blue (SG 3) with good to very large margins, large part o.g., Philatelic Foundation (N.Y.) Cert (1976) 
as Scott “2”, fine, cat £550 (Plate 7)  £260-£300

263 H  1874 Imperforate 4d brown (SG 5) with good to very large margins from the lower right corner of sheet, large part o.g., 
minor gum soiling, still a very good example, cat £400 (Plate 7)  £100-£120

264 H -- Imperforate 6d deep blue (SG 8) with good to very large margins, fresh and fine large part o.g., cat £350 
   (Plate 7)  £160-£180

265 H Selection on three cards incl 1880-81 wmk upright ½d, 1d and 3d, 1886-93 set of 11 incl shades, 1898-1902 set to 1s, 
1902-05 set to 3s, 1904-06 set to 2s, 1906 surch both values, 1909 set to 3s, 1912-22 vals to 3s incl shades, 1921-22 
vals to 10d, 1922-29 wmk MCA set to 5s, wmk Script set to 10s and 1935 Jubilee set, mixed cond, generally part to large 
part o.g. with degrees of gum toning, mostly fresh appearance, cat £1,500+ (117)  £200-£240

 GIBRALTAR

266 H  1904-08 4s deep purple and green (SG 63) fresh large part o.g., very fine for this scarce stamp, cat £350 
   (Plate 7)  £160-£180

267 H Selection on three cards incl 1886 Bermuda stamps optd vals to 6d, 1886-7 set to 1s, 1889 surch set to 75c on 1s, 1889-
96 set to 5p, less 20c, 1898 (Sterling) 2d to 1s, 1903 vals to 1s, 1904-08 vals to 2s, 1906-11 set to 8s, 1912-24 set to £1 
(u/m) with addtl shades, 1921-27 vals to 2s and 1925-32 new vals/colour set to £1, early QV issues trace to large part 
o.g but generally part to large part o.g., odd low value without gum and odd tone but of very good overall appearance 
(94) cat £3,000+  £300-£340

 GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS

268 H  1912-24 ½d green to £1 purple and black/red (SG 12/24) the 1s with toned gum other low values slight gum toning or 
hinge remains, the £1 very fine lightly hinged o.g., cat £600 (Plate 7)  £260-£300

269 H Selection comprising 1911 Fiji stamps overprinted set of 7 to 1s (1s unused without gum), 1911 set of 4 to 2½d, 1918 
WAR TAX 1d, 1922-27 set of 5 to 10s and 1935 Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, large part o.g., most with degrees of gum toning 
(21)  £90-£100

 GOLD COAST

270 H  1875 4d magenta (SG 2) part o.g., fresh colour and far above average for this, cat £450 (Plate 7)  £100-£120

271 H  1889-94 5s dull mauve and blue, 10s dull mauve and red and 20s dull mauve and black/red (SG 22/23 and 25) fine large 
part o.g., cat £350 (Plate 7)  £160-£180
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272 H  1902 20s purple and black/red (SG 48) fine u/m, scarce thus, cat £180+ (Plate 7)  £100-£120

273 H  1913-21 20s purple and black/red (SG 84) very fine lightly hinged o.g., lovely fresh colour, cat £170 (Plate 7)  £80-£90

274 H Selection on three cards incl, 1876-84 perf 14 vals to 4d (2d creased), 1883 (Jan) ½c olive green, 1884-91 vals to 6d, 
1889 surch 1d on 6d, 1898-1902 2d to 3d (3), 1902 vals to 2s, 1904-06 vals to 2s6d, 1907-13 vals to 2s, 1913-21 vals 
to 10s incl shades/papers, 1921-24 vals to 5s, 1928 set to 5s, 1935 Jubilee set and Postage Dues 1923 set to 3d, a few 
without gum etc, but generally part to large part o.g. (81), cat approx £1,500 £300-£340

 GREAT BRITAIN

275
     

276

275 H  1840 1d black, plate 9, (SG AS56) lettered “CF”, good to large margins all round, large part (toned) o.g., small gum 
thin at top, P.T.S. Cert (2015), cat £21,000 £3000-£3400

276 H -- 2d blue plate 1 (SG 5) lettered CK, very close at top to good margins, unused with large part o.g., BPA Cert 
(1984), cat £37,000 £5000-£6000

277 H  1854-57 Watermark Large Crown, perf 14, 2d blue plate 6 (SG 35 ) lettered “GK”, part o.g. which has been “sweated”, 
numerous pin holes on and around the Queen’s portrait and oxidised, as mentioned on P.T.S. Cert (2015), cat £3,400 
(Plate 7)  £200-£240

278 H  1847-54 10d brown “Embossed” (SG 57 ) die “2”, large margins all round showing part of adjoining stamp at foot, part 
o.g. with split on silk thread reinforced with hinge, P.T.S. Cert (2015), cat £11,500 (Plate 7)  £750-£850

279 H  1862-64 Watermark Emblems 9d straw (SG 87) wing marginal lettered AI, large part lightly toned o.g., cat £3,750 
   (Plate 7)  £500-£600

280 H  1867-80 2s deep blue (SG 119) wing marginal lettered CH, centred high to left, large part (re-distributed) o.g., lovely 
colour, cat £4,700 (Plate 7)  £500-£600

281
     

282

281 H -- 2s brown (SG 122) wing marginal lettered EI, centred high, odd shortish perf and vertical bend, heavily hinged 
but still part o.g., a most acceptable example of this rarity, cat £28,000 £3000-£3400

282 H  1867-83 Watermark Maltese Cross £1 brown-lilac (SG 129) plate 1, lettered “CH”, centred low, unused part o.g., 
   tone spots which have been chemically removed (affecting the gum) thin at top right corner and various 

perforations added, P.T.S. Cert (2015), despite the imperfection, a most acceptable example of this scarce stamp, 
cat £90,000 £5000-£6000

283
     

284

283 H -- Watermark Large Anchor on white paper, 5s rose (SG 134) plate 4, lettered “CB” (SG 134) part o.g., P.T.S. Cert 
(2015) which states the gum is “sweated”, a scarce stamp unused, cat £35,000 £7500-£8500
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284 H -- £5 orange (SG 137) lettered AA, very fine o.g., with no signs of being hinged, trivial gum bends, lovely colour 
and most attractive, cat £14,000 £6000-£7000

285 H  1873-80 Watermark Spray 3d pale rose (SG 144) plate 15, lettered JA, centred low to right, large part o.g., cat £450 
   (Plate 7)  £100-£120

286 H -- 6d grey (SG 147) plate 15, lettered FC, centred to right, large part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 7)  £150-£170

287 H -- Watermark Large Garter 4d sage-green (SG 153) plate 15, lettered QA, (re-distributed) o.g., lovely colour, cat £1,600 
(Plate 7)  £300-£340

288 H -- 4d sage-green (SG 153) plate 16, lettered MA, centred to upper left, full o.g., fresh and fine, cat £1,400 
   (Plate 7)  £400-£440

289 H -- 4d grey-brown (SG 154) plate 17, lettered GH, centred left, minor gum wrinkles, full o.g., with just a trace of being 
hinged, cat £2,800 (Plate 7)  £500-£600

290 H -- 8d orange (SG 156) plate 1, wing marginal lettered LC, a couple of minor bends/wrinkles, large part o.g., cat £1,800 
(Plate 7)  £400-£440

291 H  1883-84 2s6d lilac to 10s ultramarine (SG 175-183) the 10s with vertical bend, large part o.g. and an attractive trio, 
   cat £3,700+ (Plate 8)  £600-£700

292
     

297

292 H  1884 £1 brown-lilac (SG 185) lettered “HD”, part o.g., which has been “sweated”, vertical crease at left and 
perforations “improved” top centre as mentioned on P.T.S. Cert (2015), a most acceptable example of this scarce 
unused stamp, cat £32,000 £4000-£4400

293 H -- 4d dull green (SG 192) very light overall gum toning, full o.g. and good colour, cat £580 (Plate 8)  £150-£170

294 H -- 5d dull green (SG 193) fresh large part o.g., good colour, cat £580 (Plate 8)  £200-£240

295 H  1883 9d dull green (SG 195) slightly pale, fresh o.g. with just a trace of being hinged, cat £1,250 (Plate 8)  £400-£440

296 H  1884 1s dull green (SG 196) right hand marginal, light overall gum toning, full o.g. and good colour, cat £1,600 
   (Plate 8)  £400-£440

297 H  1887-92 £1 green (SG 212) lettered PD, one tiny shallow spot on gum, large part o.g. with overall gum toning (not too 
heavy), lovely fresh colour, cat £4,000  £500-£600

298 H  1912 (1 Jan) 1d aniline scarlet (SG 343) centred a little high, u/m, RPS Cert (1980), cat £275 (Plate 8)  £100-£120

299 H  1913 Watermark Multiple Cypher ½d bright green and 1d scarlet (SG 397/398), superb u/m, set of two with excellent 
perfs, scarce so fine (Plate 8)  £300-£340

300 H -- Waterlow ‘Seahorses’ 5s rose-carmine and 10s indigo-blue (SG 401/402) both fine large part o.g., cat £1,825 
   (Plate 8)  £500-£600

301
     

305

301 H -- £1 green (SG 403) fine lightly hinged o.g., centred a little left and a few nibbled perfs at foot, expertised in pencil 
by A. Diena, scarce, cat £3,500 £1000-£1200

302 H  1918-19 Bradbury, Wilkinson “Seahorses” 2s6d to 10s the basic “set” of 3, large part o.g., with light gum bends, an 
attractive trio, cat £960 (Plate 8)  £300-£340
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303 H  1929 £1 Postal Union Congress (SG 438) u/m with usual light overall gum toning, well centred, cat £1,000
   (Plate 8)  £400-£440

304 H  1934 Re-engraved “Seahorses” 2s6d chocolate-brown to 10s indigo (SG 450/52), usual light overall gum toning (10s 
very light), u/m, cat £1,000 (Plate 8)  £300-£340

305 H  Official: 1896-1902 10d dull purple and carmine overprinted O.W. OFFICIAL (SG O35) part o.g., very light overall 
gum toning, small h/s on reverse, clear BPA Cert (1999), scarce, cat £7,000 £2000-£2400

306 H  Postage Dues: 1914-22 ½d to 1s set of eight and 1924-31 set of 9 (SG D1-8 and 10-18) all u/m but a number with light 
overall gum toning, cat £1,175  £300-£340

307 H  Selection on cards incl 52 1d reds (mostly 1858-79), 1855-57 1s (corner crease), 1862-64 6d and 1s (straight 
   edge at right), 1872-73 6d, 1880-83 3d on 3d, 4d, 6d, KEVII values to £1 (£1 - faults), 2s6d (2) and 5s Seahorses 

and range to 1935 Jubilee set, very mixed cond, incl without gum, re-gummed, toned gum etc, but high cat value 
(Approx 170) £2000-£2400

 GRENADA
308 H  1861-2 No watermark, 1d bluish-green (SG 1), peripheral perf tones, couple of shallow thin spots, perf fault l/l and rather 

heavily hinged, good part crazed ‘brittle’ o.g., rare in unused condition, cat £4,500 (Plate 8)  £460-£500

309 H Selection on four cards incl, 1861-2 no wmk 1d, 1863-71 1d, 1875 perf14 1d, 1881 surch ½d and 4d, 1883 ½d, 1d, 2½d 
and 8d, 1887 1d, 1895-99 set to 1s, 1898 Columbus 2½d, 1902 vals to 10s, 1904-06 vals to 2s, 1908 1s, 1908-11 vals 
to 2s, 1913-22 extnd set to 5s incl papers/shades (12), 1916 War Tax, 1921-32 set to 10s, 1934-36 set to 5s and 1935 
Jubilee set, Postage  Dues 1906 set (3) and 1921-22 set (4), early issues mixed cond (some without gum), otherwise 
generally large part o.g., light gum toning throughout, cat £1,500+, (106)  £150-£170

 GRIQUALAND
310 H  1874 (Sept) 1d’ on 4d blue CGH, manuscript surcharge in red by the Kimberley postmaster (SG 1), lovely large part o.g. 

and exceptional quality for this rare and remarkable stamp, RPS Cert (1979), cat £1,800 (Plate 8)  £900-£1000

311 H  1877 4d dull blue of COGH overprinted ‘G.W.’ in red (SG 3) fresh and fine large part o.g., cat £400 (Plate 8)  £200-£240

 HELIGOLAND
312 H  1875-90 5m (5s) deep green, aniline rose, black and yellow (SG 19) fine large part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 8)  £100-£120

313 H -- 5m (5s) deep green, aniline rose, black and yellow perf 11½ (SG 19a) fine o.g. with no signs of hinging, exceptional 
condition for this rare stamp of which only 300 were printed, cat £1,400 (Plate 8)  £700-£800

 HONG KONG
314 H  1862-63 No watermark 2c to 96c (SG 1-7), 2c vert crease, 8c tiny thin spot, 24c slightly soiled appearance, re-gummed?, 

48c straight edge at right and couple of perf thins, few perf faults and some of ‘tired’ appearance but a rare set in unused 
condition, cat £10,000+ (Plate 8)  £800-£900

315 H  1863-71 96c brownish grey (SG 19) unused without gum, one shortish perf, still fine and scarce. cat £1,500 
   (Plate 8)  £200-£240

316 H  1876-77 16c on 18c lilac with type 4 surcharge (SG 20) part o.g. (the gum a little disturbed, but still with the original 
‘streaking’). a lovely example of this rarity, cat £2,250 (Plate 8)  £700-£800

317 H  1877 16c yellow (SG 22) large part o.g., small gum loss from hinge removal but a lovely fresh example of this key stamp, 
rare so fine, cat £1,900 (Plate 9)  £700-£800

318 H  1880 5c on 8c bright orange (SG 23) lightly hinged o.g. with lovely colour, trace of a toned perf, still a lovely example, rare 
so fine, cat £1,100 (Plate 9)  £500-£600

319 H -- 5c on 18c lilac (SG 24) fresh large part o.g., a couple of slightly shortish perfs and owner’s h/s on reverse, but really 
fine for this, a very scarce stamp in this quality cat £950 (Plate 9)  £300-£340

320 H -- 10c mauve (SG 30) well-centred with fresh colour, very lightly hinged o.g., insignificant traces of perf tip toning 
mentioned for accuracy, but far above average, cat £850 (Plate 9)  £300-£340

321 H -- 48c brown (SG 31) fine large part o.g., minor gum wrinkles but Post Office fresh, a rare stamp in this lovely condition, 
cat £1,500 (Plate 9)  £650-£750

322 H  1885 50c on 48c yellowish brown (SG 41) very lightly hinged fresh o.g., a superb stamp and scarce so fine, cat £400 
(Plate 9)  £200-£240
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323 H -- $1 on 96c grey-olive (SG 42) very lightly hinged o.g. with light overall gum toning, cat £750 (Plate 9)  £260-£300

324 H  1891 (1 Jan-Mar) 20c on 30c grey-green with type 8 surcharge (SG 45a) very lightly hinged o.g., fine, cat £110 
   (Plate 9)  £50-£60

325 H -- 50c on 48c dull purple, type 9 surcharge (SG 46) very lightly hinged o.g., fine, cat £300 (Plate 9)  £150-£170

326 H -- $1 on 96c purple/red, type 10 surcharge (SG 47) very fresh and lightly hinged o.g., off-centre as often but Post Office 
fresh, cat £800 (Plate 9)  £300-£340

327 H -- $1 on 96c purple/red, type 10 surcharge with additional Chinese characters (SG 50) large part o.g., with trivial paper 
adhesion on reverse, cat £450 (Plate 9)  £150-£170

328
     

332
     

336

328 H  1898 $1 on 96c black, type 10 surcharge only without Chinese handstamp (SG 53) fine very lightly hinged o.g. with 
intense colour, choice quality for this key stamp, cat £3,250 £1600-£1800

329 H -- 10c on 30c grey-green, type 17 surcharge only without Chinese handstamp, (SG 54) fine lightly hinged o.g., trace of a 
minor surface mark, still very fine for this scarce stamp, with exceptional fresh colour, also the 10c on 30c with Chinese 
handstamp large part o.g. but light vertical bend, cat £670 (Plate 9)  £260-£300

330 H  1903 $2 slate and scarlet and $3 slate and dull blue (SG 73/74) both large part (lightly toned) o.g., odd short perfs and 
slight gum disturbance from hinge removal on both but very fine fresh appearance, cat £825 (Plate 9)  £200-£240

331 H -- $5 purple and blue-green (SG 75) fine large part o.g., cat £650 (Plate 9)  £300-£340

332 H -- $10 slate and orange/blue (SG 76) fine large part o.g., trivial gum wrinkles mentioned for accuracy, still a lovely fresh 
example of this key stamp, cat £1,400  £600-£700

333 H  1904-06 $2 slate and scarlet on chalk-surfaced paper (SG 87a) fine large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 9)  £150-£170

334 H -- $3 slate and dull blue (SG 88) fine large part o.g., cat £350 (Plate 9)  £170-£190

335 H -- $5 purple and blue/green (SG 89) lightly hinged o.g., a couple of perfs toned on reverse and minor traces of rubbing 
as often, still fine and fresh appearance, cat £550 (Plate 9)  £150-£170

336 H -- $10 slate and orange/blue (SG 90) fine large part o.g., scarce, cat £1,900  £900-£1000

337 H  1912-21 $5 green and red/green (SG 115) fine u/m and scarce thus (Plate 9)  £460-£500

338 H -- $5 green and red/green with white back (SG 115a) fine lightly hinged o.g., cat £600 (Plate 9)  £300-£340

339 H -- $10 purple and black/red (SG 116) part o.g. with hinge remains and a couple of short perfs, but still an attractive 
stamp, cat £600 (Plate 9)  £150-£170

340 H  1921-37 1c to $5 green and red/emerald (SG 117-32), 2c grey glazed (toned) gum, remainder fresh large part to fine 
o.g.($5 rather heavily hinged), cat £1,000 (Plate 9)  £400-£440

341 H QV selection comprising 1863-71 vals to 30c (incl shades 6c x2, 12c x2 and 30c x2, less 18c), 12c pale blue crease, 24c 
regummed?, 1880 (March) 2c dull rose, 1882-96 vals to 30c, 1885 surch 20c on 30c, 1891 surch 7c on 10c, 14c on 30c 
add Chinese opt, 20c on 30c and 50c on 48c, 1891 2c Jubilee, 1900-01 set to 30c, mixed cond, generally part to large 
part o.g., some gum tones etc, high cat value (29)  £300-£340

342 H KEVII and KGV selection on two cards incl 1903 vals to $1(this ‘dried’ o.g., other values fine o.g. to u/m, 1904-06 vals 
to 50c, 1907-11 set to $2, 1912-21 vals to $3 with shades and papers incl 25c ‘type B’, 1935 Jubilee set and Postage 
Dues 1923-56 set to 10c, mixed cond a number with small faults, without gum to large part o.g. (58), cat approx 
£2,500  £300-£340

 BRITISH POST OFFICE IN CHINA

343 H  1917-21 1c to $1 (SG 1-13) and 1922-27 1c to $2 (SG 18-28) values to 50c with some imperfections, (overall gum toning, 
no gum etc) but both the $1 (2) and $2 stamps are fine with large part o.g., (Plate 9)  £150-£170
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344 H -- $2 carmine-red and grey-black and $5 green and red/blue-green (olive back), (SG 14 and 16) large part o.g., each with 
small perf fault, but still fine fresh appearance, cat £575 (Plate 9)  £180-£200

345 H -- $10 purple and black/red (SG 17) large part o.g., a couple of short perfs and characteristic patchy gum with light bend, 
still above average for this scarce stamp, cat £700 (Plate 9)  £200-£240

 INDIA

346

346 8  1852 ‘Scinde Dawk’ ½a scarlet, embossed wax wafer (SG S3), used on fragment (and mounted on small piece 
for display) with very light dotted cancel, typical slight cracks but free from the surface flaking that often spoils 
surviving examples. Excellent appearance and far above average for this important and sought after rarity. 
[N.B. Despite its catalogue number, the scarlet ‘Scinde Dawk’ preceded the blue and white colours, and has the 
distinction of being the first postage stamp issued on the continent of Asia, and the only British Empire postage 
stamp ever to employ this method of production], BPA Cert (2012), cat £25,000 £13000-£15000

347 H  1902-11 10r green and carmine (SG 144) large part o.g., light horizontal gum bend, cat £275 (Plate 9)  £100-£120

348 H -- 15r blue and olive-brown (SG 146) fresh lightly hinged o.g., fine, cat £325 (Plate 9)  £150-£170

349 H -- 25r brownish-orange and blue (SG 147) lightly hinged o.g. with light overall gum toning, a little faded on the front, 
scarce, cat £2,250 (Plate 9)  £400-£440

350 H  1911-22 5r ultramarine and violet to 25r orange and blue (SG 188/191), the 10r u/m, the others large part or lightly 
hinged o.g., the 25r from the later printing in dull shade with lightly toned gum and minor wrinkles but fine appearance 

   (Plate 10)  £300-£340

351 H  1926-33 25r orange and blue (SG 219) a couple of light bends, large part o.g., cat £300 (Plate 9)  £130-£150

352 H  Officials: 1874-82 Overprinted type ‘O8’, 1a brown (SG O37) fresh large part o.g., light horizontal crease (not apparent 
from the front) still an acceptable example of this rare Official, cat £2,750 (Plate 9)  £400-£440

353 H -- 1909 2r to 25r brownish-orange and blue the basic set of five (SG O68/O72) large part or lightly hinged o.g., the 2r, 5r 
and 25r with light overall gum toning, cat £450 (Plate 10)  £150-£170

354 H -- 1912-13 10r green and scarlet to 25r orange and blue (SG O94/96) large part o.g., with light overall gum toning,
   cat £625 (Plate 10)  £200-£240

355 H -- Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1866-72 8a purple, 1867-73 ½a, 2a, 4a and 8a, 1874-78 ½a and 8a, 1883-99 
odds to 1r, KEVII to 1r, 1912-13 to 5r, 1925 1r and 2r surchs, 1926-31 odds incl 10r (this very fresh but with with short 
perf), cond or earlier issues mixed and a few toned or without gum, most part to large part o.g. (73) £180-£200

356 H  Useful selection of Queen Victoria on two stockcards, all unused (or of unused appearance) incl 1854-55 1a dull 
red, die II (SG 14) fine unused, 1a red, die III (SG 15) stained and touched two sides, 4a blue and red, 4th printing 
(SG 23), cut square but marks on face and fraudulently gummed (last two stamps not guaranteed to be unused), 
2a green (SG 31) fine unused, 1855 blue glazed paper 4a and 8a, 1865 wmkw13 incl 2a yellow, 2a orange and 4a 
green, 1866 6a purple (SG 66), 1866-78 6a 8p, 1868 die II 8a rose fine o.g., 1874 9p and 1r, 1882-90 to 1r slate and 
1895 2r to 5r, overall cond very mixed and most earlier issues without gum (50) £1000-£1200

357 H Unused selection of KEVII and KGV on three stockcards incl 1902-11 to 5r ultramarine and violet, 1911-22 wmk w34 to 
2r, 1926-33 wmk w69 odds but incl 1r to 15r, 1929 Air to 12a 1931 New Delhi to 1r and 1935 Jubilee to 8a, some gum 
toning and other small imperfections, part to large part o.g. (87) £180-£200

 CHINA EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
358 H Unused selection on stockcard incl 1900 to 1r green and carmine, 1904 1a carmine, 1905-11 to 1r green and carmine, 

1908-09 ½a and 1a and 1914-22 to 1r brown and green, also 1914 I.E.F. set to 1r, some lightly toned but generally fine, 
part to large part o.g. (43) £180-£200

 INDIAN CONVENTION STATES - CHAMBA
359 H Useful unused selection on three stockcards incl 1887-95 ½a blue-green to 5r ultramarine and violet, 1900-04 to 2a, 

1903-05 to 1r, 1913 to 1r, 1923-27 to 3a ultramarine, 1927-37 to 1r, officials incl 1887-98 to 1r, 1902-04 to 2a, 1903-05 to 
1r, 1913-23 to 1r, some lightly toned or with other small faults but generally fine, part to large part o.g. (121) £260-£300
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 FARIDKOT

360 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1887-1900 ½a deep green to 1r green and carmine incl shades of 1a and 8a, 
1900 3p carmine, officials incl 1887-98 ½a deep green to 1r green and carmine incl shades of 1a and 8a, also 1879-86 
native 1f and 1p, a few tones but mostly fine, part to large part o.g., or unused (26) £140-£160

 GWALIOR

361 H  1885 (June) 1885 (June) 4a green with type 1 overprint (SG 8) large part o.g., very fine fresh appearance, only 1,455 were 
printed, cat £150 (Plate 9)  £75-£85

362 H -- 6a olive-bistre with type 1 overprint, showing close but very clear ‘overprint double, one albino’ (SG 9a) fresh large part 
o.g., scarce with only 1,335 of the basic stamp issued, cat £160 (Plate 10)  £80-£90

363 H  1928-36 3p to 25r plus the 1935-36 set of 3 (SG 86/104) the 1½a with tone spots, other low value part to large part o.g., 
the 5r to 25r fine large part o.g., cat £650 (Plate 10)  £300-£340

364 H  Official; 1927-35 10r green and scarlet (SG O72) very fine lightly hinged o.g., scarce, cat £225 (Plate 10)  £100-£120

365 H Useful unused selection on three stockcards incl 1885-97 opt type 1 (wider spacing) ½a, 1a, 1a 6p, 2a, 8a and 1r (SG 4/7, 
10/11), opt type 2 in red ½a to 1r (SG 12/15), opt in black to 5r, KEVII to 5r, 1912-14 to 5r, officials incl 1895-96 to 1r, 1901-04 to 
2a, KEVII to 1r, 1913-23 to 1r and 1927-35 to 5r, a few imperfections but mostly fine, part to fine o.g. (116) £300-£340

 JIND

366 H  1885 (1 July) ½a blue-green to 4a green and 1r slate with type 1 curved overprint (SG 1/4, 6), large part o.g., only 480 of 
1r overprinted, cat £800 (Plate 10)  £260-£300

367 H -- 8a dull mauve, type 1 curved overprint (SG 5) fresh large part o.g., tiny wrinkle mentioned for accuracy, still very fine 
for this rare stamp of which only 480 were issued, cat £550  £200-£240

368 H -- ½a blue-green ‘JEEND’, (SG 5) showing constant variety ‘dropped J’, lightly hinged o.g., scarce with only 720 printed, 
cat £190 (Plate 10)  £90-£100

369 H -- 1a brown-purple ‘JEEND’ (SG 8) fine lightly hinged o.g., typical centring and minor gum wrinkling, still very fine, only 
720 printed, cat £190 (Plate 10)  £80-£90

370 H -- 2a dull blue ‘JEEND’ in red (SG 9) fine lightly hinged o.g., typical centring and minor bend, cat £190 (Plate 10)  £70-£80

371 H -- 8a dull mauve ‘JEEND’ (SG 11) fresh large part o.g., minor wrinkles and gum blemishes, still fine appearance, only 720 
printed, cat £275 (Plate 10)  £70-£80

372 H  1895 1r slate ‘JEEND’ (SG 12) part o.g. with part h/s on reverse, very minor gum blemishes but fine fresh appearance, 
only 720 printed, cat £275 (Plate 10)  £70-£80

373 H  1886-99 2r carmine and yellow-brown (SG 33) large part o.g., minor wrinkles and insignificant traces of toning on reverse 
of a few perfs, still lovely fresh appearance and far above average for these of which only 288 were printed, cat £500 
(Plate 10)  £200-£240

374 H -- 3r brown and green (SG 34) large part o.g., small faults as often (corner crease, couple of tiny thins, slight surface 
marks), still a good example of this rare stamp of which only 192 were printed, cat £750 (Plate 10)  £150-£170

375 H -- 5r ultramarine and violet (SG 35) large part o.g. with light overall gum toning, minor gum creasing as often but very fine 
appearance and far above average for this rarity of which only 192 were printed, cat £800 (Plate 10)  £300-£340

376 H Officials: Useful unused selection on two stockcards incl 1885 to 2a dull blue (SG O1/3), 1885 ‘JEEND’ opt ½a and 2a (SG 
O7, O9), 1886 opt type 16 in red ½a and 2a (SG O10/11), 1886-1902 odds to 1r (ex 1a), 1903-06 to 1r, 1914-27 to 5r and 1927-
37 to 10r green and carmine (2r has wmk upright), a few faults but many fine, part to large part o.g. (53) £260-£300

377 H Useful unused selection on two stockcards incl 1885 ‘JEEND’ opt ½a blue-green (SG 7),1886 opt type 3 in red, 4a green 
and 1r slate (SG 15/16), 1886-99 odds to both 1r (ex 8a), 1903-09 to 1r, 1913 to 6a, 1914-27 to 5r and 1927-37 to 25r 
orange and blue (2r has wmk upright and 5r wmk inv), a few early issues without gum or other small faults but mostly 
fine, part to large part o.g. (83) £260-£300

 NABHA

378 H  1885 ½a brown-green to 1r slate with curved overprint (SG 1/6) the 2a thinned and part o.g. the others large part o.g., 
mostly with light overall gum toning, the 4a with tone spot, cat £1,100 (Plate 10)  £300-£340
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379 H  1885-1900 ½a blue-green to 1r slate with red overprint, the set of 15 ½a blue-green to 5r ultramarine and violet and 3p 
carmine with black overprint (SG 10/36) the values to 1r in in mixed cond incl without gum, toning etc, the 2r to 5r fine 
large part o.g., cat £825 (Plate 10)  £300-£340

380 H Useful unused selection on two stockcards incl 1903-09 to 1r, 1913 to 1r, 1924 1a chocolate, 1927-36 to 5r ultramarine 
and purple, officials incl 1885 2a dull blue (SG O3), 1885-97 odds to both 1r, 1903-06 to 1r, 1913 4a and 1r (SG O37/8) 
and 1913 to 1r (SG 39/46), a few imperfections but mostly fine, part to large part o.g. (77) £200-£240

 PATIALA

381 H  1884 ½a brown-green to 1r slate with curved overprint (SG 1/6) the 1a without gum, the others large part o.g., mostly 
with light overall gum toning, the 1r with minor gum loss but well above average for this scarce stamp, cat £850 

   (Plate 10)  £200-£240

382 H  1891-96 3r brown and green error overprint treble, two albino (SG 30b), lightly hinged o.g., one perf faintly toned on 
reverse, still fine and fresh, scarce with only 400 of the basic stamp printed, cat £300 (Plate 10)  £130-£150

383 H -- 5r ultramarine and violet (SG 31), lightly hinged o.g., slight gum creasing as often but far above average, only 300 were 
issued, cat £350 (Plate 11)  £150-£170

384

384 H  Official: 1884 2a dull blue, type 1 curved overprint in red with type O2 ‘SERVICE’ in black (SG O3), part o.g. 
(disturbed), characteristic centring, with insignificant marginal wrinkle, but fine appearance with fresh colour. 
This is by far the rarest basic stamp of the Convention States, which even Tapling was unable to obtain in unused 
condition, although he was collecting at the time of issue. Despite a printing of 6,000, the vast majority were used 
and lost, with very few genuine unused examples surviving, BPA Cert (2002), cat £8,500 £3000-£3400

385 H Useful unused selection on three stockcards incl 1885 opt type 2 to 1r slate, 1891-96 to 2r carmine and yellow-brown, 
1903-06 to 1r, 1912-26 to 5r, 1928-34 to 2r, officials incl 1884 ½a, 1891-1900 to 1r, 1903-10 to 1r, 1913-26 to 5r and 
1927-36 odds to 2r, a few faults but mostly fine, part to large part o.g. (122) £200-£240

 FEUDATORY STATES 

386 H Useful selection on seven stockcards incl Alwar, Barwani incl 1928-32 4a salmon (SG 31), Bhor 1901 ½a red, Bijawar 
1935-36 perf 11 set to 2a deep green, Dhar 1897-1900 to 2a black/yellow, Jaipur, Jammu and Kashmir 1883-94 issues, 
Jind 1876 to 8a, Las Bela, Nawanagur, Orchha incl 1913 ½a green and 1a red (SG 1/2), Poonch vals to 4a, Rajpipla 
‘complete’, Sirmoor 1878-80 1p pale green, 1894-99 Elephant to 8a and Raja Parkash to 1r, Soruth 1868-75 1a red/white 
(SG 13), 1929 pictorials to 1r and excellent range of Travancore postage and officials with vals to 14ch, some with small 
faults but many fine (Scores) £360-£400

 BAMRA

387 H Small selection comprising 1888 ½a black/rose to 8a black/rose, the 1g with pen strokes on face and hinge remain, 
1890-93 values to 1r with capital “P” incl 1r on rose/lilac and small “p” 2a, mostly with good margins, a number with 
hinge remains (22)  £260-£300

 BHOPAL

388 H Small but useful unused selection on two stockcards incl 1872 ½a red (SG 2) and a few other classic types, 1880 ¼a 
   and ½a perf and perf, 1890 8a slate-green, imperf (SG 67), 1898 8a black (SG 75), 1903 circular embossing incl 8a lilac 

and 1r rose, 1908-11 to 4a brown, 1930-31 to 4a chocolate and 1932-34 to 4a chocolate, almost all fine unused or large 
part o.g. (38) £120-£140

 BUNDI

389 H  1914-41 Sacred Cows tablets type C, 4a bright apple-green on medium wove paper (SG 41b), trimmed at left with a 
   few roulettes remaining, fresh unused, a rare and distinctive printing, cat £850 (Plate 11)  £240-£280

390 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 3r blue and red-brown (SG 47) fresh and fine unused, far above average, cat £170 
   (Plate 11)  £90-£100
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391 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 4r emerald and scarlet (SG 48) brilliant unused a lovely large stamp, now scarce in this 
very fine condition, cat £375 (Plate 11)  £180-£200

392 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 5r scarlet and emerald (SG 49) fresh unused, fine condition, cat £375 
   (Plate 11)  £150-£170

393 H  Official: 1915-41 Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 2r red-brown and black with type O1 overprint in black (SG O24A) fine 
unused, cat £475 (Plate 11)  £220-£240

394 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 2r red-brown and black with type O2 overprint in black (SG O24B) fine unused, cat £225 
(Plate 11)  £100-£120

395 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 3r blue and red-brown with type O1 overprint in black (SG O25A) very fine unused with 
upper left corner margins, rare, cat £425 (Plate 11)  £240-£280

396 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 3r blue and red-brown with type O2 overprint in black (SG O25B), from top left corner 
of pane, fine unused, cat £250 (Plate 11)  £120-£140

397 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 4r emerald and scarlet with type O2 overprint in black (SG O26B) light indentations in 
lower tablet, unused, cat £325 (Plate 11)  £100-£120

398 H -- Sacred Cows tablets type ‘C’, 5r scarlet and emerald with type O1 overprint in black (SG O27A) fine unused, cat £350 
(Plate 11)  £180-£200

399 H Small unused selection on two stockcards incl 1896 ½a slate-grey (SG 3), 1897-98 1a red, 2a yellow-green and 
   1r yellow/blue, 4a yellow-green (SG 17a), 1914-41 ‘Sacred Cows’ tablets type A incl 3a chestnut and 1r reddish violet, 

type C incl 2r red-brown and black, officials incl type A 6a cobalt (SG O4B), 1r reddish violet (SG O5A), type B 4a 
   apple-green (SG O10B), 8a orange (SG O12A), type C 10a brown-olive (SG O21A) and12a sage-green (SG O22A), cond 

mostly fine (40) £300-£340

 BUSSAHIR

400

400 H  1895 Imperforate ¼a pink, with monogram in mauve, (SG 1) with large margins all round, unused, minor creasing 
and trivial marks on reverse mentioned for accuracy but an excessively rare stamp, cat £3,750 £1600-£1800

401 H -- Imperforate ½a grey, monogram in rose, (SG 2) with large margins, fresh unused, small hinge remain, cat £850 
   (Plate 11)  £400-£440

402 H -- Imperforate 1a vermilion with monogram in mauve (SG 3) large margins all round, part o.g. and hinge remains, cat £375 
(Plate 11)  £100-£120

403 H -- Imperforate 4a slate-violet with monogram in mauve (SG 5) large margins all round, part (lightly toned) o.g., cat £225 
(Plate 11)  £70-£80

404 H -- Imperforate 8a red-brown with monogram in mauve (SG 6) large margins all round, part o.g., with hinge remain, 
   cat £225 (Plate 11)  £70-£80

405 H -- Imperforate 12a green with monogram in lake (SG 7) large margins all round but irregular at right, large part o.g. with 
tiny tone spot on gum, cat £350 (Plate 11)  £100-£120

406 H -- Imperforate 1r ultramarine with monogram in lake (SG 8b) large margins all round, large part o.g., cat £250 
   (Plate 11)  £100-£120

407 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1895 perf 7-11½ ¼a pink (B), ½a grey, 4a slate-violet (B), 8a red-brown (M) and 
12a green (R), 1899 pin-perf 1a vermilion, 2a orange-yellow (M) and 1r ultramarine, 1896-1900 imperf ½a blue, 1a olive, 
pin-perf ¼a slate-violet and ½a blue, 1900-01 2a yellow, 4a claret, pin-perf 2a yellow, 4a claret, a few tones, almost all 
without gum (20) £260-£300

  CHARKHARI

408 H 1894 ¼a rose, typo from a single die (SG 1), light creasing, however four clear margins and a rare stamp, cat £1,800 
(Plate 11)  £500-£600
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409 H 1894 4 annas dull green, typo from a single die (SG 4), 5mm tear at upper right, also some creasing and thinning, however 
four clear margins and a good representative example of this rare stamp, unused, cat £2,250 (Plate 11) £300-£340

410 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1897 odds to 2a, 1909-19 perf 11 1pi pale chestnut to 1r pale chestnut, 
1912-17p violet (SG 28), 1921 imperf 1a violet (SG 29), 1930-45 imperf, odds to 4a carmine (no 1938-44 vals) and 1931 
pictorial set of 9 to 5r turquoise and purple, amost all fine, unused or large part o.g. (28) £50-£60

 COCHIN

411 H  1893 ½ put orange on laid paper (SG 4a), wrinkle, centred to lower right and a trace of toning, unused without gum, 
   cat £950 (Plate 11) £180-£200

412 H Small unused selection on two stockcards incl 1892 ½put to 2 put, 1896 1put deep violet (SG 9), 1911-13 Rama Varma 
I 2p brown to 3a vermilion, 1916-30 Rama Varma II 2p brown to 3a vermilion, excl 9p carmine, 1922-29 2p on 3p surchs 
types 11/14, 1928 1a on 2¼a, 1932 surchs, 1933-38 Rama Varma III odds to 10a, excl later vals, a few lightly toned but 
mostly fresh, unused or part to large part o.g. (48)  £80-£90

413 H  Officials: 1913 Rama Varma I, with overprint type O1 or O2, set of 9 to 1½r deep green (SG O1/9), 9p has wmk sideways, 
3p gum somewhat dried and lightly toned, others fresh large part o.g., cat £500 (Plate 11) £120-£140

414 8 -- Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1919-33 Rama Varma II 4p green to 1½r deep green (excl 9p carmine) with 
   opt type O3 (SG O10/12, O14/19b), 1923-24 8p on 9p carmine (SG O21), 1925 10p on 9p carmine (SG O22), 1929-31 
   Rama Varma II 4p green to 6a violet with opt type O5 (SG O24/30), 1933 6p surchs and 1933-38 Rama Varma III 4p 
   green to 10a blue with opt type O5 (SG O35/43), a couple lightly toned but generally very fresh, large part to fine 
   o.g. (32) £260-£300

 DUTTIA

415
     

416

415 H  1896 Control handstamp in blue, 1a red, type 2 (SG 3) unused with large to enormous margins, probably from the 
left end of a strip, a pale shade towards carmine, light bends but free from the usual creases and an exceptional 
example of this classic I.F.S. rarity, cat £5,500 £3000-£3400

416 H -- ¼a black/orange, without control handstamp (SG 4a) good to large margins, fresh and fine unused, a classic 
I.F.S. rarity, one of about a dozen examples recorded without the handstamp, cat £4,500. Ex RL 25/4/62, 

   lot 404. £2400-£2800

417 H -- 4a black/rose (SG 7), small thin and a couple of punctures, however good facial appearance, a representative 
   unused example of this rare stamp, cat £1,600 (Plate 12) £200-£240

418 H  1897 “DATIA” ½a black/green to 4a black/rose (SG 12/15) each with large margins all round, odd trivial imperfection but 
generally fine unused and an attractive group, cat £750 (Plate 12)  £300-£340

419 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1897-98 2a black/yellow and 4a black/rose, 1889-96 roul in colour to 4a black/
deep rose, 1904-05 imperf ¼a red and 1a black, 1911 wide spacing, perf 13½ ¼a carmine, 1916 imperf to 2a brown, 
1920 rough perf 7 ½a dull red (SG 40), almost all fine unused (20)  £60-£70

 HYDERABAD

420 H 1930 4p on ¼a grey-black, perf 13½ (SG 38), very fine o.g. (Plate 12)  £50-£60

421 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1869 1a olive-green, 1870 ½a and 2a., 1871-1909 to 12a incl a few shades, 
1908-11 to 12a, 1931-47 to 1r yellow, officials incl 1909-11 odds to 12a, 1911-12 odds to 8a and 1934-44 to 1r yellow, 
a few earlier without gum, mostly part to large part o.g. (74) £100-£120
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 INDORE
422 H Small but useful unused selection on stockcard incl 1886 ½a pale mauve, 1889 ½a black/pink, 1889-92 ¼a to 2a, 1904-

20 odds to 4a dull blue (excl 3a), 1905 ¼a on ½a, 1927-37 perf set of 13 to 5r black and brown-orange, excl 1936-37 
vals, also 1904-06 officials to 4a, almost all fine, large part o.g. or unused (31) £100-£120

 JAIPUR
423 H  1931 Investiture of Maharaja ¼a to 5r (SG 40/51) a couple with light overall gum toning, large part o.g. the 5r with light 

bends, cat £450 (Plate 12)  £100-£120

424 H  1932-46 Maharaja Sawal Man Singh II, 1a to 2r inscribed “POSTAGE and REVENUE” (SG 52/57) large part o.g., cat £180 
(Plate 12)  £80-£90

425 H  Officials: 1928-31 1r orange-vermilion overprinted with type O2 (SG O12) very fine unused for this rarity, cat £1,000 
(Plate 12)  £500-£600

426 H -- 1931-37 1a Elephant and State Banner with type O3 overprint (SG O14) fine large part o.g., cat £650 
   (Plate 12)  £300-£340

 JAMMU and KASHMIR
427 H  1874-76 “Special Printing” 4a deep black (SG 16) cut square and clear all round, small black ink marks on reverse and 

slight soiling, cat £450 (Plate 12)  £100-£120

428 H -- Special printings 1a bright blue (SG 18), just touched at left, clear to large margins elsewhere, fresh unused, cat £200 
(Plate 12) £80-£90

429 H -- Special printings ½a emerald green (SG 20), just touched or clear, fresh unused, cat £225 (Plate 12) £70-£80

430 H  1877-78 Handstamped in oil colours, ½a red and 1a red (SG 26/7), former a few tones but this ex King Carol collection, 
unused (Plate 12)  £50-£60

431 H  For use in Kashmir; 1867-77 ¼a black, ½a ultramarine, 1a orange-vermilion, 2a yellow, 4a emerald-green and 8a red 
(SG 101), generally sound with close margins or touched, 8a with four good margins, unused  £300-£340

 KISHANGARH
432 H  1899-1900 1a green imperforate and pin-perf (SG 1/2) the former good margins all round unused, the latter (pin perf 

on 3 sides) fresh colour and part o.g. and far above average for these which are seldom seen with gum, cat £118 
   (Plate 12)  £60-£70

433 H  1900 1a blue imperforate with large margins all round (SG 3) fine unused with two pencil signatures on reverse, cat £650 
(Plate 12)  £300-£340

434 H  1899-1901 ½a lilac imperforate (SG 7), light horiz bend but very fresh with four clear to good margins, unused, cat £250 
(Plate 12)  £90-£100

435 H  1899-1900 Pin Perf 12½ or 14, ¼a yellow green (SG 21) fine unused with two pencil space lines at top and left, very slight 
soiling on face, cat £450 (Plate 12)  £150-£170

436 H  1913-16 ¼a blue to 5r brown (SG 63/71) a few small imperfections but generally fine unused, cat £200 
   (Plate 12)  £70-£80

437 8  Official: 1917-18, 2a dull orange Maharaja Sardul Singh of 1899-1901, overprinted with type O1 (SG O10), lower left corner 
example used by part cds at upper right, light creasing but good appearance, very scarce, cat £200 (Plate 12) £60-£70

438 H -- 2a dull yellow Maharaja Sardul Singh of 1903, overprinted with type O1 (SG O15) large margins all round, light bends, 
black ink! marks on reverse but visually attractive, cat £140 (Plate 12)  £50-£60

439 H -- 8a brown of 1913-16, overprinted with type O1 (SG O33) a little soiling at top, cat £180 (Plate 12)  £70-£80

440 H Small but useful unused selection on two stockcards incl 1899-1901 imperf ½a green (SG 9) and 1r dull green, pin perf 
2r brown-red and 5r mauve, 1903 ½a and 2a, 1904 8a grey, 1904-10 PB ¼a to 5r (SG 42/50) very fresh o.g., 1912 ¼a 
ultramarine (SG 53), 1928-36 surfaced paper to 5r claret (SG 72/80), officials incl 1917-18 imperf 1a brown-lilac (SG O3a) 
fine unused and on 1913-16 ¼a to 4a (SG O28/32), cond generally fine unused (46) £200-£240

 MORVI
441 H Small selection comprising 1931 2a yellow-brown perf on two sides - top and left (SG 3) fine large part o.g., also 3p to 

1a perfed on four sides, 1932-33 set of four plus additional 6p and 1934 set of four, mostly fine (13)  £90-£100
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 NANDGAON

442 H Four stamps comprising 1891 ½a (lightly soiled and vertical bend) and 2a, 1893-94 ½a green (8 to 10 mm between 
stamps) and 1a rose (4 to 7mm between stamps) this a lovely ‘large’ example showing wavy lines between, minor wrinkle 
otherwise very fresh unused  £50-£60

 NAWANAGAR

443 H  1877 1 doc slate-blue, line perf 12½ (SG 2), fine unused (Plate 12)  £50-£60

 SIRMOOR

444 H  1890 6p green (C) with machine-printed overprint type 11 in black (SG 50), lower perfs mostly trimmed off, otherwise 
sound with part o.g., very rare, cat £1,900 (Plate 12)  £300-£340

445 H  1896 Handstamped overprint type 20, 3p orange (A) and 2a carmine (SG 94/5), former unused without gum, latter large 
part o.g., cat £250 (Plate 12)  £90-£100

 SORUTH

446 H  1864 (1a) black on grey horizontally laid paper (SG 1) uncancelled and rare thus, trivial thin speck and vertical creasing, 
but an exceptionally clear impression, cat £750 (Plate 12)  £200-£240

447 H  1868-75 1a black/azure type 2 on laid paper (SG 11) large margins all round, a couple of slight bends, cat £150 (Plate 12)  £60-£70

448 H -- 4a black/white on laid paper (SG 14), unused with large margins all round and showing part inscription at foot, small 
‘nick’ in margin at right well clear of frame, cat £425 (Plate 13)  £200-£240

449 H Officials: 1929 3p to 1r and 1932-35 3a to 1r (SG O1/O12), part (due to original heavy hinging) to large part o.g., cat £168  £60-£70

BY APPOINTMENT TO 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD 
LONDON 

PHILATELISTS 

Stanley Gibbons

Stanley Gibbons Limited 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444
www.stanleygibbons.com   

CASH AVAILABLE FOR 
DIRECT PURCHASE
Substantial funds available for immediate cash payment for the right material.

Needed NOW: We are always looking to purchase Great Britain and 
British Commonwealth items from the reign of Queen Victoria 
through to King George VI.

  Good quality single items    Award-winning collections
  One Country Collections    Advanced Collections    Postal History

Please note that First Day Covers and omnibus collections from the 
current reign of Queen Elizabeth II are outside the scope of our current needs.

Please contact Ryan Epps on 020 7836 8444 email repps@stanleygibbons.com
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 AFTERNOON SESSION
not starting before 1.30pm 

(Please note all lots in this sale are subject to 5% vat on the hammer price) 

 IRAQ 

450 H  British Occupation of Baghdad: 1917 ¼a on 2pa claret ‘Obelisk’ (SG 1) large part o.g., BPA Cert (1950), fine, cat £350 
(Plate 13)  £150-£170

451 H -- ¼a on 5pa dull purple (Leander’s Tower), fresh large part o.g. (SG 2), only 1,215 were surcharged, cat £250 
   (Plate 13)  £90-£100

452 H -- ½a on 10pa green ‘Lighthouse Gardens’ (SG 3) top marginal, large part o.g., with light overall gum toning, RPS Cert 
(1981), cat £1,300 (Plate 13)  £500-£600

454
     

453
     

455

453 H -- ½a on 10pa green ‘Mosque of Selim’ (SG 4) large part o.g., with light overall gum toning and minor gum wrinkles, Friedl 
Cert (1982), cat £2,750  £800-£900

454 H -- ½a on 10pa carmine ‘Postal Jubilee’ (SG 9) large part o.g., Holcombe Cert (1983), very fine and scare with only 270 
issued (both perfs), cat £900  £500-£600

455 H -- 1a on 20pa blue ‘Postal Jubilee’, perf 13½, (SG 10b) large part o.g. one short perf and insignificant corner bend, BPA 
Cert (1962), very fine well above average for this rarity of which only 148 were issued, cat £2,250 £1000-£1200

456 H -- 2a on 1pi black and violet “Old G.P.O.” of Turkey (SG 11) part (about 50%) o.g., two pencil signatures on reverse, 
   cat £550 (Plate 13)  £150-£170

457 H -- 2a on 1pi ultramarine ‘G.P.O.’ with additional ‘Behie’ overprint in red (SG 12) large part o.g., light overall gum toning, 
still fresh and scarce with only 346 issued, Holcombe Cert (1985), cat £1,000 (Plate 13)  £400-£440

458 H -- ½a on 10pa green, GPO Constantinople, with six pointed star dated 1331 (SG 13), fine o.g., only 1,261 were surcharged, 
cat £250 (Plate 13) £110-£130

459 H -- 1a on 20pa rose (No 554a of Turkey) with additional star and crescent overprint (SG 15) lightly hinged o.g., odd
   shortish perf, scarce with only 249 issued, Holcombe Cert (1986), fine, cat £900 (Plate 13)  £400-£440

460 H -- 2a on 1pi ultramarine, GPO Constantinople with six pointed star dated 1331 (SG 17), fresh large part o.g., only 1,051 
were surcharged, cat £250 (Plate 13) £100-£120

461 H -- 2a on 1pi dull blue (No. 553 of Turkey) with additional star and crescent overprint (SG 18) large part (slightly toned) 
o.g., one short perf otherwise fresh and fine, scarce with only 747 issued, Holcombe Cert (1985), fine, cat £400 

   (Plate 13)  £100-£120

462 H -- 1a on 20pa rose GPO Constantinople, with the inscription obliterated with crescent, (SG21), fine o.g., only 1,048 were 
surcharged, cat £250 (Plate 13) £100-£120

463 H -- 1a on 20pa rose (No. 617 of Turkey) with inscription within crescent obliterated (SG 22) fresh large part o.g., scarce 
with only 288 issued, Holcombe Cert (1985), fine, cat £900 (Plate 13)  £400-£440

464 H -- 1a on 10pa on 20pa claret (No. 630 of Turkey) with inscription within crescent obliterated (SG 23) fresh large part o.g., 
scarce with only 434 issued, Holcombe Cert (1985), fine, cat £450 (Plate 13)  £200-£240

465 H -- 2a on 1pi ultramarine (G.P.O.) with inscription within crescent obliterated (SG 24) fresh large part o.g., scarce with only 
657 issued, Holcombe Cert (1985), fine, cat £400 (Plate 13)  £200-£240
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466

466 H -- 2a on 1pi ultramarine (No. 645 of Turkey) with inscription within crescent obliterated (SG 25) fresh large 
   part o.g., and well above average for this rarity of which only 111 were issued, Holcombe Cert (1988), fine, 
   cat £3,250 £1500-£1700

467 H  Issues for Mosul: 1919 3a on 20pa green and orange (SG 6), also six other vals comprising a basic ‘set’, large part 
o.g. £30-£34

468 H  Issues for Iraq: 1932 King Falsal 2f ultramarine to 1d claret (SG 138/154) a few gum wrinkles etc, large part o.g., 
   cat £300 (Plate 13)  £100-£120

469 H  Official: 1932 1d on 25f violet (SG O137) large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 13)  £120-£140

470 H Selection on four cards incl 1918-21 vals to 10r on 100pi, 1923-25 vals to 10r, 1931 vals to 2r, 1932 vals to 100f on 2r, 
1934 set of 17 to 1d, Officials (65) incl 1920-23  vals to 12a on 5pi, 1923 set of 10 to 2r, 1924-25 vals to 2r, 1931 vals to 
5r, 1932 (April)  surch vals to 200f on 5r and 1932 (May) vals to 200f, mixed cond large part to fine o.g. with light gum 
toning, majority of fresh appearance, good lot, cat £800+ (128)  £100-£120

 IRELAND

471 H  1922-23 ½d to 10s (SG 55/66) the 10s with blue ink offset on reverse, also selection to 1935 Re-engraved 
   Seahorses 2s6d and the first Postage Due set, some with light overall gum toning, but generally fine large part o.g. or 

u/m  £100-£120

472 H  1922 Range of 43 with values to 10s (btwn SG 1/51) some with light overall gum toning, but generally fine large part 
o.g.  £200-£240

 JAMAICA

473 H Selection of 86 incl 1870-83 2d (small tone spots and light bend), 1s and 2s, 1905-11 5d, 1912-20 set, KGV values to 
10s (2) part to large part (many with overall gum toning) o.g., a couple with small faults  £150-£170

 KENYA, UGANDA & TANGANYIKA

474 H  British East Africa: 1890 ½a on Great Britain 1d deep purple (SG 1), large part o.g., odd slightly trimmed perf but fresh 
and fine cat £275 (Plate 13)  £100-£120

475 H -- 1a on Great Britain 2d grey-green and carmine (SG 2) fine and fresh o.g. with just a trace of hinging, a very fine example 
of this stamp of which most of the 1,440 issued were used, cat £500 (Plate 13)  £260-£300

476 H -- 4a on Great Britain 5d dull purple and blue (SG 3), large part o.g., typical centring but very fresh and well above 
average for this scarce stamp, of which only 780 were issued, most of which were used, cat £600 (Plate 13)  £260-£300

477 H  1890-95 8a grey (SG 13) with part papermaker’s watermark, fresh large part o.g., a few pulled perfs at left but a good 
example of which only 1,500 were printed, cat £275 (Plate 13)  £60-£70

478 H  1895-96 3r brown and green of India overprinted ‘British East Africa’ (SG 62) very lightly hinged o.g., cat £140 
   (Plate 13)  £70-£80

479 H  1897-1903 3r deep violet (SG 94) fine large part o.g., lovely fresh colour, cat £180 (Plate 13)  £90-£100

480 H -- 4r carmine (SG 95) fine o.g. just lightly hinged, one short perf but wonderfully fresh, scarce, cat £500 
   (Plate 13)  £200-£240

481 H Selection on two cards incl 1890-95 set excl 8a grey, 1895 (July) ‘Mombasa’ opts 1r (straight edge at top), 2r and 4r, 
1895-96 India stamps overprinted vals 5r (2r and 5r unused without gum), 1895 local surch, 1896-1901 14 vals to 5r (low 
values unused without gum), 1897 opt set to 7 ½a (1a and 4½a unused without gum), 1897 surch on 1a and 3a (2) and 
1897-1903 2r and 10r, generally part to large part o.g., high cat value (60)  £400-£440
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482
     

484
     

488

482 H East Africa and Uganda Protectorates: 1903-04 Watermark Crown CC, 50r grey and red-brown (SG 16) fine lightly 
hinged o.g. with very fresh colour, scarce, BPA Cert (2008), cat £2,000 £1000-£1200

483 H -- 1912-21 20r purple and blue/blue (SG 60) very lightly hinged o.g., centred a little to left, but fine for these, cat £500 
(Plate 13)  £240-£280

484 H  East Africa and Uganda Protectorates: 1912-21 500r green and red/green (SG 63) top marginal with full and 
very fresh o.g., well centred with lovely colours, two pencil signatures on reverse, a wonderful example of this 
tremendously rare stamp £20000-£24000

485 H -- Selection comprising 1903-04 ½a to 3r, 1904-07 values to 10r and 1912-21 values to 5r, mixed cond a number incl 
high values with tone spots, part to large part o.g. some with overall gum toning to various degrees (60)  £220-£260

486 H  Kenya and Uganda: 1922-27 £1 black and orange (SG 95) fine very lightly hinged o.g. with lovely colour, cat £200 
   (Plate 13)  £100-£120

487 H -- £4 black and magenta (SG 98), large part o.g. with light overall gum toning, lovely fresh colours, cat £2,750 
   (Plate 13)  £800-£900

488 H -- £5 black and blue (SG 99) right marginal with part centre guide, very fine o.g. with lovely colour, pencil signature 
on reverse. an attractive example of this scarce high value, cat £3,000 £1500-£1700

489 H Small selection comprising 1922-27 values to 10s (no 7s50), 1935-37 set, also Postage Dues 1928-33 and 1935-60 sets, 
part to large part o.g. some with light overall gum toning (44)  £220-£260

 KUWAIT

490 H Officials: 1929-33 1a chocolate (watermark inverted) to 15r blue and olive (O16w/27) large part to full o.g., the top values 
particularly fine, cat £550 (Plate 13)  £260-£300

491 H Selection comprising 1923-24 values to 12a, 1929-37 values to 12a, 1933-34 4a airmail (very fine) and 1923-24 
Officials ½a to 2r and 10r, generally large part o.g., some (particularly the low value Officials) with overall gum toning 
(35)  £140-£160

 LEEWARD ISLANDS

492 H Selection incl 1890 values to 5s (this fine large part o.g. with small h/s on reverse), 1912-22 ¼d to 5s, 1912-21 values to 
10s and 1935 Jubilee set, cond varies, mostly part to large part o.g., some with various degrees of gum toning and/or 
tone spots (47)  £140-£160

 MALAYA - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

493 H  1867 Surcharges on India, 1½c on ½a blue to 32c on 2a yellow (SG 1/9), 1½c on ½a, 4c on 1a, 8c on 2a and 32c on 
2a unused without gum (last with small grease spot), others generally part o.g., 24c on 8a some tones, 12c on 4a light 
crease at top but fresh and well centred, good to fine appearance, cat £4,000+ (Plate 13)  £600-£700

494 H  1867-72 Watermark crown CC, perf 12½ 96c grey (SG 19a), part o.g., very scarce, cat £2,500 (Plate 13)  £700-£800

495 H  1880 (Mar) 10c on 30c claret, surch type 12b (SG 23), some toning at foot (visible from face) and typical centring, large 
part o.g., cat £550 (Plate 13)  £110-£130

496 H  1880 (Aug) 5c on 8c orange, one example of each surch type (SG 41/3), generally fresh with surch types 13 and 14 part 
o.g., type 15 large part o.g., cat £1,070 (Plate 13)  £300-£340
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497 H  1883 (Apr) 2c on 32c pale red, surch type 20a (SG 59), wing marginal, some patchy toning (barely visible from face) and 
odd shortish perf, part o.g., cat £900 (Plate 13)  £200-£240

498
     

502

498 H  1884 (Feb-Aug) 4 “Cents” (type 22) on 5c blue (SG 72) part o.g., BPA Cert (2015), scarce, cat £3,500 £1200-£1400

499 H  1892-99 $5 orange and carmine (SG 105), exceptionally fresh and lightly hinged, superb o.g., cat £400 
   (Plate 14)  £200-£240

500 H  1902-03 $5 dull green and brown-orange (SG 121), a couple of slightly short perfs but well centred and very lightly 
hinged, o.g., cat £200 (Plate 14)  £80-£90

501 H  1904-10 $5 dull green and brown-orange on chalky paper (SG 138a), just a hint of gum toning, u/m, cat £325 
   (Plate 14)  £160-£180

502 H  1912-23 $25 purple and blue/blue (SG 213), a trace of surface rubbing, fresh large part o.g., cat £2,500
    £1100-£1300

503 H -- Watermark MCA $5 green and red/blue-green (olive back), a couple of shortish perfs, u/m, cat £200 
   (Plate 14)  £70-£80

504 H -- 1c green to $5 green and red/green (white back) with a few extra shades, 1917 Red Cross set of 2, 1921-33 Watermark 
script part set of 23, 1c black to $5 green and red/emerald, excl 6c rose-pink, 1935 Jubilee set of 4 and 1924-26 postage 
due set of 6 to 12c bright blue, a few with gum toned, mostly fresh, large part o.g. (54)  £100-£120

505 H  1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition 2c green to $5 green and black/blue-green (olive back) and 1c black to $1 black and red/
blue (SG 241/55), some with light even gum toning, however MCA $1 and $5 fine and fresh, large part o.g., cat £1,000+ 
(Plate 14)  £360-£400

506 H  1936-37 1c black to $5 green and red/emerald (SG 260/74), 40c toned and heavily hinged, others fresh and fine large 
part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 14)  £90-£100

507 H  Useful unused selection of QV issues on two stockcards incl 1867-72 watermark crown CC 2c brown to 96c grey, 
1879 5c on 8c and 7c on 32c, 1880 (Mar) 10c on 30c claret, type ‘a’ (SG 22), 1880 (Apr) 10c on 30c claret, types ‘a’, 
‘b’ and ‘l’, 1880-81 10c on 6c, 10c on 12c and 10c on 30c, 1882 5c on 4c rose (SG 47), 1882 watermark crown CA 
2c brown to 10c slate), 1883 10c on 8c orange, ‘S’ wide (SG 54), 1883 2c on 4c rose and 2c on 12c blue, 1883-91 
watermark crown CA set of 9 to 96c olive-grey, also 24c yellow-green, 1884 4c on 5c blue (SG 73), 1884 (Aug) 2c 
on 5c blue (SG 77), 1892-99 short set of 10 to 50c olive-green and carmine and a few other surchs, some earlier 
issues without gum, others part to large part o.g. (68) £1000-£1200

508 H Selection comprising 1902-03 short set of 10 to $1 dull green and black, 1903-04 set of 4 to 8c purple/blue (8c no 
gum), 1904-10 short set of 11 to $2 dull purple and black, 1906-07 surch/overprint on Labuan set of 11 to $1 claret and 
orange (most with perf toning) and 1906-12 set of 15 to $5 green and red/green, some surface rubbing and other small 
imperfections but many fine, part to large part o.g. except as stated  £220-£260

 FEDERATED MALAY STATES

509 H  1900-01 Watermark crown CC $2 green and carmine (SG 24), just a trace of gum creasing, exceptionally fresh, u/m, 
   cat £170 (Plate 14)  £80-£90

510 H -- $5 green and pale ultramarine (SG 25a), light tone spot (not apparent from face), very lightly hinged, o.g., cat £400 
(Plate 14)  £160-£180

511 H  1904-22 $5 green and blue (SG 50), a couple of barely perceptible bends, fresh u/m, cat £300 (Plate 14)  £150-£170

512 H  1922-34 $5 green and blue (SG 80), light gum toning, large part o.g., cat £190 (Plate 14)  £70-£80

513 H -- $25 green and orange (SG 82), well centred and very lightly hinged, fine o.g., cat £1,800 (Plate 14)  £900-£1000
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514 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1900 overprint on Negri Sembilan to 50c, 25c no gum and washed, overprint 
on Perak 5c to $2, 1900-01 watermark crown CA 1c to 50c, watermark crown CC $1 green and pale green, 1904-22 
watermark MCA 1c grey-brown and green to $2 green and carmine, 1922-34 watermark script 1c deep brown to $5 
green and red/green. excl $5 green and blue (Elephants), also 1924-26 postage due set of 6 to 12c blue, some faults 
incl creasing, odd toned perf (incl SG 81) and heavily hinged, however many fine, part to large part o.g. except where 
mentioned (80)  £360-£400

 JOHORE

515 H  1891 (May) 2c on 24c green, four unused examples showing the listed types of surch (SG 17/20), most with light even 
gum toning, large part o.g., cat £340 (Plate 14)  £100-£120

516 H  1896-99 Sultan Ibrahim 1c green to $5 dull purple and yellow (SG 39/53), 10c pulled perf, large part to fine o.g., cat £300 
(Plate 14)  £90-£100

517 H  1918-20 Sultan Sir Ibrahim 2c dull purple and green to $10 green and black (SG 89/102), large part o.g., cat £700 
   (Plate 14)  £300-£340

518 H  1922-41 Sultan Sir Ibrahim $10 green and black (SG 125), very well centred, large part o.g., cat £325 
   (Plate 14)  £140-£160

519 H -- Sultan Sir Ibrahim $50 green and ultramarine (SG 126), a couple of fractionally short perfs, large part o.g., cat £1,400 
(Plate 14)  £600-£700

520 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1884-86 2c pale rose, overprint type 6 (SG 6) and type 8 (SG 8), 1884-91 2c 
pale rose overprint types 9, 12, 13, 14 and 2c bright rose, type 15 (SG 9, 12/15), 1891-94 Sultan Aboubakar set to $1 
green and carmine, 1896 Coronation sets of 7 to $1 with correct and incorrect spelling, 1903 50c on $3 and $1 on $2, 
1904 10c on 4c yellow and red to 50c on $5 dull purple and yellow, 1910-19 watermark multiple rosettes 1c dull purple 
and green to $1 green and mauve, 1912 3c on 8c, 1922-41 watermark script part set to $5 green and orange, excl 12c 
ultramarine, 30c and 40c, 1935 50th Anniv 8c, a few small imperfections, part to large part o.g. (70)  £300-£340

 KEDAH

521 H  1912 1c black and green to $5 black and red (SG 1/14), 1919-21 1c brown to 25c blue and purple, 1919 50c on $2 and $1 
on $3, 1921-32 1c brown to $5 black and red, all type I (SG 26/40), 1922 MBE 1c to 50c, higher values 14mm (SG 41/8), 
1922-40 1c black to 35c purple, excl 8c grey-black, some with light gum toning and 1912 set rather heavily hinged, part 
to large part o.g.  £200-£220

 KELANTAN

522 H  1911-15 1c yellow-green to $25 green and orange (SG 1/12), 1921-28 1c dull green to $1 green and brown (SG 14/23), 
1922 MBE 2c green to $5 green and blue (SG 30/8) and 1928-35 Sultan Ismail $1 blue, both perf 12 and 14 (SG 39, 39a), 
a few with light adhesions on gum, part to large part o.g.  £260-£300

 NEGRI SEMBILAN

523 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1891 2c bright rose, 1891-94 set of 3 to 5c blue, 1895-99 1c dull purple and 
green to 50c green and black (SG 5/14), 1898-1900 surchs incl 1c on 15c green and violet (SG 15), this with missing 
corner, 1935 part set of 14 to $5 green and red/emerald, excl 1937-41 values, last fine o.g., a few earlier heavily hinged 
or without gum, most large part o.g. (31)  £140-£160

 PAHANG

524 H  1889 (Jan) Overprint type 1, 2c pale rose, 8c orange and 10c slate (SG 1/3), first fine o.g., others unused with heavily 
disturbed o.g., the 8c rare as only 540 overprinted, cat £2,185 (Plate 14)  £400-£440

525

525 H  1890 (Feb) 2c bright rose, overprint type 3 which is believed to be from a triplet setting (SG 5), small thin at foot 
affects a couple of perfs, however very fresh, well centred and lightly hinged, o.g., RPS (1972) Cert, a rarity in 
unused state, cat £12,000 £4000-£4400

526 H  1891 (May) 2c on 24c green, surch type 5 (SG 7), part o.g., only 1560 surch, cat £275 (Plate 14)  £80-£90
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527 H -- 2c on 24c green, surch type 6 (SG 8), light even gum toning, large part o.g., very scarce as only 312 surch, cat £1,200 
(Plate 14)  £440-£480

528 H -- 2c on 24c green, surch type 7 (SG 9), light even gum toning and small stain on face, large part o.g., only 936 surch, 
cat £450 (Plate 14)  £80-£90

529 H  1897 Kuala Lipis provisional “2c” m/s surcharge and initialled “JFO” in red, on lower half of diagonally bisected 
1891-95 5c blue (SG 18) unused with small part o.g., extensive hinge remainders, BPA Cert (2015), cat £1,500 

   (Plate 14)  £500-£600

530 H -- Kuala Lipis provisional “3c” m/s surcharge and initialled “JFO” in red, on top half of diagonally bisected 1891-95 5c 
blue (SG 18d) unused with part o.g., small thin at foot, BPA Cert (2015), cat £1,500 (Plate 14)  £500-£600

531 H  1898 (Mar-Sep) Overprint on Perak, 10c dull purple and orange, 25c green and carmine, 50c dull purple and greenish 
black and 50c green and black(SG 19/22), first two fresh large part o.g., third light surface rubbing and last a little toned, 
these part o.g., cat £887 (Plate 14)  £260-£300

532 H -- Overprint on Perak $1 green and pale green (SG 23), one missing perf at top, fresh large part o.g., cat £400 
   (Plate 14)  £100-£120

533 H -- Overprint on Perak $5 green and ultramarine (SG 24), light creasing at top and heavily hinged, however with fresh 
colour, part o.g., cat £1,600 (Plate 14)  £500-£600

534
     

535

534 8  1899 “Pahang/Four cents” on plain paper issued for postage with pin perforations (SG 26var) used with (KUALA 
LIP) IS PANHANG cds dated MY 1899, BPA Cert (2015), scarce and not known unused, - see footnote after

   SG 27 £2600-£3000

535 H -- “Pahang/Five cents” on plain paper issued for postage, (SG 27) unused without gum as issued, vertical bend 
at left, BPA Cert (2015), cat £3,000 £1000-£1200

536 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1889 2c bright rose (SG 4a), 1890 2c bright rose, overprint type 4 (SG 6), 1891-
95 1c green to 5c blue, 1895-99 3c dull purple and carmine to 5c dull purple and olive-yellow, 1899 4c on 5c dull purple 
and olive-yellow and 1935-41 part set of 14 to $5 green and red/emerald, excl 1937-41 values, a few earlier heavily 
hinged, mostly small part to large part o.g. (24)  £70-£80

 PERAK

537 H  1883 2c (type 13) on 4c rose of Straits Settlements (SG 16) unused without gum, BPA Cert (2015), cat £750 
   (Plate 14)  £100-£120

538 H  1891 1c on 6c lilac, five unused examples showing the listed types of surch (SG 43/7), most with light gum toning, SG 
47 rather faded and heavily hinged, this part o.g., others large part o.g., cat £740  £180-£200

539 H -- 2c on 24c green, five unused examples showing the listed types of surch (SG 48/52), light to moderate gum toning, 
part or large part o.g., cat £463 (Plate 15)  £140-£160

540 H  1895-99 1c dull purple and green to 50c green and black (SG 66/75), 2c and 8c somewhat toned, part to large part o.g., 
cat £596 (Plate 15)  £140-£160

541 H -- $5 green and ultramarine (SG 79), centred to upper left, fresh large part o.g., cat £650 (Plate 15)  £280-£320

542 H  1895-99 Watermark Crown CC, $25 green and orange (SG80), unused without gum, creased at upper right, colour 
   a little pale, BPA Cert (2015), cat £9,500 (Plate 15)  £400-£440

543 O  Official: 1889 (1 Nov) P.G.S. overprints, 2c bright rose, 6c lilac, 8c orange, 10c slate, 12c brown-purple and 24c 
green, crown CA watermark (SG O1, O3/5, O7, O9), most with some degree of gum toning (as often) but fine facial 

   appearance, part to large part o.g., cat £665  £200-£240
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544 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1880-81 watermark crown CC 2c brown, overprint type 5 (SG 5), 1882-83 
watermark crown CA 2c brown and 2c pale rose, overprint type 9 (SG 10, 11), 1886 1c on 2c pale rose, surch type 23 
(SG 26), 1886 1c on 2c pale rose, surch type 25 (SG 28), 1887 1c on 2c pale rose, surch type 27 (SG 30), 1889-90 1c on 
2c bright rose (SG 41), 1895-99 $1 green and pale green and $3 green and ochre (SG 76, 78), latter no gum, 1900 surch 
to 3c on $2 green and carmine, 1935-37 part set of 14 to $5 green and red/emerald, excl 6c scarlet, officials inc 1894 5c 
blue and 1897 5c dull purple and olive-yellow, a few earlier without gum, mostly part to large part o.g. (52)  £500-£600

 SELANGOR

545 H  1891 2c on 24c green, five unused examples showing the listed types of surch (SG 44/48), light to moderate gum 
   toning except SG 45 which is without gum, large part o.g. except as noted, cat £1,015 (Plate 15)  £260-£300

546 H  1895-99 50c green and black (SG 60), fresh and well centred, large part o.g., scarce, cat £425 (Plate 15)  £180-£200

547 H -- $2 green and carmine (SG 62), a couple of fractionally short perfs, fresh large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 15)  £90-£100

548 H -- $3 green and ochre (SG 63), a few imperfections incl small thins and odd short perf, also gum lightly toned, part o.g., 
very scarce, cat £650 (Plate 15)  £140-£160

549 H -- $5 green and ultramarine (SG 64), small thin spot but fresh and well centred, large part o.g., cat £325 
   (Plate 15)  £90-£100

550 H -- $10 green and purple (SG 65), corner crease at upper right and one missing perf, fresh part o.g., cat £850 
   (Plate 15)  £200-£240

551 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1881-82 crown CC, 2c brown overprint type 3 (SG 3), 1882-83 watermark 
crown CA, 2c brown overprint type 10 (SG 10), 1883-85 2c pale rose overprint type 4 (SG 22), 1885-91 2c pale rose 
overprints type 24, 26, 27 (SG 31, 33/4), 2c bright rose overprints type 28 horizontal and vert (SG 35b, 41), 1895-99 3c 
dull purple and carmine to 50c dull purple and greenish black, also $1 green and yellow-green, 1900 surch incl 1c on 
5c dull purple and olive-yellow and 1935 part set of 14 to $5 green and red/emerald, excl 1937-41 values, a few earlier 
without gum, most part to large part o.g. (37)  £220-£260

 SUNGEI UJONG

552

552 H  1878 2c brown of Straits Settlements handstamp with type 1 (SG 1) part o.g. with hinge bend, BPA Cert (2015), fine 
and scarce, cat £4,500 £1500-£1700

553 H  1882-84 10c slate, overprint types 12+14 (SG 26), a couple of fractionally short perfs, large part o.g., very scarce as only 
300 overprinted of this value including SG 27 (Plate 15)  £240-£280

554 H  1891 2c on 24c green, surcharged type 34 (SG 49), light even gum toning, large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 15)  £100-£120

555 H -- 2c on 24c green, surcharged type 31 (SG 46), gum toning and area of gum loss, also short corner perf at lower left, 
rare as only 200 overprinted, part o.g., cat £1,100 (Plate 15)  £200-£240

556 H -- 2c on 24c green, surcharged type 33 (SG 48), some gum toning and heavily hinged, however fine facial appearance 
and rare as only 200 overprinted, part o.g., cat £1,100 (Plate 15)  £340-£380

557 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1881 2c brown, crown CC, overprint type 12+14 (SG 11), 1882 2c brown, ‘S.U.’ 
overprint type 15 and similar without stops (SG 12/13), 1883-84 2c brown, overprint type 16+19 (SG 29), 2c pale rose, 
overprint type 16+14 (SG 19), 4c brown, overprint type 12+21 (SG 36), 1885-90 2c pale rose overprints type 22, 23, 24, 
27, 28 (SG 37/9, 42/3), 2c bright rose overprint types 28 and 30 (SG 43d, 45), 1891-94 2c rose to 5c blue, 1894 surchs and 
1895 3c dull purple and carmine, cond mixed and some without gum, most small part to large part o.g. (19)  £300-£340

 TRENGGANU
558 H  1910-19 Sultan Zain ul ab din $5 green and dull purple (SG 17), just a hint of gum toning, fine o.g., cat £250 
   (Plate 15)  £100-£120

559 H  1910-19 Sultan Zain ul ab din $25 rose-carmine and green (SG 18), large part o.g., very scarce, cat £1,600 
   (Plate 15)  £800-£900
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560 H  1921-41 Sultan Suleiman, watermark MCA $1 purple and blue/blue to $5 green and red/pale yellow (SG 23/25), centring 
a little variable, cat £275 (Plate 15)  £120-£140

561
     

562

561 H -- Sultan Suleiman, watermark script $25 purple and blue (SG 45), fresh large part o.g., scarce, cat £1,200  £600-£700

562 H -- Sultan Suleiman, watermark script $100 green and scarlet (SG 47), a fresh large part o.g. example of this rarity, 
cat £9,000 £4600-£5000

563 H Unused selection on stockcard incl 1910-19 Sultan Zain ul ab din 1c green to $3 green and red/green, 1917-18 Red 
Cross set of 4, 1921-41 Sultan Suleiman, watermark script 1c black to $3 green and lake/green, excl 8c grey and 1922 
MBE 2c green to $3 green and red/green, a few incl 1910-19 $3 without gum, however majority fine, part to large part 
o.g. (47)  £180-£200

 MALDIVE ISLANDS

564 H Selection incl 1906 overprinted values to 15c (large part o.g.), 1909 set to 10c (fine o.g.) and 1933 wmk s/ways set to 1r 
very fresh u/m, some light gum toning on earlier issues (18) £80-£90

 MALTA

565
      

572

565 H  1919 Shipwreck of St Paul’s 10s black (SG 96), perfectly centred, very light overall gum toning otherwise fine 
o.g. with merest trace of being hinged, pencil initial on reverse, lovely example of this very scarce stamp, 

   cat £3,250 £1500-£1700

566 H  1922 Watermark Crown CC, 10s blue-black with red type 20 (SG 105) fine large part o.g., cat £250 (Plate 15)  £100-£120

567 H Selection from QV and KEVII period on two cards incl 1860 no wmk ½c brown orange (without gum) and ½c buff (trace 
o.g.), 1863-81 ½c (4, shades/perfs used without gum), 1885-90 extnd set of 8 (addtl shades), 1886 5s (fine o.g.), 1899 
2s6d and 10s (gum creasing), 1902 surch (2, incl “One Pnney” var), 1899-1901 three vals, 1903-04 set of 7 and 1904-14 
set of 17, mixed condition, earlies mainly part o.g, later mainly large part o.g., degrees of gum toning throughout, KEVII 
issues mostly fresh appearance (48) £360-£400

568 H Selection from KGV period on four cards incl 1914-21 vals to 5s (excl 2s6d), 1921-22 vals to 6d, 1922 opts to 5s ( wmk 
CA) and to 10s (script), 1922-26 set to £1, 1926-28 ‘Postage’ etc mainly full sets, 1930 vals to 3s (lower values heavily 
toned gum) 1935 Jubilee, Postage Dues 1925 (April) to 1s6d and 1925 (July) set to 1s6d, mainly large part o.g with some 
degrees of gum toning (145)  £300-£340

 MAURITIUS

569 H  1858-62 Imperforate (4d) green (SG 27), four good margins, fresh small part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 15)  £120-£140

570 H --Imperforate 1s yellow-green (SG 35), small thin but fresh with good to large margins, large part o.g., cat £650 
   (Plate 15)  £130-£150

571 H  1863-72 Watermark crown CC 1s yellow (SG 68), a couple of shortish perfs, fresh large part o.g., cat £375 
   (Plate 15)  £120-£140
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572 H  1876 ½d on 9d dull purple, surch type 12 in red (SG 78), a trace of soiling at top, typical centring for this rare unissued 
stamp, large part o.g., RPS Cert (1935), cat £3,250  £800-£900

573 H  1877 (Apr-Dec) 1s on 5s bright mauve, surch type 15 (SG 82), centred to right, fresh small part o.g., cat £350 
   (Plate 15)  £100-£120

574 H  1878 (Jan) New currency set of 9, 2c dull rose to 2r 50 on 5s bright mauve, 25c on 6d slate-blue rather off centre, 
generally fresh, large part o.g., cat £700 (Plate 15)  £260-£300

575 H  1902 (July) Postage and Revenue’ overprint set of 6, 4c purple and carmine/yellow to 2r 50 brown-purple (SG 157/62), 
15c missing perf, large part o.g.  £60-£70

576 H  1910 5r green and red/yellow and 10r green and red/green (SG 194/95), large part o.g., cat £215  £90-£100

577 H  1921-26 50r dull purple and green (SG 222), short perf at lower right and a trace of surface rubbing, large part o.g., 
   cat £950 (Plate 16)  £300-£340

578 H Small selection incl 1858-62 (6d) vermilion (2), 1859-61 6d blue and 1s vermilion (SG 32, 34), latter with three margins, 
these appear unused but not guaranteed, 1860-63 no watermark 6d slate, 1863-72 watermark crown CC incl all three 
shades of 1d, 2d bright blue, 4d rose, 6d dull violet, 9d yellow-green (large part o.g.), 1s blue (part o.g.), 5s rosy mauve 
(large part o.g.), 5s bright mauve, 1876 ½d on 9d and ½d on 10d, 1877 ½d on 10d and 1d on 4d (last four large part o.g.), 
cond variable and generally without gum or regummed (24)  £400-£440

579 H Selection comprising 1879-80 watermark crown CC 2c venetian red to 2r 50 brown-purple, excl 25c olive-yellow (SG 
92/100, ex 97), 38c creasing and mark on face, 1883-94 1c pale violet to 50c orange (SG 101/11), 1883 16c on 17c rose 
(SG 112), 16c on 17c rose (SG 115), 1886 2c on 38c bright purple (SG 116), 1887 2c on 13c slate (SG 117) and 1891 
surchs (SG 118/21), a few small faults but mostly fine, part to large part o.g. (29)  £180-£200

580 H Selection comprising 1910 short set to 1r black/green, 1913-22 to 2r 50, also 10r green and red/green (blue-green back) 
and 10r green and red/emerald, die II, 1921-26 Arms 1c to 20c purple, 1921-34 1c to 5r, 1935 Jubilee, also a few express 
delivery and postage dues, generally large part o.g. (78)  £180-£200

581 H Selection comprising 1895-99 watermark crown CA set of 6 to 18c, 1898 36c Jubilee, 1899 15c Labourdonnais, 1900-05 
set of 18 to 5r purple and carmine/red and 1904-07 set of 8 to 1r grey-black and carmine, also a few surchs, odd small 
fault but mostly fine, large part to fine o.g. (39)  £140-£160

 MONTSERRAT

582 H Small selection incl 1876-83 1d red (SG 1), 1904-08 watermark MCA 5s black and red (SG 33), 1932 Tercentenary short 
set to 1s plus 5s, 1935 Jubilee and a few KGV odds, part to large part o.g. (19)  £70-£80

 MOROCCO AGENCIES

583 H Unused range on four stockcards incl Gibraltar period QV and KEVII values to 2p (not complete), British currency KEVII 
to 1s incl Harrison 4d bright orange, KGV incl values to 2s 6d and 5s, Spanish currency KEVII to 12p on 10s, KGV to 6p 
on 5s, French currency values to 6f on 5s and a few Tangier, a few imperfections but mostly fine, part to large part o.g. 
(150+)  £260-£300

 NEW GUINEA

584 H  1915 (Jan) Surcharge on registration labels, 3d on “Rabaul (Deutsch Neuguinea)” with san-serif letters (SG 33), fresh 
large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 16)  £130-£150

585 H -- Surcharge on registration labels, 3d on “Herbertshohe (Deutsch Neuguinea)” with san-serif letters (SG 36), fresh 
unused without gum, cat £300 (Plate 16)  £80-£90

586 H -- Surcharge on registration labels, 3d on “Manus (Deutsch Neuguinea)” with san-serif letters (SG 39), fresh and well 
centred, large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 16)  £150-£170

587 H -- Surcharge on registration labels, 3d on “Kawieng (Deutsch Neuguinea)” with seriffed letters (SG 42), one pulled perf, 
fresh unused without gum, cat £250 (Plate 16)  £60-£70

588 H  1915-16 Watermark w2, 5s grey and yellow, surch type 6b (SG 83), small thin at top (just visible from face), however fresh 
and well centred, large part o.g., a rare stamp, cat £2,750 (Plate 16)  £700-£800

589 H -- Watermark w6, £1 chocolate and dull blue, surch type 6c (SG 99), toned corner perf at lower right and a hint of overall 
gum toning, large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 16)  £90-£100

590 H  1931 Tenth Anniversary of Australian Administration 1d green to £1 olive-grey (SG 150/62), large part o.g., cat £425 
   (Plate 16)  £180-£200
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591 O  Officials: 1915 (27 Feb) 1d on 3pf brown and 1d on 5pf green, surch type O1 (SG O1/2), fine o.g. (Plate 16)  £60-£70

592 O -- 1932-34 overprint type O3, 1d green to 5s olive-brown, without dates (SG O42/54), 2½d green small thin, others large 
part to fine o.g., £275  £90-£100

593 H Small unused selection on two stockcards incl 1915-16 overprint type 6, watermark w5 ½d to 5d, watermark w2 incl 
10s grey and pink and £1 brown and ultramarine (SG 84/5), latter with missing corner, watermark w5 2d grey and 6d 
ultramarine to 5s grey and yellow (SG 86, 88/92), 2s thin spot, 1918-23 overprint type 11, watermark w6 2d grey to 5s 
grey and yellow (SG 106/16), watermark w5 1d violet to 4d ultramarine, 1931 10th Anniv Air ½d orange to £1 olive-grey, 
1932-34 without dates, Air ½d orange to £1 olive-grey, 1932-34 postage 2½d and 3½d and 1935 Jubilee, a few tones or 
other imperfections but generally fine, large part o.g. (67)  £360-£400

 PAPUA

594 H  1906 Large Papua overprint, watermark horizontal, thick paper 4d black and sepia, 1s black and orange and 2s 6d black 
and brown (SG 17, 19/20), small Papua overprint, watermark horizontal ½d black and green (medium paper), 2½d black 
and ultramarine (thin paper) and 1s black and orange (thick paper), watermark vertical ½d to 2½d, 6d to 2s 6d, cheapest 
paper types, odd small fault but mostly fine, large part o.g. (Plate 16)  £360-£400

595 H  1916-31 ½d myrtle and pale olive-green to 10s green and pale ultramarine (SG 93/105), fresh large part o.g., cat £250 
(Plate 16)  £100-£120

596 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1907-10 small PAPUA, watermark upright, perf 11 1d, 2½d and 6d, watermark 
sideways, perf 11 ½d, 2d, 2½d and 4d, perf 12½ 1s, 1910-11 watermark w11 (upright), perf 12½ ½d to 2s 6d (SG 75/82), 
1911-15 perf 12½, ½d green to 2s 6d rose-carmine, also perf 14 1d rose-pink, 1917 1d surch set of 6, 1932-40 ½d to 
£1, £1 defective, others mostly fine, 1934 50th Anniv, 1935 Jubilee and 1931-32 officials ½d to 2s 6d (SG O55/66), cond 
variable but many fine, part to large part o.g. (89)  £180-£200

 NEW HEBRIDES

597 H  1908 (Oct) Overprint on Fiji, ½d green and grey-green and 1s green and carmine (SG 4, 9), a trace of gum toning but very 
lightly hinged, o.g., cat £200 (Plate 16)  £70-£80

598 H  1920-21 2d on 40c red/yellow, without watermark (SG 35), well centred and no trace of usual gum creasing, u/m, scarce 
so fine (Plate 16)  £70-£80

599 H  Postage Dues: 1925 (June) Overprint type D1, 1d (10c) green to 10d (1f) carmine/blue (SG D1/5), a trace of gum toning, 
large part o.g., cat £150  £60-£70

600 H Small unused selection incl 1908 overprint, watermark MCA ½d to 1s (SG 1a/3), watermark crown CA 2d to 6d, 1910 
overprint ½d green to 1s black/green, 1911 watermark MCA ½d to 1s, plus 5s (SG 18/26, 28), 1921 watermark script 1d 
to 6d, 1924 surch 1d on ½d to 5d on 2½d and 1925 ½d (5c) to 5s (6.25f), a few small faults but mostly fine, part to large 
part o.g. (38)  £30-£34

 NEW ZEALAND

601 H  1855-73 “Chalon” issues, small largely unused (or apparently unused) selection on two stockcards incl 1855-58 1d 
red and 2d blue on blue paper, 1857-63 no watermark, imperf 1d dull orange and 6d brown, also two used 1d dull 
orange with traces of separations, either serrated perf 16-18 or rouletted 7, 1862-64 watermark large star, imperf 1d 
orange vermilion, 2d deep blue, 6d black-brown, 6d red-brown, 1s green, also 3d brown-lilac apparently rouletted, 
1864 watermark NZ, perf 12½ 2d pale blue and 6d red-brown, 1864-71 watermark large star, perf 12½ with all values 
represented, however 4d deep rose probably not unused, 1871-73 watermark large star, perf 10 1d brown, perf 10x12½ 
2d vermilion and 6d pale blue, perf 12½ 1d pale brown, 2d vermilion and 6d blue, no watermark 2d vermilion, also 
stockcard cont several 1873-92 ½d and a few ‘sideface’ issues incl 1878 4d maroon and 1s green, cond very mixed and 
most without gum, often of good appearance and substantial catalogue value (48) £700-£800

602 8  1857-63 Pin-roulette about 10 (at Nelson) 6d brown (SG 20), some thinning, separations largely intact at foot and 
left and partly at right, straight edge at top with design touched, used by neat ‘15’ barred oval of Nelson, cat £4,250 

   (Plate 16)  £400-£440

603 8 -- Serrated perf about 18 (at Nelson) 6d brown (SG 24), diagonal crease but separations intact on all sides, used by neat 
‘15’ barred oval of Nelson, cat £3,500 (Plate 16)  £400-£440
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604
     

605
     

606

604 8 -- Serrated perf about 18 (at Nelson) 1s blue-green (SG 26), separations intact at sides with straight edges at top 
and foot, used by neat part ‘15’ barred oval of Nelson, cat £6,500 £1000-£1200

605 H -- Hard white paper, rouletted 7 (at Auckland) 2d blue (SG 28), separations intact at top and largely at foot with straight 
edges at sides (touched at right), a trace of thinning, unused and regummed, cat £7,500  £800-£900

606 8 -- Rouletted 7 (at Auckland) 1s dull emerald-green (SG 30), minor thinning at top and left, separations largely intact and 
lightly used by part ‘1’ barred oval of Auckland, RPS Cert (2000 - which mentions thinning) and RPSNZ Cert (2013) which 
also mentions a repair at top, cat £4,750  £600-£700

607 8  1862-63 Pelure paper, perf 13 (at Dunedin) 2d ultramarine (SG 91), a trace of thinning but good perfs and colour (for this 
stamp), used by part barred oval, RPSNZ Cert (2013), cat £800 (Plate 16)  £200-£240

608 H  1862-64 Roulette 7 (at Auckland) 1d vermilion (SG 48), separations largely intact, unused without gum, cat £3,250 
   (Plate 16)  £500-£600

609 H -- Roulette 7 (at Auckland) 2d pale blue (SG 51), small nick at foot, otherwise separations largely intact, unused without 
gum, cat £2,750 (Plate 16)  £400-£440

610 H -- Roulette 7 (at Auckland) 6d black-brown (SG 53), separations largely intact, unused and regummed, cat £3,500 
   (Plate 16)  £460-£500

611
     

614
     

615

611 8 -- Serrated perf 18 (at Nelson) 1d orange-vermilion (SG 59), separations largely intact except at left, used by light, central 
Nelson cds for Oc 9 1862, rare thus, cat £2,250  £600-£700

612 8 -- Serrated perf 16 or 18 (at Nelson) 2d deep blue (SG 60), minor thinning but separations largely intact, used by neat ‘15’ 
barred oval of Nelson, RPSNZ Cert (2013), cat £1,200 (Plate 16)  £300-£340

     
613 H  1861 Imperforate ‘set’ of 4, 1d carmine-vermilion to 1s green (SG 97/100), generally sound with close margins, touched 

or slightly cut-into, unused without gum, or regummed, cat £9,250 (Plate 16)  £700-£800

614 H -- Rouletted 7 (at Auckland) 2d pale blue, plate 1 worn (SG 102), separations intact all round, unused and regummed, 
RPS Cert (1990), cat £2,500  £460-£500

615 H -- Rouletted 7 (at Auckland) 6d red-brown (SG 103), separations largely intact except at top, unused with traces of gum 
(which may not be original), cat £7,000  £900-£1000

616 H  1878 Comb perf 5s grey (SG 186), centred to left but good perfs and exceptionally fresh, large part o.g., cat £375 
   (Plate 16)  £120-£140

617 H  1882-1900 Basic ‘set’ of 10, ½d black to 1s red-brown (between SG187/245), odd small fault but generally fresh and 
above average, large part o.g.  £100-£120

618 H  1898 ½d purple-brown to 5s vermilion incl both 2½d, also 5d sepia (SG 246/59 incl 250, 253), a few small faults but 
mostly fine, 1s unused without gum, others part to fine o.g., cat £900+  £260-£300

619 H  1899-1903 2s blue-green, variety laid paper (SG 269a), very fresh large part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 16)  £90-£100

620 H  1899-1908 ‘Pictorials’, small unused selection on two stockcards incl 1899-1903 no watermark, perf 11 odds to 5s incl 
6d deep green, 1902-07 watermark 43, perf 11 3d, 5d, 6d, 8d and 5s, perf 14 odds to 2s, 1907-08 reduced format incl 3d 
(perf 14x13½), 6d (perf 14) and 1s (perf 14x15), also some 1d ‘Universals’ incl 1d carmine on Basted Mills paper, perf 11, 
cond a little mixed and 5s values probably with cleaned fiscal cancels, generally fresh large part o.g. (55)  £220-£260
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621 H  1906 Christchurch Exhibition and 1913 Auckland Exhibition sets (SG 370/73 and 412/15), former fine, latter odd small 
imperfection, large part o.g., cat £575  £160-£180

622 H  Life Insurance: 1905-06 redrawn design without ‘VR’, 2d brown-red (SG L21), exceptionally fresh and lightly hinged, 
virtually full o.g., cat £1,500 (Plate 16)  £800-£900

623 H  Officials: 1907-11 1d carmine to 5s deep red, only one 1d value (SG O60/67), also 1908-09 perf 14x15 ½d green (SG 
O69), 6d bright carmine-pink rather soiled, others generally fresh, large part o.g.  £100-£120

624 H -- 1927-33 Cowan paper, overprint type O3 5s green (SG O113), fine o.g., cat £325 (Plate 16)  £90-£100

625 H  Postal Fiscals: 1931-40 Cowan paper 1s 3d lemon, 2s 6d to 6s, 9s, 12s 6d, 15s and £1, 1940-58 multiple watermark 
1s 3d orange-yellow, 7s, 7s 6d, 8s and 10s, large part to fine o.g., also a few earlier types (as SG type F4) with values to 
10s, however these not guaranteed to be unused (20)  £180-£200

626 H  Back-of-the-book issues: Unused selection on three stockcards incl officials from 1908-09 1d and 6d (latter faults), 
1910-16 KEVII 3d to 1s, 1915-27 recess 3d to 1s incl 8d red-brown, 1927-33 2s light blue, 1936-61 single watermark 1d, 
1½d and 1s, Life Insurance 1891-98 3d, 6d and 1s, 1902-04 watermark w43 ½d and 1d, 1905-06 redrawn 1d blue (SG 
L22), 1913-37 ½d to 6d, postage dues incl 1899 values to 2s carmine and green, later types to 3d carmine and green, 
also two express delivery 6d (SG E1/2) and 1908 King Edward VII Land 1d rose-carmine, cond mixed in places but mostly 
fine, part to large part o.g., a few without gum (71)  £300-£340

627 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1909-16 to 1s, 1915-30 recess to 1s, 1920 Victory to 1s, 1925 Dunedin 
Exhibition, 1926 Admiral 2s light blue (Cowan) and 3s mauve (Jones), 1929-37 Health incl 1931 ‘Smiling Boys’, 1931-35 
Air to 7d, plus 5d on 3d surch and 134 7d Trans-Tasman, 1935-36 single watermark and 1936-42 multiple watermark to 
3s, a few imperfections but mostly fine, large part o.g. (118)  £200-£240

628 H  Antarctica - Scott Expedition: 1911-13 ‘VICTORIA LAND’ ½d green and 1d carmine (SG A2/3), each one shortish perf, 
large part o.g., cat £805 (Plate 16)  £260-£300

 NIUE

629 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1902 (Jan) 1d carmine with h/stamp type 1, small part o.g., 1903 perf 11 3d 
to 1s, 1915 perf 14 2½d deep blue, 1917 1d and 3d (SG 21/2), 1920 no watermark to 1s and a few later, cond mixed in 
places (58)  £160-£180

 NIGERIA - LAGOS

630 H  1882 1882 4d carmine (SG 20) large part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 17)  £100-£120

631 H  1884-86 2s6d olive-black (SG 27) lightly toned large part o.g., cat £350 (Plate 17)  £100-£120

632 H -- 10s purple-brown (SG 29) fresh very lightly toned o.g., two pencil signatures on reverse, cat £1,600 (Plate 17)  £600-£700

633 H  1904 ½d dull green and green to 10s green and brown (SG 44/53) also 1904-06 values to 10s, part to large part o.g. some 
with overall gum toning, the Crown CA 6d with a few tone spots the 10s fine (19) (Plate 17)  £200-£240

634 H Small selection incl 1874-75 2d to 4d, also 1s (2 shades) with both length of values and 1876-79 4d carmine these 
three without gum, 1884-86 4d pale violet and 1887-1902 set, mostly large part o.g. with some overall gum toning 
(23)  £300-£340

 NIGER COAST

635 H  1893 (3 Sept) ½d on half of (GB) 1d lilac with type 2 surcharge in unsevered pair (SG 7a) large part o.g., cat £500 
   (Plate 17)  £200-£240

636 H  1893 (Dec) HALF PENNY.’ on 2½d purple/blue, type 4 surcharge in green, Old Calabar provisional (SG 11) fresh large 
part o.g. (small piece of backing adherence), fine, cat £300 (Plate 17)  £120-£140
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637
     

645

637 H -- ‘HALF PENNY.’ on 2½d purple/blue, type 4 surcharge in black (lightly inked impression), Old Calabar provisional 
(SG 15) fresh o.g. (usual minor traces of backing adherence), a very fine example of this rarity, of which only 19 
are stated to have been issued. BPA Cert (2007), cat £4,250  £2000-£2400

638 H -- ‘HALF PENNY’ on 2d grey-green and scarlet, with type 6 surcharge in violet Old Calabar provisional (SG 18) large part 
o.g. (hinge remain), with light crease through top right corner perf, cat £1,100 (Plate 17)  £300-£340

639 H -- ‘Half Penny’ on 2d grey-green and scarlet, with type 7 surcharge in violet Old Calabar provisional (SG 20) large part 
(light overall toning) o.g., cat £475 (Plate 17)  £150-£170

640 H -- ‘Half Penny’ on 2½d purple/blue, with type 8 surcharge in vermilion Old Calabar provisional (SG 25) large part o.g., 
light adhesion on reverse, cat £550 (Plate 17)  £200-£240

641 H -- ‘Half Penny’ on 2½d purple/blue, with type 8 surcharge in green Old Calabar provisional (SG 27), large part original 
gum, BPA Cert (2015), cat £500  £240-£280

642 H -- ‘Half Penny.’ on 2½d purple on blue with type 9 surcharge in violet Old Calabar provisional (SG 34), large part 
original gum, BPA Cert (2015), fine and rare, cat £7,000 £3600-£4000

643 H -- ‘HALF PENNY’ on 2½d purple/blue, with type 10 surcharge in green Old Calabar provisional (SG 35) slightly over inked 
surcharge, lightly hinged o.g., trivial red adhesion on reverse, cat £500 (Plate 17)  £200-£240

644 H -- ‘One Shilling’ (type 11(B)) in vermilion, on 1892-94 2d grey-green and carmine (SG 38), large part original gum, BPA 
Cert (2015), cat £750  £360-£400

645 H -- 5s on 2d grey-green and carmine with type 12 surcharge in violet, Old Calabar provisional (SG 40) lightly hinged 
o.g., insignificant gum wrinkle mentioned for accuracy, still choice quality, a lovely fresh example of this very rare 
stamp of which only 28 were printed, clear BPA Cert (2003) £4600-£5000

646 H Small but useful unused selection incl 1892-94 odds to 1s dull green, 1894 (Jan) odds to 1s black, 1894 (May) no watermark 
to 1s black, 1894 Opobo provisional “1” on half 2d green and carmine (SG 59), small part o.g. with trivial thin, 1897-98 
crown CA to 10s bright violet, with additional 10s in same shade, cond mixed but last mostly fine (27)  £400-£440

 NORTHERN NIGERIA

647 H  1900 10s green and brown (SG 9) fine large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 17)  £150-£170

648 H  1912 ½d to £1 (SG 40/52) a few low values with light overall gum toning, generally fine large part o.g., cat £250 
   (Plate 17)  £100-£120

649 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1900 to 1s, 1902 to 10s green and brown, 1905-07 MCA to 2s 6d green and 
ultramarine and 1910-11 MCA to 10s green and red/green, also another card cont Southern Nigeria 1904-09 MCA to 5s 
grey-black and yellow and 1912 to 5s, last without gum, others part to large part o.g. (56)  £120-£140

 SOUTHERN NIGERIA

650 H  1901-02 ½d black and pale green to 10s black and purple/yellow (SG 1/9), large part o.g., cat £250 (Plate 17)  £100-£120

651 H  1903-04 ½d grey-black and pale green to £1 green and violet (SG 10/20), large part o.g., cat £650 (Plate 17)  £260-£300

652 H  1907-11 ½d grey-green to £1 purple and black/red (SG 33/44), large part o.g., cat £400 (Plate 17)  £180-£200

653 H  1912 10s green and red/green and £1 purple and black/red (SG 55/6), large part o.g., cat £248 (Plate 17)  £100-£120

 NIGERIA

654 H  1914-29 ½d to £1 the basic set of 12 (SG 1/12) with additional 1s and 10s values, the 5s with hinge remain and £1 
surface rubbing, generally fine large part o.g. (Plate 17)  £100-£120
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655 H Small but useful unused selection incl 1914-29 5s and 10s ‘white back’ (SG 10/11), 1921-32 ½d green to 10s green 
and red/green, mostly die II, these large part to fine o.g., 1936 set of 12, ½d green to £1 black and orange (SG 34/45) 

   fresh u/m  £140-£160

 NORTH BORNEO

656 H  1883 50c violet and $1 scarlet (SG 4/5) large part o.g. the $1 with small patch of gum loss at lower right, cat £370 
   (Plate 17)  £130-£150

657 H  1886 ½c magenta and 10c blue both overprinted “and Revenue” type 6 (SG 14/15) large part o.g. and unused without 
gum respectively, cat £500 (Plate 17)  £100-£120

658 H  1889 $5 bright purple (SG 49) very fresh o.g. with very light overall gum toning and just a trace of being hinged, shortish 
perf at lower left, cat £350 (Plate 17)  £130-£150

659 H  1897-1902 10c brown and slate-lilac ‘Sun Bear’ (SG 104) light bend, very fresh large part o.g. a few shortish perfs but 
well-centred and exceptionally fresh, cat £140 (Plate 17)  £50-£60

660 H  1901-05 $5 bright purple and $10 brown with type 49 overprint (SG 144/145) large part o.g., with gum wrinkles, the $10 
with light gum toning, pulled perf at top right and black h/s on reverse, cat £1,125 (Plate 17)  £360-£400

661 H  1911 $5 black and lake and $10 black and brick-red (SG 182/183) large part o.g., the $5 with very light overall gum 
toning, cat £890 (Plate 17)  £360-£400

662 H  1916 25c green overprinted with type 68 in vermilion (SG 201) fresh and fine, large part o.g., cat £375 (Plate 17)  £150-£170

663 H  1918 $5 + 4c lake and $10 + 4c brick-red (SG 251/252) the $5 with light gum toning the $10 fine, large part o.g., cat £700 
(Plate 17)  £300-£340

664 H  1925-28 1c to $2 (SG 277/92), 1c defective, a couple of others minor faults but 12c, 16c, 24c fine, also 1931 50th
   Anniversary of British North Borneo set to $2, again a few faults but $2 fine, generally large part o.g. 
   (Plate 18)  £120-£140

665 H -- $5 lake and $10 orange-red “Arms of the Company”(SG 302) large part o.g. and full o.g. with just a trace of hinging 
respectively, cat £825 (Plate 18)  £400-£440

666 H  1931 500th Anniversary of British North Borneo Company £5 black and purple “Arms of the Company” (SG 302) odd 
shortish perf, fine o.g. with just a trace of hinging, cat £300 (Plate 18)  £100-£120

667 H  Red Cross Issues: 1916 (May) overprint type 68 in vermilion (thick shiny ink) 1c to 20c on 18c (SG 189/99) plus overprint 
in carmine on 24c dull mauve (SG 212), 1918 (Aug) surch type 69, short set of 15 to $2+2c lilac (SG 214/26, 229/32), 1918 
(Oct) short set of 15 to $2+4c lilac (SG 235/50), a few tones or other small faults, large part o.g.  £300-£340

668 H  Postage Dues: 1902-12 Stamps of 1901-05 10c brown and slate-blue “Sun Bear” (SG D45) fine large part o.g. with 
lovely and fresh, cat £140 (Plate 18)  £60-£70

669 H -- Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1895-97 set of 8 to 24c blue and rose-lake, 1897-99 2c black and lake, 4c, 
5c, 6c, 8c, 12c, 18c (SG D23) and 24c (SG D25), 1902-12 Protectorate overprint at centre 2c, 3c, 4c, 8c, 12c, 16c, 18c 
and 24c, 1918-30 overprint type D2, perf 13½-14 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 6c, 8c,10c, 12c and 16c, perf 12½ 3c, 4c, 5c, 10c and 
12c, 1930-38 overprint type D3, perf 12½ 2c, 6c, 8c and 16c, some imperfections and earlier issues heavily hinged, 
however many fine, part to large part o.g. (45)  £300-£340

670 H Small unused selection incl 1883 perf 12 2c red-brown, 4c pink and 8c green, 1886 perf 14 ½c magenta and 2c brown 
to 10c blue, 1886 perf 14 3c on 4c pink, two incl one with small ‘3’ var (SG 18, 18a), latter large part o.g., 1886-87 ½c 
to 10c, also single 1c pink error of colour, this fresh part o.g., 1888-92 set of 13, ½c rose to $2 green (SG 36b/48), 1889 
$10 brown (SG 50), 1890 2c on 25c indigo (SG 51), 1891-92 6c on 8c yellow-green (SG 55) and both 6c on 10c blue, 
1892 1c on 4c rose-pink to 8c on 25c indigo (SG 63/5), cond variable and a few without gum, most part to large part o.g. 
(39)  £400-£440

671 H Small unused selection incl 1894 set of 9, 1c to 24c (SG 66/79), 1894 (Feb) set of 6, 25c indigo to $10 brown (SG 81/6), 
1895 short set of 4 to 30c on $1 scarlet, 1897-1902 odds to 24c incl both 4c, 5c, 18c and 24c, also redrawn 18c and 24c 
(SG 110b/11b), some toning or other small faults, part to large part o.g.  £260-£300

672 H Small unused selection incl 1901-05 Protectorate odds to $2 incl 5c and 12c, 1904-05 local surch set of 12 to 4c on $10 
brown (SG 146/57), 1909 20c on 18c blue-green, 1911 perf 13½-14 25c to $2 (SG 178 etc) and 1916 surch 2c on 3c to 
10c on 12c (SG 186/88), a few tones and a couple without gum, mostly part to large part o.g. (33)  £120-£140
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 LABUAN

673 H  1881 (Mar) 8c on 12c carmine, type 4 surcharge, with watermark CC reversed (SG 14x), fresh part o.g., very fine 
appearance, and much above average for this scarce stamp, cat £425 (Plate 18)  £150-£170

674 H  1885 (June) 2 CENTS’ on 8c carmine, type 7 surcharge, (July) ‘2 Cents’ on 16c blue type 8 surcharge and (Sept) ‘2 
CENTS’ on 8c carmine, type 9 surcharge (SG 23/25 and 26) part to large part o.g., the latter with small h/s on reverse, 
cat £415 (Plate 18)  £80-£90

678
     

675
     

679

675 H  1891-92 6c on 16c blue, type 10 surcharge with 1mm space, (SG 37) fine very lightly hinged o.g., pencil signature 
on reverse, a superb example of this rarity, cat £2,750 £1300-£1500

676 H Selection incl range of Queen’s Head issues incl 1879 6c orange-brown, 1880-82 2c to 16c, 1891-92 6c on 8c deep 
violet, overprints incl 1894-96 set, 1895 set of 5 and 1896 Jubilee set of 6, also a few Postage Dues incl 12c (fine), 
cond varies with small imperfections, various degrees of gum toning, without gum or re-gummed to fine large part 
o.g.(98)  £460-£500

 NYASALAND

677 H  1891-95 £1 deep blue (SG 14), centred to lower left and a couple of creases, however fresh and lightly hinged, large part 
o.g., cat £1,200 (Plate 18)  £300-£340

678 H -- £2 rose-red (SG 15), centred a little to foot, large part o.g., cat £1,300  £500-£600

679 H -- £5 sage-green (SG 16), one shortish perf, very fresh large part o.g., cat £1,900  £800-£900

680 H  1892-93 3s on 4s grey-black and vermilion and 4s on 5s orange-yellow (SG 18/19), a few shortish perfs, former part o.g., 
latter virtually full o.g., cat £475 (Plate 18)  £180-£200

681
     

683

681 H  1895 £10 black and orange-vermilion (SG 30), a couple of natural wrinkles but with excellent fresh colour, part 
o.g., BPA Cert (2008), cat £8,000 £3000-£3400

682 H  1896 Watermark crown CC, 2s 6d black and bright magenta (SG 37), light gum crease at top, fresh large part o.g.,
   cat £200 (Plate 18)  £80-£90

683 H -- Watermark crown CC, £10 black and orange (SG 41), perfs “evened-up” with scissors on two sides and a 
couple of shortish perfs, large fresh part o.g., Brandon Cert (2008), an attractive example of this rare stamp, cat 
£10,000 £3600-£4000

684 H  1903-04 Watermark crown CA/CC, ½d grey and carmine to £1 grey and carmine (SG 59/66), £1 centred to left, large part 
o.g., cat £650 (Plate 18)  £260-£300
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685
     

687
     

689

685 H -- Watermark crown CC, £10 grey and blue (SG 67), fresh and lightly hinged, an attractive example of this rare 
stamp, fine o.g., RPS Cert (1975), cat £8,000 £4000-£4400

686 H  1908-11 Watermark MCA, 4s carmine and black, 10s green and red/green and £1 purple and black/red (SG 79/81), last 
with typical surface rubbing, large part o.g., cat £960 (Plate 18)  £360-£400

687 H -- Watermark MCA, £10 purple and ultramarine (SG 82), some surface rubbing (as often with this stamp), large 
part o.g., one of the rarest stamps of Nyasaland, cat £12,000 £4600-£5000

688 H  1913-21 £1 purple and black/red (SG 98), fine and fresh o.g., cat £200 (Plate 18)  £90-£100

689 H -- £10 purple and royal blue (SG 99e), fresh large part o.g., cat £4,000 £2000-£2400

690 H  1921-33 ½d green to 10s green and red/pale emerald (SG 100/13), fresh large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 18)  £110-£130

691 H Useful unused selection on three stockcards incl 1891-95 overprints to 10s deep green, also £10 brown which cannot 
be guaranteed as unused, 1895 1d on 2d, 1895 no watermark 1d, 4d, 1s and 3s, also 2s 6d and £1 without gum or 
regummed, 1896 watermark crown CA/CC 1d, 2d, 4d, 1s and 3s, 1897-1900 1d black and ultramarine to 4s black and 
carmine plus £1 black and dull purple (SG 43/50, 51), 1898 Setting III 1d vermilion and deep ultramarine (SG 56) used, 
1901 watermark crown CA 1d to 6d, 1907 watermark MCA 1d and 6d, 1913-21 watermark MCA incl 2s 6d, 4s and 10s, 
1934-35 Symbol set to 1s and 1935 Jubilee, mostly fine, large part o.g. except as mentioned (73)  £400-£440

 PALESTINE

692 H  1920 (Dec)-21 Jerusalem overprint type 5 (Arabic 10mm), 5p purple perf 14 (SG 43), fresh large part o.g., cat £225 
   (Plate 18)  £100-£120

693 H  1922 (Sept-Nov) Watermark script, 20p bright violet perf 14 (SG 84), fresh large part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 18)  £80-£90

694 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1920 overprint type 4, 4m to 20p, 1921-22 overprint type 7 incl 5p and 9p, 1922 
overprint type 8 1m to 20p (cheapest perfs), 1927-45 pictorials to 200m incl 90m bistre, 1928-44 postage dues to 50m 
incl 6m, a few imperfections but mostly fine, large part o.g. (85)  £70-£80

 RHODESIA

695 H  1892 £10 brown “Coat of Arms” (SG 13) unused but regummed, small pinhole towards lower left, BPA Cert (2015),
   cat £2,750 (Plate 18)  £200-£240

696 H  1892 (2 Jan) Surcharged set of 4, ½d on 6d ultramarine to 8d on 1s grey-brown (SG 14/17), 2d on 6d and 4d on 6d each 
a couple of short perfs, former also mark on face, part to large part o.g., cat £650 (Plate 18)  £160-£180

697 H  1896 (Apr-May) Matabele Rebellion provisionals, 1d on 4s grey-black and vermilion, 11 mm spacing (SG 52), centred to 
top, patchy gum toning and a few shortish perfs, large part o.g., cat £300 (Plate 18)  £70-£80

698 H --Matabele Rebellion provisionals, 3d on 5s orange-yellow (SG 53), upper marginal, a couple of short perfs but fresh, well 
centred and lightly hinged, virtually full o.g., cat £190 (Plate 18)  £80-£90

699 H  1896 (May-Aug) Overprint on C.O.G.H. set of 7, ½d grey-black to 1s yellow-ochre (SG 58/64), ½d creased, others fine, 
large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 18)  £120-£140

700 H  1897 £1 black and red-brown/green (SG 73), a trace of gum thinning, part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 19)  £140-£160

701 H  1898-1908 £2 brown (SG 91), fresh and well centred, fine o.g., cat £130 (Plate 19)  £60-£70
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702
     

707
     

703

702 H -- £5 deep blue (SG 92), very fresh large part o.g., BPA Cert (2004), rare so fine, cat £3,250 £1600-£1800

703 H -- £10 lilac (SG 93), a trace of thinning at upper left corner, however very well centred, large part o.g.,
   cat £3,500  £900-£1000

704 H  1910-13 Double Heads’ perf 14 ½d yellow-green, 1d bright carmine, 2d black and grey, 3d purple and ochre, 4d black 
and orange, 5d purple-brown and olive-yellow, 6d brown and purple, 10d scarlet and reddish mauve, 1s grey-black and 
deep blue-green, 2s black and ultramarine and 5s scarlet and pale yellow-green, also perf 13½ 8d black and purple, 5s 
somewhat toned, 4d and 8d creased, part to large part o.g.  £180-£200

705 H  1913-22 Admirals’, perf 14 3s green and violet (SG 158), a couple of shortish perfs, fresh and well centred, virtually full 
o.g., cat £250 (Plate 19)  £100-£120

706 H -- Perf 14, 7s 6d carmine and pale blue (SG 160b), a couple of slightly short perfs, fresh large part o.g., cat £650
   (Plate 19)  £280-£320

707 H -- 10s blue-green and orange (SG 164), large part o.g., cat £425 (Plate 19)  £200-£240

708 H -- £1 carmine-red and bluish black (SG 165), large part o.g., cat £1,700  £700-£800

709 H -- 1913-22 Admirals Die I, perf 15, 4d black and orange-red (SG 216), centred to foot, fresh large part o.g., cat £170 
   (Plate 19)  £60-£70

710 H -- Die II, perf 14, 10s crimson and yellow-green (SG 241), fresh u/m, cat £200+ (Plate 19)  £120-£140

711 H -- £1 black and violet (SG 243), very fresh large part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 19)  £200-£240

712 H -- Perf 15, 3s chocolate and blue (SG 250), fresh large part o.g., scarce, cat £750 (Plate 19)  £300-£340

713 H -- 5s blue and yellow-green (SG 251), fresh part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 19)  £80-£90

714 H -- 7s6d blackish purple and slate-black (SG 252), centred to right, fresh u/m, cat £160+ (Plate 19)  £80-£90

715 H -- 10s red and green (SG 253), fresh part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 19)  £90-£100

716 H -- Unused selection on stockcard incl ½d to 2½d both perf 14 and perf 15 with a few shades, die I, perf 15 3d, 6d and 2s 
(2), die II, perf 14 10d blue and carmine-red and 2s 6d indigo and grey-brown (SG 231, 236), die II, perf 15 2d, 8d, 10d, 
1s and 2s 6d (SG 244, 246/49), die III 2d to 8d, 1s, 3s chestnut and light blue, 5s blue and pale yellow-green, also both 
types 1917 ½d on 1d rose carmine, a few low values without gum, mostly fresh large part o.g. (35)  £260-£300

717 H  1922-24 Die III, perf 14 7s 6d brown-purple and slate (SG 308), upper marginal with part imprint, light even gum toning 
and a couple of more heavily toned perfs, u/m but faults in margin, cat £250 (Plate 19)  £90-£100

718 H -- £1 black and deep magenta (SG 311a), a trace of gum toning, large part o.g., cat £1,100 (Plate 19)  £400-£440

719 H Unused selection of earlier issues on two stockcards incl 1892-93 6d (both shades) to £1 deep blue, part to large part 
o.g. except 6d ultramarine and 10s without gum, also £2 rose-red cleaned fiscal, 1892-94 ½d to 4s (SG 18/26), 3s small 
part o.g., others generally fine, 1896-97 die I 3d, 4d and 8d to 4s, die II ½d to 2d, 6d and 2s to 10s, 1897 ½d to 8d, 1898-
1908 ½d to £1, a few low values no gum, mostly part o.g., 1905 Victoria Falls set to 5s, part o.g., 1909-12 overprint ½d 
to £1, mostly part o.g., 1909-11 surch set to 2s on 5s in similar cond (88)  £400-£440

 NORTHERN RHODESIA

720 H  1925-29 ½d green to 20s carmine and rose-purple (SG 1/17), values to 5s some imperfections, 7s 6d, 10s and 20s fine, 
also 1935 Jubilee set of 4 and 1929 postage due set of 4, large part o.g., cat £650  £200-£240
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 SOUTHERN RHODESIA

721 H  1924-29 ½d blue-green to 5s blue and blue-green (SG 1/14), part to large part o.g., 1931-37 set of 15, ½d green to 5s 
blue and blue-green, 1½d is perf 12 (SG 15/27), 1932 Victoria Falls, 1935 Jubilee and 1935-41 Falls 2d perf 12½, large 
part o.g. except as stated (36)  £70-£80

 ST HELENA

722 H  1864-80 Perf 14x12½ 2d yellow and 4d carmine, both type B (SG 22, 24), some light perf tones, large part o.g., cat £310 
(Plate 19)  £70-£80

723 H -- Perf 12½ 6d ultramarine (SG 16a), centred to upper left, fresh part o.g., cat £550 (Plate 19)  £180-£200

724 H  1908-11 10s green and red/green (SG 70), large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 19)  £110-£130

725 H  1922-37 Watermark MCA set of 5, 4d grey and black/yellow to £1 grey and purple/red (SG 92/6), large part o.g., cat £500 
(Plate 19)  £220-£260

726 H -- Watermark script ½d grey and black to 10s grey and olive-green (SG 97/112), fresh large part o.g., cat £400 
   (Plate 19)  £180-£200

727 H -- Watermark script 15s grey and purple/blue (SG 113), fresh and very lightly hinged, fine o.g., cat £1,100 
   (Plate 19)  £500-£600

728 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1861 watermark large star, clean-cut perf 14-16 6d blue (SG 2), thinning, 
stains and no gum, 1863 watermark crown CC, imperf 4d carmine (SG 5), three margins, fresh large part o.g., 1864-80 
watermark crown CC, perf 12½ 1d (type A), 2d (types B, C, former defective), 3d (types A, B), 4d (type A), 1s (type B), 5s 
orange, perf 14x12½ 1d, perf 14 2d and 1s, 1884-94 watermark crown CA to 6d, 1890-97 ½d to 10d, 1903 watermark 
crown CC ½d to 2s, 1912-16 watermark MCA ½d to 3s incl both 1d, 1912-13 4d and 6d, 1922 script to 3d bright blue 
and 1935 Jubilee, cond variable (as mentioned), part to large part o.g. or without gum (68)  £300-£340

 ST KITTS NEVIS

729 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1905-18 watermark MCA odds to 5s, 1920-22 script odds to 10s, 1923 
Tercentenary short set of 12 to 10s, 1935 Jubilee and a few odds of St Christopher, a few faults but mostly fine, part to 
large part o.g. (50)  £150-£170

 ST LUCIA

730 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1863 crown CC, perf 12½ (1d) lake, 1881 watermark crown CC 2½d brown-red, 
1891-98 5s and 10s (SG 51/2), 1921-30 watermark script 5s green and red/pale yellow, 1935 Jubilee, 1936 set of 12 to 
10s black and carmine and 1933 postage dues 1d and 2d, mostly fine, part to large part o.g. (40)  £160-£180

 ST VINCENT

731 H  1862-68 Perf 14 to 16 1s slate-grey (SG 9), a few wrinkles, very fresh large part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 19)  £90-£100

732 H  1869 4d yellow (SG 12), fresh part o.g., cat £350 (Plate 19)  £140-£160

733 H  1880 (June) 5s rose-red (SG 32), fresh large part o.g., BPA Cert (1974), cat £1,100 (Plate 19)  £500-£600

734 H  1881 (3 Dec) 1d drab (SG 37), a trace of gum thinning, part o.g., cat £700 (Plate 19)  £220-£260

735 H Small unused selection incl 1885-93 5s lake, 1904-11 2½d, 6d and 2s, 1913-17 5s carmine and myrtle, 1935 Jubilee and 
1921-32 script £1 mauve and black (SG 141), last fine o.g., others part to large part o.g. (29)  £46-£50

 SAMOA

736

736 H  1914 (3 Sept) German Colonies (ship) “1 Shillings” on 1m carmine (SG 110), very fine o.g., RPSNZ Cert (2013), a 
rarity of which only 100 were surcharged, cat £3,250 £1600-£1800
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737 H  1914-24 Postal Fiscal, comb perf 14½x14 £2 bright purple (formerly SG 133), part o.g. (Plate 19)  £90-£100

738 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1877-80 2s deep brown, 3rd state, perf 12 (SG 18), corner crease and no gum, 
1886-1900 perf 11 to 2s 6d reddish lilac incl shades, 1893 5d on 4d blue (SG 65, 68), 1898-99 surchs, 1914 surch on German 
Samoa ½d on 3pf to 2½d on 20pf, 6d on 50pf and 9d on 80pf, 1914-15 to 1s, 1914-24 DLR paper, perf 14 2s 6d to £1 (SG 
123/26) and perf 14x14½ 2s, 1916-19 to 1s, 1920 Victory, 1921 Native Hut to 1s, 1925-28 Cowan paper 3s (SG 166a), 1926-
27 Jones paper 2s and 3s, 1935 Jubilee and 1935 to 3s, cond mostly fine, part to large part o.g. (99)  £260-£300

 SARAWAK

739 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1869 James Brooke 3c, 1871 3c, 1875 2c to 12c, 1888-97 set of 14, 1c purple 
and black to $1 green and black (SG 8/21), 1889-92 surchs incl both types of 1c on 3c and 5c on 12c, latter with surch 
type 9 has stop after ‘c’ (SG 22/26), 1895 2c brown-red to 8c green, 1899 surchs incl 4c on 6c (SG 34), 1899-1908 set 
of 12 to $1 rose-carmine and green, 1902 2c green watermark w16, 1918 no watermark set of 12 to $1 bright rose and 
green, 1923 surch set of 2 from first ptg, 1932 set of 15 to $1 green and carmine and 1934 part set of 20 to $10 black 
and yellow, excl 1941 values, some with gum toning and a few earlier issues without gum but mostly fine part to large 
part o.g. (114)  £400-£440

 SEYCHELLES

740 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1890-92 die I 48c and 96c, die II set of 6 to 16c, 1893 surchs to 90c on 96c, excl die 
II 12c on 16c and 15c on 16c, 1893 3c to 45c, 1896 18c on 45c and 36c on 45c, 1897-1900 2c to 2r 25 (SG 28/36), 1901 surch, 
1902 surch set of 5 to 45c on 2r 25, 1903 crown CA to 75c, 1903 MCA 2c to 2r 25, 1912-16 watermark MCA to 2r 25, 1917-22 
watermark MCA 2c to 5r, 1921-32 script 2c to 5r and 1935 Jubilee, some with gum toning, part to fine o.g. (116)  £300-£340

 SIERRA LEONE

741
     

742
     

743
     

744

741 H  1897 2½d on 2s dull lilac, surch type 8, from R1/7 of the setting (SG 67), large part o.g., BPA Cert (1996), a rare 
stamp of which only 176 were surcharged, cat £2,000 £1000-£1200

742 H  1912-21 £1 black and purple/red and £2 blue and dull purple (SG 128/9), the latter centred a little to right, both large part 
o.g., cat £1,175  £500-£600

743 H  1921-27 £2 blue and dull purple (SG 147), fresh and very lightly hinged, fine o.g., cat £850  £400-£440

744 H -- £5 orange and green (SG 148), one shortish perf but fresh and very lightly hinged, virtually full o.g., 
   cat £2,750 £1200-£1400

745 H  1933 Centenary of Abolition of Slavery and Death of William Wilberforce set of 13, ½d green to £1 violet and orange (SG 
168/80), fresh large part o.g., cat £1,100 (Plate 19)  £500-£600

746 H  Selection on three cards incl 1859-74 1d, 1872-73 wmk sideways 1d, 1876 1½d, 3d and 6d, 1884-91 vals to 1s, 1896-97 
vals to 5s, 1897 Fiscals incl 2½d type 11 on 6d, range of KEVII with vals to 5s (2), KGV incl 1921-27 and 1932 vals to 10s, 
generally good to fine (112)  £400-£440

 SOUTH AFRICA - CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

747 H  1855-58 6d pale rose-lilac/white paper (SG 7) close to large margins, unused without gum, good colour and a nice 
example, Brandon Cert (1988) as SG 7b, cat £1,200 (Plate 20)  £150-£170

748 H -- 6d slate-lilac/blued paper (SG 7c) just touching to large margins, unused without gum, good colour and a nice example, 
RPS Cert (1995), cat £4,500 (Plate 20)  £400-£440

749 H  1855-63 1s deep dark green (SG 8b) close to large margins, large part o.g., cat £450 (Plate 20)  £150-£170

750 H  1863-64 1d (2 shades) to 1s (SG btwn 18-22) the 4d just nicked at lower left and 6d touching at lower left otherwise 
margins all round, all unused without gum, good colours and an attractive group  £200-£240
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751 H  1884-90 5s orange ‘Hope’ (SG 54) fine very lightly hinged o.g., cat £170 (Plate 19)  £80-£90

752 H Selection of 53 on two cards incl 1855-63  triangular 1d rose (2) and 1s (2 margins), 1864-77 4d (2) and 6d (2 faults), 
1871-76 1d to 5s, 1874 1d on 6d deep lilac, (large part o.g. faults), 1881 3c, 1882-83 vals to 6d, 1882 surch, 1884-90 
vals to 1s, 1893 set to 3d, 1893-98 new colours vals to 5s and 1902-04 set to 5s, mixed cond, odd early issue without 
or gum trace otherwise generally good to large part o.g., cat £6,200  £700-£800

 MAFEKING

753 H  1900 1d on ½d green ‘Cape of Good Hope type 6’ (SG 1) large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 19)  £100-£120

754 H -- 1d on ½d green ‘Cape of Good Hope type 17’ (SG 2) fresh large part o.g., RPS Cert (1967), cat £375 
   (Plate 20)  £180-£200

755 H -- 1d ‘BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE’ on GB ½d vermilion (SG 6) pos. 4 of the setting, fresh large part o.g., minor 
gum wrinkles but much above average, scarce in unused condition, cat £325 (Plate 20)  £150-£170

756 H -- 3d ‘BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE’ on GB on 1d lilac (SG 7) large part o.g., Brandon Cert (1988), cat £1,000 
(Plate 20)  £500-£600

757
     

758

757 H -- 6d (type 1) surcharge on Bechuanaland 2d green and carmine (SG 8) large part o.g., expertised in pencil, BPA 
Cert (2015), fine and scarce, cat £3,000 £1500-£1700

758 H -- 6d ‘BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE’ on GB 3d purple/yellow (SG 9) fresh large part o.g., minor gum creasing 
and a couple of fractionally shortish perfs mentioned for accuracy, but fine for this and very rare in unused condition, 
cat £7,500. Ex James Abbott collection (Harmer 17/6/68), which was donated to the University of Manchester, but 
subsequently sold with part institutional H/S on reverse. Clear BPA Cert (1989), cat £7,500 £3000-£3400

759 H -- 6d surcharge (type 1) on 3d lilac and black of Bechuanaland (SG 13), pos. 2 with raised printer’s space bar after 
“MAFEKING”, part o.g. with two h/s’s on reverse, BPA Cert (2015), cat £550 (Plate 20)  £200-£240

760 H -- (23 Mar-28 April) 1s surcharge (type 1) on 1891-1904 Bechuanaland 4d green and purple-brown (SG 11), large part 
original gum, BPA Cert (2015), cat £1,600  £800-£900

761 H -- 3d ‘BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE’ on GB 1d lilac, type 2 (sans-serif) surcharge (SG 12) fresh large part o.g., rare 
in unused condition, and very fine, RPS Cert (1978), cat £1,100 (Plate 20)  £500-£600

762
     

763

762 H -- 6d surcharge (type 2) on 2d green and carmine of Bechuanaland (SG 13) large part o.g., BPA Cert (2015), 
   cat £1,600  £800-£900

763 H -- 1s on 6d purple/rose-red ‘BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE’ (SG 14) fresh large part o.g., a very rare stamp 
in unused condition, and a remarkably fine example. Sismondo Cert (2006), cat £7,500 £4000-£4400

764 H -- ‘Goodyear’ 1d pale blue/blue (SG 17) large part (lightly toned) o.g., small ironed out crease, cat £1,200 
   (Plate 20)  £200-£240
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765
     

766

765 H -- ‘Baden Powell’ (18½mm) 3d deep blue/blue (SG 20) large part o.g., small expertising h/s, cat £1,700  £800-£900

766 H -- 3d pale blue/blue ‘Baden-Powell’ 21mm wide (SG 21) very lightly hinged o.g., well centred with lovely colour 
and possibly the finest known example!, extremely rare unused £7500-£8500

 VRYBURG

767 H  1899 1 PENCE’ on ½d green COGH (SG 1) large part o.g., vert light vertical gum bend, clear RPS Cert (1980), as former 
SG 1a, cat £225 (Plate 20)  £70-£80

768 H -- ‘1 PENCE’ on 6d rose COGH (SG 2) fine large part o.g., Brandon Cert (2001), cat £250 (Plate 20)  £120-£140

769
     

770
     

771
     

772

769 H -- ‘2 PENCE’ on 6d mauve COGH (SG 3) very fresh lightly hinged o.g., Brandon Cert (2001), cat £2,000 £1000-£1200

770 H -- ‘2½ PENCE’ on 2½d blue GOGH (SG 4) fine large part o.g., cat £1,700  £800-£900

 NATAL

771 8  1857-61 1d blue (SG 1), four clear to good margins, lightly used by ‘crown’ circle, Brandon Cert (2001) as former SG 3 
and Behr opinion (1983) as Yvert 2, cat £1,200  £400-£440

772 8 -- 1d pink (SG 2), four just clear to good margins and embossing generally well defined, lightly used by ‘1’ in barred oval, 
Brandon Cert (1997) as former SG 1, cat £1,900  £500-£600

773 8 -- 1d buff (SG 3), embossing a little flat, with sheet margin at left, otherwise tiny margins or just touched, lightly used, 
Brandon Cert (2008), cat £1,400 (Plate 20)  £200-£240

774 8 -- 3d rose (SG 4), embossing a little flat, touched at foot but with margins elsewhere, tied to small piece by ‘crown’ cds 
of Durban in blue, Brandon Cert (1980), cat £400 (Plate 20)  £80-£90

775 8 -- 6d green (SG 5), lightly cut-into at right, elsewhere just touched or tiny margins, used on small piece with part black 
cds, RPS Cert (1946), cat £1,100 (Plate 20)  £200-£240

776 H  1863-65 Perf 12½ 1d bright red (watermark normal) and 6d violet (watermark rev), fresh large part o.g., cat £225 
   (Plate 20)  £90-£100

777 H  1869 (Aug) 1d bright red, overprint type 7a, watermark normal (SG 27), well centred and generally fresh, large part o.g., 
cat £550 (Plate 20)  £200-£240

778 H  1874 (Apr) 1d rose, overprint type 11 (SG 65), well centred and fresh, large part o.g., cat £375 (Plate 20)  £140-£160

779 H  1874-99 4d brown, both perf 14 and perf 12½ printings (SG 69/69b), large part o.g., cat £575 (Plate 20)  £200-£240

780 H  1882-89 ½d blue-green and 3d blue (SG 97, 100), both fresh, former a little heavily hinged, large part o.g., cat £260 
   (Plate 20)  £110-£130

781 H  1902 £1 black and bright blue (SG 142), a couple of lightly soiled perfs and a trace of gum thinning, large part o.g., 
   cat £325 (Plate 20)  £70-£80

782 H -- £1.10s green and violet (SG 143), large part o.g., signed Diena, cat £550 (Plate 20)  £240-£280
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783 H  1904-08 ½d blue-green to 2s 6d purple, excl 1d deep carmine (SG 146/57, ex 148), part to large part o.g.  £80-£90

784 H -- £1.10s brown-orange and deep purple (SG 162), centred to upper right, however fresh with barely a trace of surface 
rubbing, u/m, cat £1,800+ (Plate 20)  £700-£800

785 H  1908-09 6d dull and bright purple to £1 purple and black/red (SG 165-171), a few shortish perfs etc, large part o.g., cat £550 
   (Plate 20)  £240-£280

786 H Small but useful unused selection on two stockcards incl 1861-62 no watermark 6d grey, 1862 watermark small star 
1d rose-red (SG 15), 1863 thick paper 1d lake, 1869 1d rose, 3d blue (SG 54) and 1s green with overprint type 7e (only 
last with o.g.), 1870 1s green (SG 59), 1870-73 1d and 3d, 1874-99 5s maroon perf 15½x15, 5s rose and 5s carmine, 
1877-79 1d on 6d rose, 1880 crown CC ½d blue-green, 1886 2d on 3d grey, 1902-03 watermark crown CA ½d to 4s (SG 
127/39), 1902 5s and 10s, also £5, however this a cleaned fiscal, 1904 official set to 1s, 1s with creasing, some faults 
and a number of earlier items without gum but many fine, unused to large part o.g. (53)  £400-£440

 NEW REPUBLIC

787 H  1886-87 With dates, without embossed arms, 1d violet on yellow paper (SG 2), dated 24 APL 86, a few missing perfs at 
foot, fresh large part o.g., cat £110 (Plate 20)  £36-£40

788 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 2d violet on yellow paper (SG 3), dated 24 MAY 86, part o.g., cat £120 
   (Plate 20)  £40-£44

789 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 4d violet on yellow paper (SG 5), dated 30 AUG 86, well centred, fresh large part 
o.g., cat £85 (Plate 20)  £40-£44

790 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 6d violet on yellow paper (SG 6), dated 2 JUL 86, small tone and odd short perf, 
large part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 20)  £60-£70

791 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 9d violet on yellow paper (SG 7), dated 13 JAN 86, a few short perfs, large part 
o.g., cat £200  £70-£80

792 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 1s violet on yellow paper (SG 8), dated 6 SEP 86, light creasing, large part o.g., 
cat £130 (Plate 20)  £40-£44

793 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 1/6 violet on yellow paper (SG 10), dated 13 OCT 86, a few short perfs at foot, 
fresh large part o.g., cat £170 (Plate 20)  £70-£80

794 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 2s violet on yellow paper (SG 12), dated 6 SEP 86, fresh large part o.g., cat £160 
(Plate 20)  £80-£90

795 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 2s 6d violet on yellow paper (SG 14), dated 20 FEB 86, a few shortish perfs, large 
part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 20)  £70-£80

796 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 5s violet on yellow paper (SG 16), dated 6 SEP 86, unused without gum, cat £200 
(Plate 20)  £46-£50

797 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 5/6 violet on yellow paper (SG 17), dated 20 FEB 86, well centred and fresh, large 
part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 20)  £140-£160

798 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 7s 6d violet on yellow paper (SG 20), dated 6 SEP 86, well centred and fresh, large 
part o.g., cat £275 (Plate 21)  £130-£150

799 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, £1 violet on yellow paper (SG 24), dated 13 OCT 86, odd shortish perfs, large part 
o.g., cat £140 (Plate 21)  £50-£60

800 H -- with dates, without embossed arms, 30s violet on yellow paper (SG 25), dated 13 JAN 86, some short/missing perfs 
at foot, fresh large part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 21)  £80-£90

801 H -- with dates and embossed arms, 1d (3 NOV 86), 2d (2 DEC 86) and 4d (DEC 86) on yellow paper (SG 48/50), first small 
grease mark, large part o.g., cat £128  £46-£50

802 H  1887 (Jan-Mar) Without dates, unused selection incl blue granite paper 1d, 2d and 4d violet (SG 72/3, 75), remainder 
on yellow paper incl 3d violet to 2/6 violet and 5s violet to £1 violet (SG 79/86, 89/94), 1s and 5s without gum, remainder 
part to fine o.g. with odd small fault, cat £500+  £180-£200

 ORANGE FREE STATE

803 H  1903-04 ½d yellow-green to 5s blue and brown (SG 139/47), also 1905-09 ½d yellow-green to 1s scarlet and bistre (SG 
148/51), ½d and 4d from latter lightly toned, others very fresh, large part o.g.  £140-£160
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804 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1868-94 6d rose-carmine and 6d bright carmine, 1878 4d and 5s, 1881 1d on 
5s surch types ‘a’ and ‘b’, 1882 3d on 4d surch types ‘a’ and ‘c’, 1896 ½d on 3d (5 surch types), 1900 ‘stops level’ ½d 
on ½d to 5s on 5s (SG 101/11), stops raised ½d on ½d to 5s on 5s (SG 112/22) and thick ‘V’ 5s on 5s, 1902 ERI 6d on 
6d and 1s on 5s, some earlier surchs without gum, mostly part to fine o.g. (52)  £100-£120

 TRANSVAAL

805 H  1870 (1 May) Otto printing, fine roulette 15½-16 1d brick-red, 6d bright ultramarine and 1s deep green (SG 4a, 5, 6), first 
unused without gum, others part o.g., cat £665 (Plate 21)  £180-£200

806 H  1870 (1-4 May) Viljoen printing, coarse defective impression on thin, gummed German paper, fine roulette 15½-16 1d 
carmine-red (SG 10), unused without gum, cat £850 (Plate 21)  £200-£240

807 H -- Viljoen printing, blotchy heavy impression on medium paper, fine roulette 15½-16 1d carmine-red and 6d ultramarine 
(SG 18a, 19), a trace of thinning, unused without gum (1d) or part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 21)  £60-£70

808 H  1870 (Sept)-71 Borrius printing on stout paper, fine roulette 15½-16 1d black and 6d blackish blue (SG 22, 23), fresh part 
o.g., cat £230 (Plate 21)  £90-£100

809 H  1871 (July) Otto printing, clear distinct impression on thin paper, fine roulette 15½-16 3d pale reddish lilac (SG 24), very 
fresh large part o.g., cat £90 (Plate 21)  £46-£50

810 H  1875-77 Celliers printing on very thin, hard transparent (pelure) paper, fine roulette 15½-16 6d blue (SG 57), very fresh 
large part o.g., cat £225 (Plate 21)  £90-£100

812
      

811
      

814

811 H  1885-93 £5 deep green (SG 187), upper left corner marginal example (partially detached and faults in margin), 
very fresh and well centred with ‘M.C.’ h/s on reverse, superb u/m, very rare so fine, RPS Cert (2015), 

   cat £3,250+ £1800-£2000

812 H  1900 (18 June) V.R.I’ overprint. £5 deep green (SG 237), vert crease but very fresh, large part o.g., RPS Cert 2015, 
   cat £2,000  £500-£600

813 H  1902 ½d black and bluish green to 10s black and purple/red (SG 244/55), very fresh and lightly hinged, some appear 
u/m, cat £250 (Plate 21)  £120-£140

814 H  1903 £5 orange-brown and violet (SG 259), fine o.g., very scarce, cat £2,000 £1000-£1200

815 H  1904-09 ½d black and bluish green to £1 green and violet, the latter on ordinary paper, mostly fresh and lightly hinged, 
large part to fine o.g., cat £650+ (Plate 21)  £260-£300

816 8  1905-09 1d scarlet, error watermark cabled anchor (SG 274b), thinned at foot but appears fine used by large part cds for 
8 Jan 07, cat £325 (Plate 21)  £46-£50

817 H Unused selection on four stockcards incl several 1870-77 Arms types incl roul 15½-16 1d to 1s on thin paper, 1877 V.R. 
overprint type on 6d blue/rose, imperf, 1877-79 overprint type 6 incl 1d red/blue,1d red/orange, 3d mauve/buff, 6d blue/
green, 6d blue/blue, overprint type 7 on 3d mauve/buff, 1878-80 ½d, 1d, 6d and 1s, 1879 1d on 6d black-brown surch 
types 11 and 13 in black, 1879 overprint type 16a on 1d red/yellow with crude perf, also on imperf 3d mauve/green and 
3d mauve/blue, latter issues with values to 10s, also 1907 postage dues to 1s, mixed cond and earlier issues mostly 
without gum, unused to large part o.g. (112)  £300-£340

 ZULULAND

818 H  1888-93 5s rose (SG 11), a couple of fractionally short perfs, large part o.g., cat £700 (Plate 21)  £260-£300

819 H  1894-96 £1 purple/red (SG 28), a couple of shortish perfs at foot, fresh large part o.g., cat £600 (Plate 21)  £260-£300
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820 H Unused selection on stockcard incl 1888-93 overprint on GB ½d to 9d, on Natal ½d dull green no stop, 1893 6d dull 
purple, 1894-96 ½d to 1s and 4s green and carmine, a few small faults but mostly fine, large part o.g. (18)  £140-£160

 SOUTH AFRICA

821 H  1913-24 £1 green and red (SG 17), large part o.g., cat £650 (Plate 21)  £260-£300

822 H O  Postage Dues and Officials: Unused selection on two stockcards, former incl 1914-22 to 1s red and black, 1922-26 to 
6d black and slate,1927-28 to 6d black and slate and 1932-42 to 6d green and brown-ochre, latter incl 1926 2d purple, 
1928-30 2d and 6d, 1929-31 recess 1s and 2s 6d, 1930-47 2d blue and violet (SG O15), 1s brown and deep blue and 2s 
6d blue and brown, odd small fault but mostly fine, large part o.g., SG O15 u/m (45)  £200-£240

823 H Unused selection on two stockcards incl 1913-24 ½d green to 10s deep blue and olive-green, coil stamps to 2d dull 
purple, 1925 Air to 9d, 1927-30 recess 2d, 3d, 1s, 5s and 10s (SG 34/5, 36, 38/9), 1930-44 3d black and red, watermark 
upright and 2s 6d green and brown (2 shades), 1933-36 Voortrekker and 1935 Jubilee sets, some earlier issues gum 
disturbance, mostly part to large part o.g. (57)  £360-£400

 SOUTH WEST AFRICA

824 H  1923 (Jan-June) Setting I, 14mm spacing, £1 green and red horizontal pair (SG 12), large part o.g., cat £750 (Plate 21)  £300-£340

825 H  1923-26 Setting III, 14mm spacing, £1 green and red horizontal pair (SG 27), large part o.g., cat £325 (Plate 21)  £140-£160

826 H  1927 (Apr) Overprints type 5/6 set of 6 horizontal pairs, 2d grey and purple to 10s blue and bistre-brown (SG 49/54), 
fresh large part o.g., cat £180 (Plate 21)  £70-£80

827 H  1927-30 Overprint type 10, set of 12 to £1 pale olive-green and red (SG 56/67), two singles and ten horizontal pairs, 10s 
rather off centre, large part o.g., cat £320 (Plate 21)  £100-£120

828 H Unused selection on five stockcards incl 1923 setting I ½d to 2s 6d, 1923-26 setting III 5s (SG 25), setting VI ½d to 2s 6d 
and 10s, 1931 pictorials ½d to 20s incl Air 3d and 10d, 1935 Jubilee and Voortrekker sets, postage dues incl 1923 setting 
I set of 9, setting III set of 4, officials incl 1927 ½d and 6d (SG O1, O4), all horizontal pairs where relevant, few tones or 
other small imperfections but mostly fine, large part o.g. (103)  £260-£300

 SUDAN

829 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1898 odds incl 5p brown and green, 1902-21 watermark w4 set of 11 to 10p 
black and mauve, 1921-23 watermark w4 1m to 15m, 1927-41 1m to 20p excl 1936-41 values, 1931-37 Air to 10p, 1935 
Gordon to 50p, 1935 Air surchs, also a few postage dues and officials, a few faults but mostly fine, part to large part

   o.g. (98)  £120-£140

 SWAZILAND

830 H  1889-90 5s slate-blue (SG 8), large part o.g., cat £170 (Plate 21)  £70-£80

831

831 H -- 10s dull chestnut (SG 9), a trace of toning but above average for this rarity, large part o.g., with Stolow h/s on 
reverse, Brandon Cert (2007), cat £6,500 £2600-£3000

832 H  1933 ½d green to 10s sepia (SG 11/20), large part o.g., also 1899-90 overprints on Transvaal to 2s 6d (not guaranteed), 
1935 Jubilee (faults) and 1933 1d and 2d postage dues (24)  £80-£90

 TANGANYIKA

833 H  1917-21 50r carmine and green (SG 62), trivial surface mark at foot, very fresh, large part o.g., cat £700 
   (Plate 22)  £300-£340

834 H  1922-24 Giraffe, watermark upright ‘set’ of 5, 1s green to £1 yellow-orange (SG 83a/88a), fresh large part o.g., cat £500 
(Plate 22)  £200-£240
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835 H Small unused selection on two stockcards incl Mafia Island 1915-16 3p grey to 8a deep magenta (SG M33/40), 1916 
Nyasaland Force ½d, 1d and 4d, 1917-21 watermark MCA 1c to 5r, 1921 watermark script 12c to 3r, 1925 5c green 
to 30c purple and 1927-31 5c to 1s incl 30c bright blue, also 3s black, a few faults but mostly fine, large part o.g. 
(56)  £180-£200

 TOGO

836 H  1914 (17 Sep) Overprinted type 1, (wide setting - spaced 3mm), 3pf brown German Colonial (SG 1), rather toned, large 
part o.g., BPA Cert (1967), cat £110  £30-£34

837

837 H -- Overprinted type 1, (wide setting - spaced 3mm), 1m carmine German Colonial (SG H10) originally with margin 
at right (now absent), fine o.g., very rare as only 100 were overprinted, most of which were used, Holcombe Cert 
(1986), cat £5,000 £2400-£2800

838 H -- Overprinted type 1, (wide setting - spaced 3mm), 2m blue German Colonial (SG H11), unused with original gum, 
BPA Cert (2015), fine and very rare, cat £12,000 £6000-£7000

839 H  1915 (7 Jan) Overprint type 6 with ‘Anglo-French’ 15mm long, 5pf green (SG H30), fresh large part o.g., scarce as only 
883 overprinted, Ceremuga Cert (2004), cat £225 (Plate 21)  £100-£120

840 H -- Overprint type 6 with ‘Anglo-French’ 15mm long, 10pf carmine (SG H31), fresh large part o.g., scarce as only 1001 
overprinted, Ceremuga Cert (2004), cat £200 (Plate 21)  £80-£90

841 H  1915 (May) Accra overprint 20s purple and black/red (SG H46), fresh large part o.g., cat £150 (Plate 22)  £70-£80

842 H  1916 (Apr)-20 London overprint, 2s purple and blue/blue to 20s purple and black/red, SG H54/58 (generally cheapest 
shades), fresh large part o.g. (Plate 21)  £90-£100

843 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1914 (17 Sep) 25pf black and red/yellow (SG H5), 1914 (Oct) 20pf ultramarine 
and 30pf black and orange/buff (SG H17, H19) and 1d on 5pf green, also 20pf ultramarine with forged overprint resembling 
type 6, 1915 (May) Accra overprint odds incl 10s green and red/green, mostly large part o.g. (23)  £30-£34

 TONGA

844 H  1891 (Nov) 1d carmine, overprint with stars at upper right and lower left, perf 12x11½ (SG 7d), a couple of small thins 
but very fresh, large part o.g., cat £300 (Plate 22)  £90-£100

845 H  1897 Basic set of 14, ½d indigo to 5s black and brown-red (SG 38a/53a), most with light to moderate even gum toning, 
7½d pulled perf, large part o.g., cat £225  £60-£70

846   Official: 1893 ‘G.F.B.’ overprint type O1, 1d to 1s ultramarine (SG O1/5), fresh part o.g., cat £275  £90-£100

847 H Unused selection on three stockcards incl 1886-88 perf 12½2d, 6d and 1s, perf 12x11½ 1d to 1s, 1891 4d on 1d and 8d 
on 2d, 1891 with stars 1d and 2d perf 12½, also 2d perf 12x11½ (SG 8a), 1892 6d yellow-orange, 1892 1d bright rose to 
1s brown, 1893 surch in red to 7½d on 8d carmine, black surch ½d on 1d and 2½d on 2d, 1894 surch incl 2½d on 1s perf 
12½, 1895 set of 4 to 7½d on 2d pale blue, also set of 3 to 7½d on 2½d vermilion, 1895 set of 4 to 7½d orange-yellow, 
also 7½d yellow, 1899 Royal Wedding 1d (creased), 1923 surch set of 7 to 2d on 5s (SG 64/70a), 1893 officials set of 5, 
½d on 1d to 10d on 1s (SG O6/10), last two sets large part o.g., remainder mostly without gum (64)  £200-£240

 TRINIDAD and TOBAGO

848 H  Trinidad: Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1851-55 blued paper 1d purple-brown (2) and (1d) grey, 1859 no 
watermark, pin perf (1d) rose-red, 1894 official 6d olive-black (SG O5), Trinidad and Tobago 1935-37 72c myrtle-green 
and carmine, also a few postage dues, cond of earlier issues variable, part to large part o.g. (48)  £36-£40

849 H  Tobago Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1879 watermark crown CC 1d rose and 6d orange, 1883 2½d on 6d 
stone, 1882-84 watermark crown CA incl 2½d bright blue with slash flaw (SG 16c), 1885-96 crown CA incl 1s orange-
brown, also with slash flaw (SG 24ca), 1886-89 incl 1d on 2½d blue, 1891 ½d on 4d grey and 2½d on 4d grey, 1896 ½d 
on 4d lilac and carmine, some heavily hinged and odd light tone, part to large part o.g. (17)  £120-£140
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850 H  Trinidad and Tobago 1921-22 5s dull purple and purple and £1 green and carmine (SG 213, 215), rather heavily hinged, 
part o.g., cat £255 (Plate 22)  £60-£70

 TURKS ISLANDS

851
     

854
     

855
     

856

851 H  1873-79 Perf 11-12½ x 14½-15½ 1s lilac (SG 6), minor gum loss but fresh and well centred, it is estimated that 
only 150 examples were issued without surcharge and most were used, large part o.g., ex Amundsen, RPS Cert 
(1953), cat £5,000 £1800-£2000

852 H  1880 (Jan) Settings 2/3, surch type 3 ½ on 1s dull blue (SG 9), very fresh, fine o.g., cat £140 (Plate 22)  £60-£70

853 H Small unused selection on two stockcards incl 1873-79 1d dull red (SG 4), 1881 setting 10, ½ on 1s lilac (SG 19), 1881 
watermark crown CC sideways, 1d brown-red and 6d olive-black, 1887 watermark crown CA, perf 12 1d crimson-
lake, Turks and Caicos Is 1909-11 ½d yellow-green to 3s black/red, 1913-21 watermark MCA to 3s black/red, 1921 
watermark script to 1s brown-orange and a few later KGV, odd small fault and a couple without gum, most part to large 

   part o.g. (58)  £60-£70

 TRANSJORDAN
854 H  1922 (Nov) 10p on 10p ultramarine, h/stamp type 3 (SG 33), fresh part o.g., rare as only 137 issued, BPA Cert (2007), 
   cat £850  £400-£440

855 H  1922 (Dec) 10pi ultramarine handstamped “Arab Government of the East” type 4 in violet (SG 52a), fine and fresh o.g., 
very rare as a total of only 79 overprinted (for both overprint colours), BPA Cert (2007), cat £1,100  £600-£700

856 H -- 20pi pale grey handstamped “Arab Government of the East” type 4 in red-purple (SG 53), very fresh large part 
o.g., very rare as a total of only 57 overprinted (for all overprint colours), Holcombe (1991) and BPA (2009) Certs, 

   cat £1,600  £800-£900

857 H  1927-29 New currency 2m greenish blue to 1000m slate-grey (SG 159/71), large part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 22)  £80-£90

858 H  1928 New Constitution 2m greenish blue to 200m violet (SG 172/82), only 1,802 on 200m sold, fresh large part o.g., 
   cat £190 (Plate 22)  £80-£90

859 H  1930 Locust Campaign 2m greenish blue to 500m brown (SG 183/94), only 2,694 of 500m sold, large part o.g., 
   cat £150  £60-£70

860 H Small unused selection on stockcard incl 1920 (Nov) perf 14 odds to 9p, 1930-39 perf 14 odds to 100m blue, 1933 
pictorials 1m, 15m, 20m, 100m and 200m, 1929 postage dues excl 10m, mostly fine, large part o.g. (34)  £30-£34

 UGANDA
861 H  1895 (20 Mar) Wide letters, wide stamps 50(c) black (SG 5), borders visible at top and left, fresh unused, cat £1,400 

(Plate 22)  £360-£400

862 H  1895 (May) Narrow letters, narrow stamps 5(c) black (SG 26), border visible at right with traces at top and left, fresh 
unused, cat £1,700 (Plate 22)  £400-£440

863 H -- Narrow letters, narrow stamps 15(c) black (SG 28), borders visible on three sides, fresh unused, cat £1,800 
   (Plate 22)  £700-£800

864 H -- Narrow letters, narrow stamps 20(c) black (SG 29), light creasing but borders visible on all four sides, fresh unused, 
   cat £1,500 (Plate 22)  £300-£340

865 H -- Narrow letters, narrow stamps 25(c) black (SG 30), a trace of creasing but borders visible on all four sides, fresh 
unused, cat £1,700 (Plate 22)  £460-£500

866 H -- Narrow letters, narrow stamps 40(c) black (SG 32), borders visible at top and foot with a trace at right, fresh unused, 
cat £1,700 (Plate 22)  £400-£440

867 H  1895 (Nov) Narrow letters, narrow stamps 10(c) violet (SG 36), some creasing, borders visible at top and foot, fresh 
unused, cat £650 (Plate 22)  £140-£160
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868 H -- Narrow letters, narrow stamps 20(c) violet (SG 38), light creasing, borders visible on three sides, fresh unused, 
   cat £475 (Plate 22)  £130-£150

869 H  1896 (June) 60(c) violet (SG 52), borders visible on three sides, fresh unused, cat £1,600 (Plate 22)  £500-£600

870 H  1896 (7 Nov) 1a black (thick ‘1’) to 5r black (SG 55/61), a few small faults but rupee values just a little toned, unused, 
   cat £500+ (Plate 22)  £100-£120

871 H -- Handstamped ‘L’, 1a black to 1r black (SG 70/75), 1a and 3a a hint of thinning, unused, cat £1,200+ 
   (Plate 22)  £400-£440

 ZANZIBAR

872 H  1908-09 10r blue-green and brown (SG 239), light vertical crease, otherwise fine o.g., cat £200 (Plate 22)  £60-£70

873 H -- 30r black and sepia (SG 241), gum light toning and a few minor adhesions, fine facial appearance, large part o.g., BPA 
Cert (1957), cat £700 (Plate 22)  £200-£240

874
     

875
     

876
     

878

874 H -- 40r black and orange-brown (SG 242), very fresh u/m, rare thus, cat £900+  £500-£600

875 H -- 50r black and mauve (SG 243), trivial tone spot (not visible from face), otherwise fresh and lightly hinged, virtually full 
o.g., cat £800  £360-£400

876 H -- 200r brown and greenish black (SG 245), light gum creasing, however well centred and very fresh, u/m, 
   cat £1,600+  £700-£800

877 H  1913 20r black and green (SG 260b), a few light adhesions on gum, otherwise fine o.g., cat £350 (Plate 22)  £140-£160

878 H -- 200r brown and black (SG 260g), minor gum creasing, u/m, cat £1,200+  £600-£700

879 H  1914-22 10r green and brown (SG 275), gum crease and a trace of toning, virtually full o.g., cat £225 (Plate 22)  £90-£100

880 H  1921-29 10r green and brown (SG 295), large part o.g., cat £200 (Plate 22)  £90-£100

881 H -- 20r black and green (SG 296), a trace of gum toning, u/m, cat £400+ (Plate 22)  £200-£240

882 H Useful unused selection on four stockcards incl 1895-96 overprint on India to 5r, a couple of ‘2½’ surch, 1896 odds to 
5r, 1899-1901 odds to 5r, 1904 surch excl 2½ on 8a, 1904 Arms incl 4r and 5r, 1908-09 2r, 3r, and 4r, 1913 incl 10r green 
and brown, 1921-29 script to 5r, 1936 to 10s, also 1926-30 postage dues odds but incl 75c, a few faults but many fine 
(150+)  £500-£600

 MISCELLANEOUS

883   The two empty “New Imperial” albums that originally housed this wonderful collection, in fine condition and an opportunity 
to start again! £50-£60

END OF SALE, THANK YOU
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Protect your collection with 
Stanley Gibbons albums
All recent Stanley Gibbons leaves are manufactured without the addition of chemicals that would 
present a hazard in use. This enables them to be produced with a neutral PH value to meet the 
ISO 9706 permanence of paper which means that your stamps will not suffer any adverse effects 
by years of storage. If you want to ensure your stamps are safe, you need to make sure your 
album leaves are printed on acid-free paper.

If you are looking to give your collection the home it deserves, there is no better option than 
Frank Godden albums. Each individual album is beautifully handmade to an unmistakable and 
unmatchable quality, with all leaves are now made to the internationally recognised standard 
for archival paper, the type that is used and recommended by all major museums. Revered 
throughout the philatelic world for their supreme quality and craftsmanship, Frank Godden 
albums are built to last a lifetime and to offer you a lifetime of enjoyment. For more information, 
visit www.stanleygibbons.com/frankgodden.

If Frank Godden albums do not suit your budget, we recommend the Exeter peg-fitting and 
Senator Standard springback albums, both of which protect your collection and provide an easy-
to-use storage option. To find out more, contact us on the details below.

Stanley Gibbons 
399 Strand, London, WC2R 0LX

+44 (0)20 7836 8444 
shop@stanleygibbons.com 

www.stanleygibbons.com
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THESE terms and conditions (the “Terms and 
Conditions”) set out vendor’s and purchaser’s 
rights and obligations (collectively the 

“Client”) and those of Stanley Gibbons Limited and 
its affiliates (“SG”) in relation to the auction services 
provided by SG. 

In the event that Client uses the auction services 
available on SG’s web site (the “SG” Auction Web 
Site”) such use shall be subject to the Terms and 
Conditions together with SG’s Web Site Terms of 
Service and SG’s Privacy Policy. Clients using the SG 
Auction Web Site agree to click on the link to, and 
familiarise themselves with SG’s Web Site Terms of 
Service and Privacy Policy. 

In the event that these Terms and Conditions 
conflict with SG’s Web Site Terms of Service and/or 
SG’s Privacy Policy then the following priority will 
apply; 
(i)  the Terms and Conditions 
(ii)  SG’s Web Site Terms of Service
(iii)  SG’s Privacy Policy (hereinafter referred to 

collectively as the “Conditions”). 

1. Definitions 
 “Buyer’s Premium” means SG’s buyer’s pre-

mium from time to time in force as set out in 
the Information Section; “Postage and Pack-
ing” means SG’s postal and packing charges: 
“Price” means the hammer price and Buyer’s 
Premium, Storage Charges and Postage and 
Packing (where applicable): 
“Storage Charges” means SG’s storage 
charges from time to time in force as set out in 
the Information Section; 

2. Vendor’s Obligations 
2-1  Vendor warrants to SG and to the purchaser 

that he/she is the true owner of the property or 
is properly authorised to sell the property by 
the true owner and is able to transfer good and 
marketable title to the property free from any 
claim by a third party. Vendor will indemnify 
SG, its servants and agents and the purchaser 
against any loss or damage suffered by either 
in consequence of any breach of the above 
warranty on the part of the vendor. 

2.2  A vendor who sends for sale by auction any 
chattel(s) which is an asset of his/her business 
must disclose to the auctioneer whether or not 
he/she is a registered person for Value Add-
ed Tax purposes. Vendor must also disclose 
if any of his lots are to be offered using the 
VAT margin scheme. This information must 
be supplied on or prior to the delivery of the 
goods. 

Vendor and purchaser acknowledge that all 
copyright, trademarks and other intellectual 
property rights in and relating to SG’s 
publications, or other artistic or pictorial 
representations of the subject matter of this 
agreement are owned by SG. No part of such 
publication, artistic or pictorial representation 
shall be reproduced without the prior written 
consent of SG. 

3. Bidding 
3.1  Subject to these Conditions, the highest bidder 

for each lot shall he the purchaser thereof. 
3.2  Each lot is put up subject to any reserve price 

imposed by the vendor. Written instructions 
as to reserves (if any) must be received by SG 
at the latest on the day before the date of sale. 

3.3  In the event of any reserve price not being 
reached SG is empowered to sell by private 
treaty after the auction any lot at not less than 
the reserve price as long as the goods remain 
on SG’s premises. In the event of such a sale 
these Conditions will apply. 

3.4  Every bidder shall be deemed to act as princi-
pal unless there is in force a written acknowl-
edgement by SG that he/she acts as an agent 
on behalf of a named principal. 

3.5  The bidding and advances shall be regulated 
by and are at the absolute discretion of SG 
who shall have full discretion to refuse any 
bid, to divide any lot, to combine and offer 
lots as one lot and to withdraw any lot or lots 
from the sale without in any case giving any 
reasons. SG reserves the right to bid on behalf 
of purchasers, hut shall not be liable for errors 
or omissions in executing instructions to bid. 

3.6  “Buy” bids without upper limit are accepted 
at the sole discretion of SG. 

3.7  If any dispute arises as to the highest bidder, 
SG shall have absolute discretion to determine 
the dispute and may, without any obligation 
to do so, put up again and re-sell the lot in 
respect of which the dispute arises. 

3.8  SG acts as agent of the vendor save only in 
respect of collection of the Buyer’s Premium, 
where applicable, which SG shall be entitled 
to retain irrespective of and in addition to 
such remuneration as it may receive from the 
vendor, and where SG is stated to act as prin-
cipal in any individual sale. 

3.9  In the event that the purchaser makes a suc-
cessful bid for a lot on which Buyer’s Premium 
is chargeable then in addition to the hammer 
price the purchaser shall also pay the Buyer’s 
Premium on the following basis: 

3.9.1  For taxable lots which are prefixed with letters 
“T” or “F” in the sale catalogue the Buyer’s 
Premium is subject to the addition of VAT 
at the prevailing rate. For non-taxable lots, 
which are sold using the auctioneers’VAT 
margin scheme the Buyer’s Premium shall be 
inclusive of VAT 

4. Payment 

4.1  Purchaser 
4.1.1 The Price shall be paid by purchaser to SG on 

acceptance of his/her bid save that purchas-
ers located overseas shall pay within fourteen 
days of the date of sale or such longer period 
as shall be agreed in writing between SG and 
the purchaser (the onus for such prior arrange-
ments lies with the prospective purchaser). 

4.1.2  If any purchaser fails to pay the Price within 
the time stated in clause 4.1.1, such lot may at 
any rime thereafter at SG’s discretion be put 
up for sale by auction again or sold privately in 
which event the purchaser undertakes to make 
good any reduction in the Price to the vendor 
together with the costs of re-sale, which shall 
become a debt due from him to the vendor to 
the extent that any increased price on re-sale 
does not fully cover the amount of such debt. 

4-1.3  Interest at the rate of 2% per month or part 
thereof shall he payable by the purchaser on 
any overdue account, but SG shall have dis-
cretion to waive payment of such interest by 
notice in writing. 

4-1-4  Purchasers paying for lots by credit card shall 
be liable to a surcharge equivalent to the per-
centage charged by the credit card company to 
SG on the day of payment. 

4.1.5  Postage and packing will be charged unless the 
purchaser indicates, prior to the Auction clos-
ing, that he will collect his lots. In the event 
that the purchaser collects his lots having in-
dicated otherwise on [he bidding from Postage 
and Packing will not be refunded. 

4.2 Vendor 
4.2.1  Vendor shall pay SG the Commission calcu-

lated on the hammer price of each lot. 
4.2.2  Subject to clause 4.2.2, the net proceeds of 

sale, less the Commission will become due and 
payable to the vendor by SG on the latest of 
the following events: 
(i)  thirty five days after the final date of the 

auction sale; or 
(ii)  seven days after SG’s receipt of the Price 

in accordance with Clause 4-1; or 
(iii) where a purchaser has served a notice to 

reject a !o t pursuant to Clause 6.1, seven 
days after SG’s receipt of the certificate re-
ferred to in clause 6,2 confirming that the 
lot is genuine and/or correctly described. 

4-2.3  In the event that a purchaser is entitled to re-
ject a lot pursuant to Clause 6.3 then SG’s sole 
liability to the vendor shall he the return of the 
lot in the same condition as received from the 
purchaser . 

4.2.4  Lots bid on and bought by the vendor will be 
regarded as sold and vendor shall be liable to 
pay the Commission and the Price. 

4.3  Each lot shall remain the property of the ven-
dor until payment of the Price is received in 
full by SO, but such lot shall be at the pur-
chaser’s risk from the fall of the hammer, 44 
Where an agent purchases on behalf of an 
undisclosed purchaser such agent shall be per-
sonally liable for payment of the Price to SG 
and for safe delivery of the lot to the said cli-
ent. 

4-5  Unsold lots which have not been cleared by 
the vendor will be sold after the expiration of 
three months from the date of sale to defray 
the Storage Charges. 

5. SG’s Warranties and Liability 
5.1  SG warrants the description and genuineness 

of all lots comprising three or less items as: 
5.1.1  genuine, unless otherwise described in the sale 

catalogue or by SG; and 
5.1.2  correctly described, including where applica-

ble the date of any certificate forming part of 
the description of the lot. 

5.2  Except as expressly stated in these Conditions 
SG excludes all other warranties and condi-
tions with regard to the information, lots and 
services whether express or implied or statu-
tory (including all implied warranties and 
conditions of merchantability and fitness for 
a particular purpose. 

5.3  Vendor and purchaser agree that SG will not 
be liable to them either jointly or severally, or 
to any third party for: 

5.3.1  loss of items received inadequately packed, 
mounted or arranged; and 

5.3.2  any indirect or consequential loss or damage 
including loss of profits, revenue or business 
howsoever caused (whether arising out of any 
negligence or breach of these Conditions or 
otherwise) even if that loss or damage was rea-
sonably foreseeable by, or the possibility of it 
was brought to the attention of SG. 

5.4  Save where the purchaser is entitled to reject a 
lot pursuant to clause 6.3, in which case that 
shall he the purchaser’s sole remedy, the li-
ability of SG under these Conditions (whether 
arising in negligence or otherwise) will not 
exceed the greater of 125% of the amount of 
any relevant successful bid or if no successful 
hid, the reserve price if any (whichever is ap-
plicable to the circumstances) regardless of the 
cause or form of action. 

5.5  Nothing in these Conditions shall limit SG’s 
liability for death or personal injury resulting 
from 

SG’s negligence. Vendor and purchaser (re-
spectively) agree to indemnify SG against all 

liability, claims and expenses that may arise 
from any breach of these Conditions by either 
of them. 

6. Right to Reject Lots 
6.1  Subject to Clause 6.5 and 6.6 the purchaser 

shall be at liberty to reject any lot comprising 
three or less items if he/she has paid the Price 
and if he/she: 6-1.1 gives SG written notice of 
intention to question the genuineness or as the 
case may be the accuracy of description of the 
lot within twenty one days from the date of 
sale; and 

6.1.2  proves that the lot is not genuine or was incor-
rectly described; and 

6.1.3  returns to SG within twenty eight days from 
the date of sale the lot in the same condition as 
it was at the time of sale PROVIDED that SG 
may, at its discretion on receiving a request in 
writing from the purchaser, extend for a rea-
sonable period the time for return of the lot to 
enable it to be submitted to expertisation. 

6.2  Where a lot has been submitted to expertisa-
rion the costs of such expertisation shall be 
paid by the person (which term shall include 
any company) who returns the certificate and 
item(s) to which such certificates relates. The 
onus and cost of proving a lot to be not genu-
ine or incorrectly described is on the purchas-
er. The inability of any recognised expert or 
expert committee to express a definite opinion 
shall serve to discharge the onus on the pur-
chaser and shall be a ground for rejection of 
the lot concerned. 

6.3  Where the purchaser of a lot discharges such 
onus of proof and complies with the provi-
sions of clause 

6.1  SG shall set aside the sale and repay to the 
purchaser the Price paid by him in respect of 
the lot. 

6.4  Any lots comprising four or more items, or 
miscellaneous lots containing items which are 
undescribed shall be taken by the purchaser 
with all (if any) faults, lack of genuineness 
and/or errors of description and/or numbers 
of items in the lot and the purchaser shall 
have no right to reject any such lot; save that, 
notwithstanding the foregoing where before 
a sale a person intending to bid at the sale, 
gives notice in writing to and satisfies SG that 
any such lot contains any item or items unde-
scribed in the sale catalogue and that person 
specifically describes that item or those items 
in that notice then that item or those items, 
shall, as between SG and that person be taken 
to form part of the description of the lot for 
the purpose of clause 5.1 and clauses 6.1, 6-2 
and 6.3. 

6.5  No lot shall be rejected if subsequent to the 
sale, it has been damaged and/or marked or 
treated by any process whatsoever unless SG’s 
permission to subject the lot to such marking 
or treatment has first been obtained in writ-
ing. 

6.6  No lot illustrated in the sale catalogue or on 
the SG Auction Web Site shall be rejected on 
the ground of characteristics apparent from 
its illustration. Whilst care has been taken 
to-show colour illustrations as accurately as 
possible, reprographic and printing processes 
cannot always guarantee true reproduction of 
colour images. Therefore, no lot illustrated in 
colour shall be rejected on the grounds that 
actual colour differs from that of the illustra-
tions. 

These Conditions together with any special 
conditions, notices, descriptions, statements 
and other matters in the sale catalogue and 
elsewhere, including the SG Auction Web Site, 
concerning any lot are subject to any state-
ments modifying or affecting the same made 
by the auctioneer from the rostrum prior to 
any bid being accepted for the lot. 

7 VAT 
SG operate an auctioneers’ VAT margin 
scheme for the auction of lots which are 
eligible. Lots suffixed by the letters “T” & “F” 
in the sale catalogue are subject to VAT at the 
rate then prevailing on the hammer price. If 
such a lot is exported, outside the EU, and 
the purchaser produces proof of export in the 
correct form, the VAT on the hammer price is 
refundable by SG. 

8. General 
8.1  SG shall not be liable for any delay or failure 

to perform its obligations under these Condi-
tions caused by circumstances beyond its rea-
sonable control. 

8.2  SG reserves the right to vary these Conditions 
with immediate effect from time to time with-
out notice. 

8.3  In the event that these Conditions are held by 
any competent authority to he invalid or un-
enforceable in whole or in part, the validity of 
the remaining terms shall not be affected. 

8.4  These Conditions and any sale organised by 
SG shall be governed by English law and shall 
be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English Courts. 
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